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ABSTRACT
DECOLONIZING MULTICULTURAL TEACHER EDUCATION
MAY 2008
KRISTEN B. FRENCH, B.A., WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Sonia Nieto

The purpose of this dissertation is to define and implement a theoretical construct of
decolonizing theory as it pertains to the current issues of multicultural teacher education.
A direct application of decolonizing methodologies and design will occur by focusing on
the critical personal narratives of four preservice teachers and instructor involved in an
introductory course on multicultural education. The rhetoric of multicultural teacher
education and the challenging realities facing the field today will be addressed through
qualitative research with a emphasis on critical ethnography and decolonization. The
significance of this study is embedded in the voices of the students and instructor
affected by the neocolonial conditions of U.S. schools, policies and practices. The goals
of this research are to further the discourses on the sociopolitical constructs of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education and to critically examine multicultural
course construction and the potentially transformative praxis for future teachers.
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CHAPTER 1
WHERE THE CIRCLE BEGINS:
INTERCONNECTIONS AMONG DECOLONIZING THEORY,
MULTICULTURAL TEACHER EDUCATION,
AND CRITICAL PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Wandering the dark library corridors of the 17th floor, tired and lost, I finally
came across the shelf I was in search of The text that occupied the space was not the
book I was looking for. As I reached for my glasses, my blurry eyes read Blood
Narrative: Indigenous Identity in American Indian and Maori Literary and Activist Texts
(2002), by Chadwick Allen. Interesting. Alone, I sat on the cold, distant linoleum and
perused the book until I came across a discussion of Fools Crow (Welch, 1986). Allen
wrote:
... Fools Crow recreates the years leading up to an Indian massacre and
dramatized that violent subjugation of a powerful Plains Indian people - in
Welch’s novel, the cavalry’s surprise morning raid on Pikuni Blackfeet
camped on the Marias River in the hard winter of 1870. Mistaking the
peaceful camp for one led by a Blackfeet “renegade”, the cavalry killed
173 Blackfeet on the Marias, including significant numbers of women,
children and the elderly. A direct descendant of one of the few survivors,
Welch grew up hearing his father retell him his great-grandmother’s
eyewitness accounts of the morning raid and of the Blackfeet’s subsequent
confinement to the reservation (p. 168).
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Surreal is the best way to describe my experience that night. This book off of a lifeless
shelf on a college campus in Massachusetts, written by a stranger, was about my
families' experience in Montana. This wasn't just an overlooked historical fact in some
textbook. This wasn 't a removed terrible tragedy of “OthersThis was my families’
story'. In fact, Welch's father, my grandfather’s brother, was also one of my original
teachers sharing this same story. In the darkness of the library, I felt displaced and for a
moment transported back home, 3000 miles closer to family, heritage, and stories. I
remembered reading Jim's book for the first time, alone in my mother’s home, covered
with a blanket on the pink couch:
As he wandered from smoking ruin to ruin, he didn't really know that his
eyes had quit seeing, that his nose no longer burned with the smell of
death. He didn’t even notice that his feet had gotten wet from walking
through the trampled melted snow ... He rubbed his eyes and there were
no more tears, not from the smoke, not from his heart. He sat for a long
time, tired and numb, until his mind came back and he remembered where
he was, what he had seen (Welch, 1986, p. 380-381).
My chest ached and my eyes welled with tears. I could no longer hold the book or read
the page. I set the book down and sobbed.
I have always known that words and stories have power whether they are the
etchings on government documents that endorse the slaughter of nearly 200 Blackfeet
women, children and elders during the Baker’s Massacre, or the blood/land/memory
(Allen, 2002) represented here by my cousin James Welch in Fools Crow (1986). Stories
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have always had power, particularly in my family, although they were rarely written
down. My mother, grandmother, grandfather and my grandfather's brother often spoke of
Grandma Phemister, our survivor. She was a strong, petite woman who wore long skirts
with endless pockets. She would sit on the earthen floor, reach deep to her hem for her
pipe, smoke, and tell stories to her grandchildren and later her great-grandchildren. My
mother remembers her gentle, kind manner as she spoke “Indian ” about the ‘survivance’
(Vizenor, 1994), that is, the combination of resistance and survival refusing victimry or
defeat or the survival and resistance of Blackfoot1 people.
Back in the library\ I had been feeling like an imposter struggling to negotiate the
multiple worlds of graduate school, the library and my own identity. I would often need
to remind myself of the path that led me so far from home. This path included yet another
story that changed my life and led me to multicultural education at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst.
Many years earlier at Western Washington University as an Anthropology
undergraduate, I had been introduced to Sonia Nieto's Affirming Diversity (1992).
Rather than dropping the book between tearful fits of rage and despair, 1 couldn 7 put this
text down. Compelled and inspired by each case study, 1 began grappling with the
sociopolitical contexts of multicultural education through praxis (knowledge, theory and
action). 1 only stopped reading to highlight sentences or write notes in the margins. The
words on each page spoke to me in a significantly different way than Fools Crow (1986),

1 I use the term Blackfoot and Blackfeet interchangeably to describe the Montana Blackfeet
people and nation. Prior to European contact and the use of English as the dominant form of
speaking and writing, words were not pluralized by Blackfoot people. Many Blackfoot
people choose not to use the term Blackfeet, but Blackfeet is generally used to describe the
Western Montana band.
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but strangely, both were riveting and central to my future as a teacher, academic and
both inspired my “life-long journey of transformation ” (Nieto, 2000, p. 182-183).
Now two decades later I have come back to both of these extraordinary texts,
critically examining the interconnections between multicultural teacher education and
decolonizing theory - the recentering of Indigenous and neocolonial sociopolitical and
historical perspectives for community empowerment through critical personal narratives.
I begin this dissertation with my own critical personal narrative, or autoethnography
(Mutua & Swadener, 2004), to accentuate the history and power of lived experiences, the
potential for social change, empowerment, emancipation, and survivance through a
decolonizing lens. Similar to the narrative of my own journey into academia and
multicultural education are the stories you will read of my research collaborators. These
stories have profound impact on each of the lives of the narrators. Because of the dialogic
nature of critical personal narratives, the encounter may also shape the reader. Therefore,
if stories have power, it is important to engage in the discussion of the following
questions:
•

Whose stories are heard or written?

•

How do marginalized storytellers find audiences?

•

And how can those struggling to understand these stories/narratives interact and
engage as allies?

My Decolonizing Critical Personal Narrative into Multicultural Education
Imagine a small rental car, a map, my ten-year old daughter, and a desire to
make a difference. This is about all I had as I drove to Amherst, Massachusetts to meet
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with Sonia Nieto for the second time. The first time we met I had cornered her in a
bathroom after a dynamic keynote address at the National REACH (Respecting Ethnic
and Cultural Heritage) Conference in Texas. I had traveled from Washington State to
finally meet her after having worn out my copy of Affirming Diversity (1992). Frustrated
with myself for not speaking to her after her talk, 1 sulked into the bathroom thinking I
had lost my one chance to meet my academic “s/hero. ” But there she was washing her
hands. I mustered the courage to introduce myself and was later relieved that she didn t
call security. Instead, she graciously invited me to join her for lunch with the other
conference speakers. I was beside myself with joy and awe.
On the way back to the hotel, after a wonderful and inspiring luncheon
conversation, she suggested that I consider UMASS for graduate school. So when I had
the opportunity the following summer to be “close" to the East Coast for my brother's
wedding (in Alabama), I thought it would be a perfect opportunity to travel to the
University of Massachusetts. Without the funds to fly, I decided that my daughter and 1
would drive. Having never been to Massachusetts, I had no idea how far it really was
from Alabama. I soon found out as we camped our way across many states, missed a
couple of meals ran out of money, but safely arrived at to the School of Education where
Sonia met and encouraged me to work on my degrees is Bilingual, ESL and Multicultural
Education, and later my doctorate in Language, Literacy and Culture.
I tell you this story'for a couple of reasons, one, this was a real and metaphorical
journey that led me to decolonizing research in multicultural education, and, two, this
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journey was quite significant for me as a member of multiple marginalized communities working-class, single mother, woman, Indigenous/Exogenous, and the support I had in
considering transformative/decolonizing possibilities for myself
Bringing this story'full circle to multicultural teacher education and my reasons
for linking decolonizing theory, I need to familiarize you to the “Introduction to
Multicultural Education Course ” (which I will describe in more detail in Chapter Four).
At the same time I began my Language, Literacy, and Culture doctoral work, / began
teaching my first undergraduate course in multicultural education under the tutelage of
Dr. Sonia Nieto. While the existence of a multicultural education course was not unusual
(although many colleges and universities still do not require undergraduates to take such
a course) what was unique was the structure that supported it. According to CochranSmith, Davis and Fries (2004) few innovative programs still exist in multicultural teacher
education. The course itself had been co-constructed for almost thirty years when I
arrived. Together with other doctoral students teaching the course, we shaped the
syllabus, held office hours together, and planned and collaborated throughout the
semester. Another important addition to the course was the incorporation of our lived
experiences, expertise or research interests imbedded within the course. Mine was a
decolonizing lens. And this study, reflects both the innovations of the history, mentorship
and praxis of the course, as well as the ways in which the students, particularly those in
this study influenced the course, from their own decolonizing or neocolonial experiences.
Therefore the previous decolonizing questions have guided my own research and
narrative journey. And in an attempt to further link research between contemporary issues
in multicultural teacher education and decolonizing theory I began to ask:
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•

What is decolonizing theory and how is it connected to multicultural teacher
education?

•

What are the experiences of students participating in a course on multicultural
education that attempts to decolonize the neocolonial experiences of preservice
teachers? Is there truly a decentering of the dominant paradigm and if there is,
how is it done and what does it look like?

•

What can decolonizing theory offer to the future of multicultural teacher
education?

Statement of the Problem
In terms of Indigenous issues, survivance (Vizenor, 1994) generally refers to
understanding the significance of colonial or neocolonial history without falling victim to
the tragedy. Like Grandma Phemister telling of her survival of the raid on her peaceful
encampment, survivance is understood through the underlying meaning of her story. She
was not recounting the events so that her future generations would wallow in the misery
of this gruesome and horrific moment in Blackfoot history. Instead, she told this story so
that her descendants would know how we (our family and Blackfoot people) survived a
strategic and political act of violence and genocide. Most importantly, we are still
fighting for political and cultural sovereignty and self-determination today in spite of
generations of undermining oppressive neocolonial policies and practices.
Bringing the discussion of survivance to the realm of education, particularly
multicultural teacher education then becomes a resistance to rhetorical and political
practices that alienate or tail neocolonial students and miseducate and perpetuate the
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status quo of students who benefit from the neocolonial conditions in U.S. schools. In
order to create a climate of change, preservice teachers must engage with multicultural
issues pertaining to U.S. schools and see themselves as agents for this change.
Therefore, a discussion and plan of action need to be theorized between
multicultural teacher education and the challenges that lie ahead for both the field and for
decolonizing theory. This includes a historical understanding of survivance by groups
throughout the neocolonial United States. By defining decolonizing theory, with all the
complexities inherent in doing so, as well as grappling with contemporary issues of
multicultural teacher education, including the voices of the preservice teachers in the
trenches, the possibility of identifying the goals of decolonizing multicultural teacher
education becomes a hopeful reality.

The Absence of a Decolonizing Theory
One of the problems facing research in the area of decolonizing theory is the lack
of a concrete and agreed upon definition. In February of 2002,1 was first introduced to
decolonizing pedagogy by Professor Kris Gutierrez at the National Council of Teachers
of English Assembly for Research (NCTEAR) in New York City. Gutierrez was sharing
a paper co-written with her colleagues on decolonizing pedagogy (Tejeda, Gutierrez, &
Espinoza, 2002). As a doctoral student in an ethnography course, I attempted to use
decolonizing pedagogy as a theoretical framework for my research. Challenged by the
professor to place decolonizing pedagogy within a theoretical paradigm, I began to
investigate where it was situated.
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For several years I explored multiple disciplines including Indigenous studies,
postcolonial studies, and education seeking a definition of decolonizing theory. To date, I
have yet to find one article, book or website undertaking an overview of decolonizing
theory. I have found discussions on pedagogy, methodology and decolonization, but not a
theoretical framework that encompasses them all. Therefore, with a sense ot desperation I
questioned writers, academics, teachers, students and administrators about how and if
they defined decolonizing theory and where I could begin to find answers to questions of
origin, attributes and theoretical constructs. Therefore, an important aspect of this
dissertation research is to define and implement a theoretical construct of decolonizing
theory particularly as it pertains to the current issues in multicultural teacher education.

Rhetoric Versus Action in Multicultural Teacher Education
According to research in the field, there is a dualistic reality for the future of
multicultural teacher education. On the one hand, there is hopefulness and celebration
due to the heightened awareness and “attention to issues of diversity and school”
(Cochran-Smith, Davis & Fries, 2004, p. 931). Through such acts as No Child Left
Behind with an emphasis on raising the academic success of all children. According to
the National Commission on Teaching and America’s future (1997), in terms of teacher
education, universities or teacher preparation programs must provide consistent standards
and “recommendations regarding teachers’ competency to produce learning gains for all
students, including those from diverse backgrounds” if they seek accreditation (CochranSmith, Davis & Fries, 2004, p. 931).
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While these notions are hopeful, the real challenges for the future of multicultural
teacher education are those that particularly reflect disconnects between research and
practice. According to Cochran-Smith, Davis and Fries, in their extensive review of the
literature, several factors are “indicative of the worst of times” for multicultural teacher
education (2004, p. 932). These include several laws and acts that tout diversity, but hide
under the umbrella of “equality”, which do little to engage with the ethics of equity. This
is the notion that giving all children exactly the same education is equitable.
Unfortunately, this ideology damages those who do not belong to the dominant or
neocolonial group.
One harmful practice is the emphasis on high stakes testing, which has been
challenged by groups such as Fair Test and the Civil Rights Project at Harvard University
(Nieto & Bode, 2008) as culturally biased, ignoring the real issues that affect families,
such as poverty and inadequate school funding, and irrelevant to the real problems that
schools face, but remains supported (although underfunded) by the Bush Administration.
In recent years, several states have eliminated bilingual education, when research has
consistently found that English Language Learners have higher success rates in bilingual
programs (Nieto & Bode, 2008). Other policies and practices, such as Affirmative Action
have been under attack as privileging some and causing disadvantages to those from the
dominant mainstream culture. This belief still holds true even though the majority of
college students and administrative positions reflect the dominant European American
culture. In fact, White women are more likely to benefit from Affirmative Action than
men or women of color (Guinier & Torres, 2002).
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Ultimately, it is the “rhetoric’’ of multicultural teacher education that exists. Many
programs are piecemeal with an additive approach to multiculturalism (Banks, 2007;
Cochran-Smith, Davis & Fries, 2004; Nieto &Bode, 2008). Even more detrimental to
multicultural teacher education is the conservative discourse and assumption that
“multicultural education is a pernicious political agenda that is anti-White, anti¬
intellectual, and anticapitalist” (Cochran-Smith, 2001).

Purpose of the Study
In this study, my hope is to further the discourse on the sociopolitical constructs
of decolonizing multicultural teacher education through the backward-forward
examination of students who have taken a course in multicultural education. Using
decolonizing theory as the theoretical framework, and critical personal narratives as our
method of engagement, we explore how the courses were constructed and how future
courses on multicultural education for teacher candidates can be created with
decolonization as a goal.
In an effort to challenge the rhetoric of multicultural teacher education and
decolonize the field, I, a multiheritage, neocolonized/ neocolonizer,
Indigenous/exogenous researcher, with the collaboration of preservice teachers who have
participated in an introduction to multicultural education course, will attempt to conduct
research that honors a decolonizing theory. The purpose of this study can be described in
four parts.
One is to define a theoretical framework and use decolonizing theory as a form of
research methodology. Second, using decolonizing theory as a conceptual framework, I
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analyze my own classroom practice and the potential of decolonizing multicultural
teacher education through my own critical personal narratives. Third, I analyze the co¬
collaboration of preservice student narratives and suggestions, concerns and insights for
their own teaching future and that of multicultural teacher education. Finally, based on
the themes that arise from the critical personal narratives, I undertake a reexamination of
the multicultural education course with the assistance of the preservice researchers for
important feedback for the future design and implementation of teacher education
courses/or program directions on multicultural education.
This dissertation is grounded in participatory action research with all our voices
present through critical personal narratives. Participatory action research (PAR)“seeks to
bring together action and reflection, theory and practice, in participation with others, in
the pursuit of practical solutions to issues of pressing concern to people, and more
generally the flourishing of individual persons and their communities” (Reason &
Bradbury, 2006, p. 1). Together we map the process that led us to the course on
multicultural education, reflecting on the importance of critical examination of self as a
way to connect with the notion of mapping multicultural teacher education- forward to
backward, as described by Cochran-Smith, Davis, and Fries (2004):
As a field, we need research that maps forward from the teacher
preparation period by following preservice teachers into the classroom; we
also need research that maps backward to teacher preparation by
investigating what the preservice educational experiences and
opportunities were for those teachers who are particularly effective
working in diverse settings (2004, p. 964).
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In terms of this dissertation research, our “forward’ mapping considers the experiences
that these undergraduates take with them into their graduate programs or teaching
experiences. And the “backward” mapping reflects their analysis of their experience in
the course on multicultural education that we co-constructed. My contribution, similar to
the preservice teachers , maps my journey to multicultural education from a classroom
teacher to a teacher educator. Mapping our own backward-forward movement as a form
of analysis lends legitimacy to an investigation of decolonizing multicultural teacher
education on multiple levels, including the personal, collective and institutional within a
sociopolitical context. This will be explored further within our research.

The Overall Approach to Decolonizing Qualitative Research
The notion of decolonization is not new to multicultural teacher education, but an
explicit awareness of this concept is often lacking in the literature. A key tenet of
decolonizing theory is that it is based on a conscious decision to remain mindful of the
effects of colonialism from the past and the neocolonialism of today. It represents the
conscious refusal of domination and power and the everyday resistance of these forces,
particularly through sociopolitical and historical realities. Decolonizing theory brings
hidden history to the forefront, refusing to let events that have shaped our neocolonial
nation be forgotten or mistaken as no longer existing. It is a chance to reclaim the vision
of a more equitable society where the practices of critical consciousness and freedom are
possible.
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The goal is not to recapture a precolonial past, but rather to honor Indigenous
traditions and heal Indigenous and neocolonial communities whether they are on
Indigenous reservations, in urban centers or the many hybrid spaces where
neocolonialism exists. It must be a holistic venture informed by Indigenous people, the
neocolonized, and engaged in by the neocolonizers. This holistic venture is, again,
grounded in literature, narratives, and neocolonial/ Indigenous experiences.
A decolonizing theory is the intellectual compilation of the many ideas of
Indigenous, neocolonial, and critical theorists, who come from diverse theoretical
positions, such as postcolonialism, U.S. Third World Feminism, and Critical Race
Theory. There is a deep connection to survivance and decolonization through the dreams
of sovereignty, self-determination and transformation on multiple levels. Decolonizing
theory is informed by decolonizing methodologies and pedagogies. Like multicultural
education, it is dynamic, dialogic, self-reflexive, and collaborative. It resists binary or
essentialist definitions. It embraces and validates storytelling and provides performative
possibilities. Most importantly, a decolonizing theory is potentially transformative for all.
In order to understand the embodiment of a decolonizing methodological
qualitative study, the explicit decolonization of this dissertation space must also be
highlighted. There are several ways that this dissertation is in itself embedded in the
decolonizing process. One is the precedence given to Indigenous and neocolonial voices
that have been historically silenced in research and theory. It is essential that this project
explicitly position the research of Indigenous and neocolonial scholars and their allies at
the forefront, rather than the Western academy (or colonial institutions) that traditionally
have written about Indigenous or neocolonial people. This is not to say that Western
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influences are dismissed. On the contrary, a decolonizing theory acknowledges the
importance of theory and applies philosophies, pedagogies and methodologies developed
in the academy by scholars of color and other scholars within the academy critiquing and
challenging colonialism. Of course, in a decolonizing theory both decolonization and the
academy are always under critical analysis.
Second, by decolonizing the project of writing this dissertation, I do not lose sight
of my voice as a hybrid Indigenous woman writing within the academy. I recognize my
position as a light skinned Native woman raised off the reservation and reflexively
examine my privileges as an academic and emerging scholar in the field of education. In
addition, I do not claim to speak for all Indigenous or neocolonized people, but only
through my own familial experiences as one Indigenous person and educator, while
providing space for other Indigenous and neocolonial writers, academics and allies to
have representation as researchers and theoretical founders in a decolonizing theoretical
framework.
In terms of writing this dissertation from a decolonizing space, particular
challenges arise when blending Indigenous epistemologies, voices of the neocolonial, and
Western theories. The organization of this dissertation reflects an attempt at decolonizing
the process of writing in a Western paradigm, that is, writing in the language of the
colonizer/neocolonizer - English-, writing from the academy -as a doctoral student-, and
committing this theory to paper which ultimately creates a re-readable piece that is
linearly organized, rather than spoken about or orally remembered and told.
How the dissertation is written, the identities of the theoretical founders, and the
reflexive nature of this work are all deeply connected to a decolonizing methodology.
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Connecting back to Fools Crow (1986) and Affirming Diversity (1992) and my own
narrative journey to this decolonizing work are examples of my attempt to decolonize
writing this dissertation as experienced through critical personal narratives (Mutua &
Swadener, 2005) or auto-ethnography (Reed-Danahay, 2000). This methodology is
complicated, as Smith (2006) notes:
Within these spaces people live and make sense of their lives. Here is the
riddle; they occupy shifting spaces, they shift the spaces they occupy and
yet the spaces are the same spaces that existed before (p. 549).
Within this dissertation, I try to make sense of, and describe, a decolonizing theory
through multicultural teacher education by shifting, occupying and existing through
storytelling spaces that connect decolonizing research, methodology, and pedagogy in
education. Therefore, I use italics representing the critical personal narrative, or
decolonizing voice, as a legitimate decolonizing research practice, similar to Linda
Tuhiwai Smith's introduction in a themed issue of the International Journal of Qualitative
Studies in Education on De/colonizing education: examining transnational localities
(2006, p. 546).
Like Perez (1999) in The Decolonial Imaginary, I am not offering a definitive
answer to what decolonizing theory is in multicultural teacher education. Instead I am
exploring the margins and recentering Indigenous and neocolonial experiences, where
they have been often ignored or denied access. Decolonial imaginary is the interstitial
time between the colonial and the postcolonial. It is the third space (Bhabha, 1994;
Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, Alvarez, & Chiu, 1999; Moje et al, 2004)) or lag time
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between them (Perez, 1999, p. 6). Therefore, what I am offering is a possibility to
reconceptualize theory for imagining a future through a decolonial praxis based on a
decolonizing methodology.
Decolonizing methodologies put the research back into the hands of those deeply
affected by the academy and its imperialistic bent. Based on critical questioning. Smith
(1999) has inspired many Indigenous scholars and researchers such as Waziyatawin
Angela Wilson to ask:
Whose research is it? Who owns it? Whose interests does it serve? Who
will benefit from it? Who has designed its questions and framed its scope?
Who will carry it out? Who will write it up? How will its results be
disseminated? (Smith, 1999, p. 10).
The notion of reciprocity and feedback is essential in a decolonizing methodology, but it
does not eliminate or vilify academic writing for publication. It just ensures that the
content is respectful and ethical. Decolonizing methodologies aim to “re-write and reright” the many Indigenous and neocolonial perspectives to histories of existence,
historical moments in time and colonial contact (Smith, 1999, p. 28).
Smith views the goals of colonization as the “stripping away of mana (our
standing in our own eyes), and an undermining of rangatirantanga (our ability and right
to determine our destinies)” (1999, p. 173). Through a decolonizing methodology and
research agenda. Indigenous and neocolonial communities can begin to heal, see that they
can reshape their history, challenge colonialism and neocolonialism, and create new
theories and research methods for survivance. Hopefully, decolonizing research and
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methodologies will also reshape the colonizers. But the ultimate goal is the creation of
spaces for hope, resistance, agency, self-determination, sovereignty, and transformation.

Resisting Binaries in Indigenous and Neocolonial Research
Building on Smith’s (1999) work, Mutua and Swadener (2004) challenge the
binary conversations surrounding colonization, and therefore decolonization as forced
binaries. Thinking of the colonized and colonizer in this way denies the multiple versions
of colonization, whether spatially, geographically, or chronologically defined in a
colonial past or present. In critiquing binary thinking about decolonization, Mutua and
Swadener also support decolonizing research and methodology, because this view is
reductionist and “fails to recognize the existence of colonizing tendencies of particular
practices, individuals, and/or institutions within post/neo/non/colonial contexts, with the
latter referring to contexts in which the historical experience of colonization has never
occurred, or at least never been openly acknowledged” (2005, p. 12). Making this
distinction is important. Mutua and Swadener (2005) suggest that research has been used
as a tool by the powerful to undermine the self-definition and knowledge of ‘Others.’
Therefore, they situate their text by broadening the reach of decolonizing research
through:
focusing a great deal on research conducted in third world countries,
former/ex-colonies, and the third worlds within the first world, which
often and coincidentally are populated largely by people of color (2005, p.

12).
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Setting the Context
Four participants are involved in this study on decolonizing multicultural teacher
education. Each of the participants has taken one of the Introduction to Multicultural
Education courses that I have taught at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst from
2002-2007 (see appendix for sample syllabus). Each Introduction to Multicultural
Education course was situated within a fourteen-week semester. Once a week, each class
met for a two-and- a half-hour time period. Over the semester, students engaged in topics
such as terminology, pedagogy, curriculum, and social memberships such as race, class,
gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity and religion. We explored language diversity
including bilingual education. We explicitly examined the relationships between students
and teachers and the importance of activism in multicultural education. Students
participated in self- reflection through journals, a family education history project, and
critical performative pedagogy. “Critical performative pedagogy aims to develop
strategies of resistance to oppressive daily performative practices and also to explore
local power relations in their complex relationships to systemic inequity” (Harman &
French, 2004, 111). Students worked collaboratively to facilitate one of the class
discussions in an area of multicultural education in which they had a particular interest.
As a culminating activity, students presented research through an ethnographic case
study, research paper, or annotated bibliography.
In general, the students involved in the classes reflect both the population at the
university and the larger demographic of teachers who have completed teacher education
programs. According to the Office of Institutional Research at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst for the fall of 2006, 82.5% of the population was White while
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17.5% of the population identified as African American, Latino/a/ Hispanic, Asian
American and American Indian, among others (ALANA). According to the National
Center for Education Statistics (1997) 86% of the population of teachers in the United
States is White, and collectively, teachers of color make up 14%. The National Board of
Professional Standards (2007) found an increase in teacher certification for Latino/as
(13%), African Americans (24%), and Native Americans (50%), although they admit that
much still needs to be done. Overall, the numbers of White teachers still significantly
overshadow the numbers of Latino/a, African American, Asian, or Native American.
Cumulatively, there are 48, 439 board certified Caucasian teachers compared to a
combined total of 5, 336 ALANA board certified teachers (Keller, 2007). While strides
are being made in diversifying the U.S. teacher base, a decentering or decolonizing of
teacher education programs, or multicultural education courses, is still significant in
empowering students and future teachers who have often been marginalized, as well as to
inform the majority or dominant group on issues of social justice, equity and
decolonization. Diversifying and decolonizing our teacher base is terribly important, just
as is teaching the dominant group about neocolonialism and the value of decolonization.

Methodology and Design
In terms of methodology and design, I use a combination of Mutua and
Swadener's (2005) three identified forms of research methodologies for a decolonial
context: critical personal narratives, auto/ethnography and testimonio. According to
Burdell and Swadener (1999) auto/ethnography and critical personal narratives are a
growing genre in education that have drawn from the poststructural and postcolonial
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themes of multivocality - questioning assumptions “of empirical authority, while also
interrogating the construction of subjectivity" (Mutua & Swadener, 2005, p.21) - and
critical theories that question relations of power and inequity and explicitly seek a
sociopolitical project. The present and future of qualitative research is situated in the
often academically ignored voices and spaces of Indigenous epistemologies and
narratives (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; 2005).
Related to critical personal narratives, and used throughout the Mutua and
Swadener’s (2005) text is Reed-Danahay’s (1997) auto/ethnography - “a form of self¬
narrative that places the self within the social context, serving as both a method and a
text” (2005, p.l). Auto/ethnography is then a research and writing genre that represents
the collective through the social self and refuses the split between the two. Mutua and
Swadener acknowledge hybridity as the use of the bi-or multicultural self as belonging
and working simultaneously in the academy and in the everyday worlds of their
existence.
Finally, many of the decolonizing researchers in their text use the decolonizing
writing tool of testimonio, a Latin American methodology, meaning to bear witness. Like
many forms of resistance, testimonio developed in the civil rights movement of the
1960’s as an autobiographic radical narrative intent on consciousness-raising through
spiritual testimony (Chamberlain &Thompson, 1998). Mutua and Swadener cautiously
link critical personal narratives, auto/ethnography and testimonio to decolonizing
methodologies, preferring not to deconstruct or overdetermine them as “emerging
educational research genres” for decolonization (2005, p. 18). They also do not assume
that all research or research collaboration between Indigenous scholars and their allies,
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using these genres, will miss the pervasive trappings of Western power relations or the
influence the “Western academy” has on “restricting the frame of what counts for”
decolonizing scholarship (2005, p. 256). Despite the potential contradictions, tensions
and pitfalls, the possibilities of this decolonizing work, along with Smith’s influential
text, form a liberatory praxis.

Data Collection

The participants in this study are four preservice teachers who bring important
perspectives to this decolonizing research. While Cleo and Laila (pseudonyms) share the
neocolonial racial and ethnic heritage as Haitian-Americans, and their voices are
imperative to the understanding of decolonizing multicultural teacher education, they
differ in many aspects including their embodiment of faith. Laila brings the lens of
belonging to an often misunderstood and marginalized religious community within U.S.
schools and society, the Jehovah’s Witnesses. But what Laila and Cleo both bring to this
research is the unique and important Haitian-American lens to the decolonizing and
neocolonial conversation of U.S. schooling.
Like, Laila and Cleo, Colleen and Maya (pseudonyms) might be lumped together
as White neocolonizers, when they have profoundly different experiences that brought
them to the course on multicultural teacher education. Colleen, an Irish American
preservice teacher from a suburban Western Massachusetts community, apprehensively
entered the multicultural educational course. She had previously taken a seminar on U.S.
diversity, which left her feeling alienated and suspicious of courses on multicultural
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issues. Her voice and continued transformation provides important views of someone
who benefits from, but also challenges neocolonialism.
Maya, on the other hand, ethnically Greek American, also benefits and is harmed
by U.S. neocolonialism. Her journey within the course on multicultural education and
into teaching provides a hybrid voice of social justice and change. Maya is a person
deeply committed to making the world a better place.
Each of these women was chosen or chose this study for a variety of reasons.
Maya had been in an intensive three-week summer session in 2002 where she was deeply
involved in the class and remained in contact after the course, continuing to grapple with
multicultural issues. As I began conceptualizing this research, Laila and Cleo’s
engagement in their Fall 2005 course, particularly around the issues of race and language
diversity, and our consequent connections after the course spurred me to ask if they
would be willing to participate. Colleen, a member of my Spring 2006 course, engaged in
an After-Class group that co-constructed and informed our course. She also remained
deeply connected to the issues of multicultural education after the class and had agreed
early in her coursework to participate in our research. All of these preservice teachers
showed interest in research collaboration, but most importantly they either identified
themselves or were identified as profoundly committed to multicultural education. In
retrospect they have now all committed themselves to master degree programs or
teaching journeys where they can make a difference in the lives of marginalized children.
While the group of participants may be small, their experiences and voices are varied and
important in the decolonization of multicultural teacher education. Including my

perspective, as lead researcher, our goal is to provide possibilities for the future of
multicultural teacher education through decolonizing theory.
In this study, critical personal narratives (as a connection and combination of the
above described critical personal narrative, testimonio, and autoethnography) reflect the
decolonizing research methodology used with the four participants and myself. As the
overarching lens, data are analyzed using critical ethnographic research strategies
(Carspecken, 1996) in conjunction with the writing of the “new ethnography” (Goodall,
2000). According to Carspecken (1996) there are five recommended stages in the
development of critical qualitative research. I appropriate these stages through a “new
ethnography,” critical decolonizing lens to define our research process together.

Like Nina Asher (2005) in her decolonizing research of her own multicultural
college classroom, my vision for this methodology and analysis consists of an
amalgamation of student audio taped interviews, classroom videotapes, course work,
(including reflection journals, family education history projects, and final projects) and
email communication. Therefore, each of the four participants has been interviewed
about their experience in the introductory course on multicultural education, including
investigations into what led them to the course, potentially decolonizing moments, and
the identification of conflicts and suggestions. Using the critical personal narratives
within the interview, I examined the classroom artifacts for concurrent or supporting
information.
Carspecken recommends “in stage one, the researcher makes herself as
unobtrusive as possible with a social site to observe interactions” (1996 ,p. 41). While I
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do not intentionally construct the student narratives, as a participant researcher it is
impossible to remove myself from the data collection or the decolonizing experience.
Because an important aspect of this decolonizing experience includes my voice as
an Indigenous neocolonial subject, my perspectives (critical personal narratives) and the
analysis of my own teaching experiences —backward and forward (Cochran-Smith, Davis,
and Fries, 2004) - are also a significant part of the data collection. My own reasons for
participating in the multicultural course, my journey to multicultural education,
personally, and as a classroom teacher, are included and analyzed throughout the stages.
Goodall (2000) in Writing the New Ethnography calls for the writing of a story of culture.
This story of culture has two parts - the emerging story of the participants and the
emerging story of the researcher/person, which is a “journey of self-discovery” (p. 121).
In stage two, or the preliminary reconstructive analysis, “a variety of techniques
are employed to determine interaction patterns, their meanings, power relations, roles,
interactive sequences, evidence of embodied meaning” and intersubjective structures
(Carspecken, 1996, p. 42). Therefore in stage two of our research, I transcribe and
examine student interviews, the students’ texts, and artifacts, coding for critical
decolonizing moments and themes.

Data Analysis

Stage three reflects the interactions between researchers and the researched,
identified as the dialogical data generation through interviews, group discussions and
Interpersonal Process Recall (IPR) (Carspecken, 154). In terms of our study, since we are
co-constructors of the research process, I ask students to analyze their own critical
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personal narratives and data collected. The student participants’ feedback, or the
reciprocal sharing of information and analysis, deepen the decolonizing nature of the
work. Our interactive discourse, ethically and critically scaffolds our experience together
and solidifies our collaboration, authenticating the research.

In stage four, describing system relations, and five, system relations as
explanations of findings, broader analysis through decolonizing theory will be applied for
implications for the future of multicultural teacher education (Carspecken, 1996). The
student-identified themes from the introductory course on multicultural education are
then explored through the definition of decolonizing theory. After re-connecting the
research within the decolonizing theoretical frame or deepening the decolonizing lens we
examine broader institutional implications and situate our findings within the larger
discussions surrounding multicultural teacher education. In this final section, student
feedback, editing, and suggestions take center stage.

Significance of the Study
Perhaps the most significant aspect of this study is that it links decolonizing
theory and multicultural teacher education in ways that have yet to be explored. As
previously mentioned, few studies have undertaken a thorough investigation of the
decolonizing theory’s interconnection with multicultural teacher education. By defining
decolonizing theory and applying it to the experiences of preservice teachers and an
instructor, a new perspective is explored that may potentially provide multiple
disciplines with a framework for using decolonizing theory as a theoretical framework
for research in education.
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Another aspect of this study that is different from others is the link between
preservice teachers and instructor. Similar studies have been conducted in singular
multicultural education courses, but few have incorporated the backward-forward notion
of research addressed as a need in the field of multicultural teacher education (CochranSmith, Davies, & Fries, 2004). By responding to a gap in the research, while exploring
the needs and voices of students connected to an introductory course, much can be
learned about the effect of multicultural education courses that can lead to
recommendations for improvement and value for institutions and instructors.
Most importantly, it is my hope that this research will support and impact the
future of multicultural teacher education and preservice teachers and their students. In
this era of standardization and high stakes testing, where we have lost some of the
fundamental and foundational goals of education, this dissertation is an effort to uphold
the goals of multicultural education as:
1. “Tackling inequality and promoting access to an equal education.
2. Raising the achievement of all students and providing them with an
equitable and high quality education
3. Giving students an apprenticeship in the opportunity to become critical and
productive members of a democratic society.” (Nieto & Bode, 2008, p. 10)

Limitations of the Study

In general, limitations are weak points or gaps in the research. In terms of this
dissertation, I see the limitations as informative and strengthening the potential of
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decolonizing research by naming areas that must not be overlooked, including identity
of the participants and myself as participatory researchers, the length of the study, and
the application of an underexplored theoretical framework.
In terms of identity, as mentioned previously, my position as a hybrid, Mestiza,
neocolonizer/neocolonized researcher informs my perspective on this field of research.
This may complicate the research for those who view decolonizing work specifically
from the perspective of a “pure” Indigenous person. Miryam Espinosa-Dulanto (2004), a
self-proclaimed Mestiza writes:
Where should Mestizos/as be placed in this discussion and controversy?
Are we considered indigenous, colonized? Or exogenous, colonizers? Or,
as in our breed, should we be considered both and maybe supported and
recognized in our heterogeneity and agency? (p. 47).
I see this “limitation” as a potential strength and agree with Espinosa-Dulanto when she
writes:
I want to bring back the voice of a non-pure indigenous, a Mestiza rejected
and discriminated against by all sides regardless of the fact that, as a
mixed breed, a Mestiza shares the same mind, flesh, and feelings that the
multiple pure groups he or she comes from (p. 48).
My identity as an Indigenous/exogenous researcher pushes the boundaries of
decolonizing theory, challenging binary thinking and essentialist notions of purity. At
the same time, I am aware of the privileges of being both colonizer and colonized and
honor the concerns of those fearful of ethnic fraud (more will be addressed about this
issue within the dissertation). The participants of the research will also grapple with their
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identities in the dissertation. For participants who benefit from neocolonial conditions in
the United States and those who have been marginalized, decolonization then becomes
the responsibility of all concerned.
The pool of participants in this study is small. Perhaps looking at four preservice
teachers limit the viewpoints of the multitude of voices that have participated in the
introduction to multicultural education course. Nevertheless, there are also benefits in
using a small sampling of students, namely, the indepth analysis and perspectives of the
co-researchers. I see this dissertation as an exploratory venture or “jumping off point”
for further research. Another limitation presents itself in the selection of these four
particular preservice teachers. Three preservice teachers were involved in the
development of this dissertation research from the inception, including prior research, so
we have a personal relationship with one another. The fourth student was personally
invited to participate in this research project. All the co-researching students were
identified through their consistent contact and seeming dedication to becoming a
multicultural person (Nieto and Bode, 2008) and teacher.
Finally, I feel compelled to discuss a concern addressed by decolonizing
researchers, such as Smith (1999) who respond to critiques that decolonizing
methodologies can be picked up as “anti-research”. This notion of “anti-research” comes
as a response to the “Western” determination of what passes as research, particularly in
Indigenous communities. Smith (1999) suggests that we “research back” in the same
vein as “writing back” (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin, 2002) to the empire or imperialism.
“Researching back” specifically positions the voices of the marginalized at the
lorefront as researchers. "Researching back” develops tools that benefit Indigenous and
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neocolonial communities or critically uses Western tools and thought by consistently
challenging the often unexamined agendas of “outsider” researchers. In the past several
years, the realm of qualitative research has grown tremendously, particularly through a
decolonizing lens with renewed interest in research methods such as narrative analysis.
In fact, Denzin and Lincoln (2003) acknowledge the future of qualitative research
through visions of decolonizing qualitative research. Through this dissertation I hope to
respond to their call for: “text and voice; the existential, sacred performance text; the
return to narrative as a political act; and inquiry as a moral act, ethics, and critical moral
consciousness” (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003, p. 613).

Conclusions
Like my great-great grandmother Phemister, I see survivance as honoring the
memory of oppressive neocolonial history from the past and present and the active
resistance to it. In terms of education, I see the decolonizing goal as using social justice
as a tool and decolonization as a hopeful outcome. Decolonizing theory in action may be
possible using sites such as the Introduction to Multicultural Education course and
critical personal narratives of instructor and preservice teachers. Together as co¬
researchers we may provide opportunities to shift power away from institutional racism
and neocolonialism and engage the dominant group in a process of decolonization as
well. On a collective level, the co-construction of the research by recentering the voices
and actions of the marginalized to the center may provide possibilities for decolonizing
multicultural teacher education through critical personal narratives, autoethnography and
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counterstorytelling. The process of decolonization can then be examined through the
larger picture of neocolonialism in the institutions of higher learning, the classroom and
in our neocolonial national experiences.
As collaborative participatory researchers, we identify decolonizing moments
and attempt to locate recommendations for a decolonizing praxis. In this process we
make connections between decolonizing theory and multicultural teacher education,
finding ways to disrupt “business as usual'’ (Nieto, 2000; Cochran-Smith, Davis & Fries,
2004), and then applying these connections to the larger macro issues currently plaguing
the future of multicultural teacher education, including suggestions for research agendas
that consider the multicultural education preservice teachers receive in U.S. colleges and
universities.

Organization of Following Chapters
Chapter Two and Three set the theoretical foundation for the research.
Decolonizing theory has yet to be defined as an overarching theoretical construct. It has
been discussed as pedagogy, methodology, and as a goal of decolonization, but it has not
yet been defined. These chapters attempt to define decolonizing theory through an
Indigenous/neocolonial perspective so that it may be applied to research in multicultural
teacher education.
In Chapter Four, an in depth exploration of decolonizing methodology is explored
and applied to multicultural teacher education. A thick description of the settings and the
data used is provided. In addition, the relationships between the students’ and the
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instructor’s voices is honored through a narrative form of qualitative research identified
as critical personal narratives (Mutua & Swadener, 2004).
Chapter Five and Six explore the critical personal narratives of the participants.
Using Nieto's (2004) case study model and the previous explorations of critical personal
narratives, the narratives of the students involved in the research is presented to give
voice to the research participants and further complicate the issues of identity and
positionality in decolonizing research. After each research-participant’s critical personal
narrative there is an analysis of the participants’ interviews through journals, reflection
papers, emails and artifacts.
Decolonizing theory in conjunction with Carspecken’s recommended stages of
conducting qualitative research in a critical ethnography (Carspecken, 1996) and the
philosophies behind a “new ethnography” (Goodall, 2000) are cautiously appropriated
finding critical moments or themes that are then coded and discussed. Because the
research is co-constructed by the participants, their data analysis is also included. In
conclusion decolonizing research methodologies and the critical personal
counter/narrative, as well as the gaps observed by the participants are identified and
explored.
Chapter Seven connects the findings of the research with personal, collective, and
institutional suggestions for the use of decolonizing theory in multicultural teacher
education and proposes areas for further research. In light of the challenges imposed
through neocolonialism we strive to bring hopefulness through action in an era of
multicultural educational rhetoric (Cochran-Smith, Davis, & Fries, 2004).
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Chapter Summary
This chapter addressed the lack of research within the combined areas of
multicultural teacher education and decolonizing theory. I argue for the need to create an
intellectual space for decolonizing multicultural teacher education by addressing the
rhetoric of multicultural teacher education and the challenging realities facing the field
today. This will set the stage for describing the purpose and context of the study. Within
the purpose and context, one of the challenges that will be addressed is the need to
support preservice teachers in their own multicultural personhood and development.
By focusing on the critical personal narratives of four preservice teachers
involved in an introductory course on multicultural education, a direct application of
decolonizing methodologies and design will be implemented. The significance of this
study will also be addressed, particularly through the voices of the students and
instructor as our work as teachers affects the lives of students in our neocolonial U.S.
schools.

CHAPTER 2
TOWARD A DECOLONIZING THEORY:
AN INDIGENOUS THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Decolonization as an academic journey began for me five years ago, but my
liminal- historical journey is hundreds of years in the making. Perhaps it began with the
English Fur traders, French missionaries or the onslaught of “pilgrims " settling in
Blackfoot territory beginning in the late 19th century. 1 do know that decolonization is
enfleshed in my great-great grandmother's survival of the Marias' Massacre on January
23, 1870. While my great-great grandmother hid in a riverbank, one hundred-seventythree peaceful women, children and elders were murdered by General Baker and his
soldiers (Welch, 1986). Decolonization is imbedded in the Starvation Winter of 1883-1884
when the buffalo were nearly exterminated and treaty-established government rations
never arrived. Six hundred Blackfoot died of hunger. In me lives the history of thousands
that died of diseases unknown prior to European contact. 1 know decolonization as a
resistance to government programs and treaties, like the Dawes Act, and the boarding
schools that educated my grandparents. It has manifested itself in my identity as product
of a phenotypic ally and tribally recognized Native mother and White father. A
decolonizing theory speaks to me as an academic and as a multiheritage Native woman. I
am concerned for my future relations. How will they know themselves, their people, their
land, and their power?
The conceptualization of a decolonizing theory manifested itself through my
Indigenous and educational experiences. Based on my own historical lens as a
Blackfeet/Gros Ventre descendant and educator, I have been searching for an
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emancipatory praxis that values Indigenous beliefs, ways of being/knowing and resists
and challenges colonization. What I am attempting to do with this literature review is
define a decolonizing theory for Indigenous and multicultural education while
decolonizing the theoretical space in which I am writing. Before proposing a definition
of decolonizing theory, it is important to note a site of contestation: the concept of
naming and defining. Naming and defining can be essentialist or colonizing in nature. To
name or to define has been a part of the academic language of Western colonizers owning
or discovering epistemologies or theories of Indigenous people (Vizenor, 1994;
Mishesuah, 2004). For the purpose of this literature review, the language of defining is
not a colonizing, binary or static process. In essence, decolonizing theory is dynamic, an
ever changing, and non-essentialist space for a multitude of Indigenous/neocolonial
voices. My goal is put into perspective and make sense of the many Indigenous scholars
who are writing, storytelling, researching, rediscovering, and healing under the auspices
of decolonization and education.

Why a Decolonizing Indigenous Theory?
There are several reasons that decolonizing theory is important for Indigenous
peoples and those experiencing colonizotion/neocolonization including issues of
survivance, academic gate-keeping and developing theories for a recentering of the
historically marginalized. It is important to take a moment and address the debate
concerning the term Indigenous particularly around issues of identity (this will be
explored later in detail). Some scholars use Indigenous as an overarching symbol
describing people globally impacted by colonization and neocolonialism. Others have
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strict views and guidelines for those who get to identify as Indigenous, particularly
American Indian or Native American scholars. It is important to note here that the term
Indigenous will be used interchangeably to describe neocolonized peoples and First
Nation Peoples. When speaking specifically of Native Americans, the term postlndian,
Indigenous, Native or Native People, or American Indian will be used. Gerald Vizenor
(1994) playing with ‘post’ (as in postmodern or postcolonial), coined the term postlndian
to critique the use of colonizing language created to “other” or stereotype Indigenous
peoples of North America. These simulations or colonial inventions of Native People
reinforce images and products of “Indians” that not only harm Native Peoples, but also
create dysconscious racism -unexamined normalized oppression and discrimination
(King, 1991) within the mainstream culture. Vizenor describes postlndian as “survivance
over dominance” (1994, p. 167).
Survivance, another term established by Vizenor, and key in the conception of a
decolonizing theory, has been interpreted as Native survival and resistance. Vizenor
(1998), a word warrior, tribal trickster, linguist, critical theorist, writer of fiction and non¬
fiction, uses the language of the colonizer to tell stories and write in a way that represents
Indigenous epistemologies and oral storytelling and traditions. He created the word
survivance to define Native survival as “more than endurance or mere response” to
tragedy (1998, p. 15) According to Vizenor, survivance is an active presence or an
“active repudiation of dominance, tragedy, and victimry” (p. 15). Survivance is therefore
the telling of Indigenous struggles without relegating Native Peoples as conquered
victims of history who are no longer in existence. Instead the horrors of Native history
are placed in movements of resistance institutionally, collectively or personally.
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Survivance is written about by many decolonizing theorists in American Indian Studies,
which includes literary and historical scholarship.
In terms of academic gate keeping, many postlndian scholars. Indigenous, and
neocolonial scholars attempting to disseminate decolonizing theoretical articles, papers or
chapters, find it difficult to get published. It is not unusual for decolonizing theorists to
publish under small labels specific to Indigenous communities that are not widely
circulated in academic circles (Mishuah & Wilson, 2004). Academic gatekeeping is not
simply an Indigenous phenomenon, it occurs to many scholars of color or activist
scholars whose work threatens the status quo (Mihesuah & Wilson, 2004). In this
literature review, decolonizing theory explicitly confronts the invisibility of Native and
neocolonial scholarship. As an underlying goal, decolonizing theory is important for
Indigenous and colonized/neocolonized people because it is a site for survivance, it
resists academic gate keeping and provides creative approaches to theorizing that are
generally situated outside of the academy.
Indigenous theorizing is important on many levels. Generally, Indigenous
educational scholars, for instance, have focused on the immediate concerns within
Indigenous communities such as providing education that is equitable, sustainable and
that promotes healthy activity among members of Indigenous communities. This has
manilested itself in exploring the history of Indigenous education including institutional
practices and laws, development of curriculum, effective instruction and cultural
relevance in educational practices. Indigenous scholars agreeing with the emphasis on
these immediate and important issues urge Indigenous educators and scholars to define
their own theories rather than solely basing their work on Western theorists or theories
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(Smith, 1999; Grande, 2004). Smith argues that theory is important for Indigenous
people:
[I]t gives us space to plan, to strategize, to take greater control over our
resistances. The language of theory can also be used as a way of organizing
and determining action. (1999, p. 38)
For Smith, an Indigenous or localized theory provides opportunities for communities to
assess how the community is being talked about, what is being said to and about them,
and then how to critically engage with what is being said and done to the people.
Theory can also protect us because it contains within it a way of
putting reality into perspective. If it is a good theory it also allows for new
ideas and ways of looking at things to be incorporated constantly without
the need to search constantly for new theories. (1999, p. 38)
Marie Battiste and James Youngblood Henderson (2000) also acknowledge the power
Indigenous intellectuals have when developing theories or intellectual practices for their
own people. Indigenous theorizing is a “vital part of any process of decolonization, as is
reclaiming language and nationhood” (2000, p. 13). From this perspective, “the challenge
for Indigenous peoples is one of restoring their spirit and bringing back into existence,
health, and dignity the world of the fragmented and dying” (2000, p. 13).
Sandra Grande, another key theorist in a decolonizing theory, urges Native
intellectuals to not only join forces with critical and revolutionary theorists, but to engage
in debate with them, and develop theories that support “spiritually vibrant, intellectually
challenging, and politically operative schools for both Indian and non-Indian students"
(2004, p. 3). Grande does not assume that a theory will heal, liberate or revolutionize
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Indigenous communities. She does suggest, however, that it is “our primary responsibility
as educators to link the lived experiences of theorizing to the processes of self-recovery
and social transformation” (Grande, 2004, p. 3).
Accepting the call for a decolonizing theory that represents a multitude of
Indigenous voices is the goal for this literature review. First, an examination of the term
decolonization situates the foundations of a decolonizing theory. Then the controversy
over Indigenous identity looks at decolonizing theory through hybrid lenses with the
ultimate goal of fleshing out who benefits from decolonizing theory. After discussing
identity, an exploration of theoretical frameworks that engage with decolonization —
particularly postcolonialism, Third World feminism and critical race theories — will be
examined. Although decolonizing research methodologies and pedagogies are key to the
overarching discussion of decolonizing theory, each of these components will be
described in later chapters. Finally, a working decolonizing theory for Indigenous and
neocolonized people will be defined. It will also be situated within the framework of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education.

Decolonization: A Key Concept Toward a Decolonizing Theory
A discussion ot decolonizing theory begins with an understanding of the key
components of decolonization. There are many different ways in which to define
decolonization. First, decolonization must be explored from an Indigenous perspective,
since we are looking through an Indigenous theoretical framework. Next, I explore how
educational theorists define decolonization, since we are specifically exploring
decolonizing theory through an educational framework. Given this exploration.
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decolonization will be constructed by theorists who inform an Indigenous Theoretical
framework for education. It is important to remember that this dissertation is in the
process of decolonization as it is being written, therefore the sequence in which
decolonization is defined is not accidental. To truly decolonize the voices of the
Indigenous or neocolonialized, scholars must decenter the colonial voices of academia.
Decolonization, as a term, is often used interchangeably to describe a
decolonizing theory. This is problematic because decolonization implies the act of
decolonizing or undoing colonization. In a sense, a theory of decolonization should
include principles of action, but also the foundations and framework for action.
Decolonization is also implicated as an ideology such as imperialism or colonialism. In
essence then decolonialism becomes a static place marker or non-fluid, which denies the
dynamic nature of the processes of decolonization. Therefore, the need for a decolonizing
theory honors the dynamic nature of decolonizing-a process and decolonization-the
ultimate goal. A decolonizing theory is a dynamic praxis (theoretical reflection and
action), which embodies a decolonizing ideology, methods of research, history of
development, as well as a possibility of practice (pedagogy).

What is Decolonization? Who Talks About It? An Indigenous Perspective
Angela Waziyatawin Wilson, a Dakota scholar, has actively sought and
implemented a decolonizing framework of research and action for Indigenous people.
Wilson (2005) clearly defines decolonization as a strategy for empowerment. Building on
the dissertation research of Cree scholar Winona Wheeler, she states that:
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A large part of decolonization entails developing a critical
consciousness about the cause(s) of our oppression, the distortion of
history, our own collaboration, and the degrees to which we have
internalized colonialist ideas and practices. Decolonization requires auto¬
criticism, self-reflection, and a rejection of victimage. Decolonization is
about empowerment - a belief that situations can be transformed, a belief
and trust in our own peoples’ values and abilities, and a willingness to
make change. It is about transforming negative reactionary energy into the
more positive rebuilding energy needed in our communities (2005, p. 1314).
Wilson’s view of decolonization as an emancipatory reflexive project is a proactive and
important undertaking for Indigenous peoples. Building on the notion of understanding
history, it is essential that Indigenous people critically understand and investigate the
institutional structures of the neocolonial system of empire and develop ways to resist
and challenge these structures. Being conscious of the power of the neo/colonizers’
systemic policies and practices enables those affected by neo/colonialism to negotiate or
resist within the colonialist regime. Internalization ot the neocolonialist projects within
tribal governments, institutions or individuals will be and are perpetuated when action
isn t taken. According to Wilson, decolonization of the mind must be a starting point and
Indigenous scholars are at the forefront of this fight. She writes:
... it is our responsibility to bring to our communities useful ways
of talking about our experiences and co-creating a culture of resistance
based both on the recovery of Indigenous knowledge and traditional
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means of resistance as well as the useful theoretical frameworks and
language from outside of our cultures that can assist us in our struggle
(2005, p. 14).
Therefore, decolonization is not a total rejection of dominant/colonial or Western theories
or forms of research. Linda Tuhwai Smith, agrees “it is about centering our concerns and
world views and then coming to know and understand theory and research for our own
purposes" (1999, p. 39). Wilson (2005) believes that Indigenous people collectively need
to create spaces in the process of decolonization to include words such as decolonization
and critical consciousness. According to Wilson’s research findings, a transformative
praxis is as important as maintaining native languages. In this way Indigenous
communities can “raise a new generation of Indigenous Peoples deeply committed to
their tribal traditions but also deeply critical of the institutions of colonialism” (Wilson,
2005, p. 14).

Decolonization and the Academy
Generally, discussions of decolonization occur in postcolonial studies, but the
conversations have broadened and a variety of voices are now being heard.
Decolonization has been critically explored by many disciplines including education and
women's studies. Within these multitude of voices there are a variety of definitions and
perspectives of decolonization. For some educational scholars, decolonization is a
“metaphor for the process of recognizing and dislodging dominant ideas, assumptions
and ideologies as externally imposed” (Smith & Katz, 1993, p. 70-71). It is, therefore,
easily linked to education and schooling through manifestations in the practices and
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policies that inform standards, curriculum and modes of instruction. The educational
realm is an area where many may not directly see the impact of colonization, with the
misconception that colonialism is a thing of the past.
An effort to resist binary definitions examining what decolonization is not can
also be informative. Decolonization is not simply an action after colonization ends
sometime in a distant past or foreign country. Positioning decolonization as an end to
colonialism “fails to recognize the existence of colonizing tendencies of particular
practices, individuals, and/or institutions” within neocolonial contexts (Mutua &
Swadener, 2004, p.12). The United States is a prime example of a neocolonial system that
works to hide neocolonial history and create subordinates oppressed by a system that has
been created to dominate or subjugate certain peoples or groups. In education, evidence
of neocolonialism appears in such areas as standardized testing, legislation and funding
of school practices and structures that deny equitable access to resources and benefits for
students who come from historically marginalized and/or Indigenous people.
Another misconception, examined by educational scholars, is the notion of
decolonization as a static paradigm engaging with “authentic” or homogeneous
societies. Redefining decolonization for these purposes has persisted since the mid-1970s
and has expanded to understand that the dominant and Indigenous cultures within this
interdependent neocolonial contemporary world are multidimensional (Lionnet, 1995;
Rosaldo, 1988). The 21s1 century is “marked by borrowing and lending across porous
cultural boundaries, and saturated with inequality, power, and domination” (Rosaldo,
1988, p.87). Decolonization is complicated and must be examined multiculturally to
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understand that many groups who define themselves as Indigenous or neocolonized
within a neocolonial nation are impacted by this process of colonization as are those who
benefit from neocolonialism.
Decolonization within the U.S. context is not only intended to instruct neocolonial
peoples. Educational scholars Bell hooks (1992) and Nina Asher (2005) both agree that
decolonization needs to be examined not just from the view of the colonized, but also
from the colonizers, bell hooks, from an African American perspective, writes that:
For both parties it must be a process of liberation: from
dependency, in the case of the colonized, and from the imperialist, racist
perceptions, representations, and institutions which unfortunately, remain
with us to this very day, in the case of the colonizer . . . Decolonization
can only be complete when it is understood as a complex process that
involves both the colonizer and the colonized (hooks, 1992, p. 1).
Asher adds that social transformation can only occur through self-reflexive practices by
both colonized and colonizer working through “external oppressive structures” and the
internalization and participation in these neocolonial structures of power and inequality
(Asher, 2005). This vision of social justice or decolonization must be critically theorized
by resisting thinking or analyzing in the mode of the dominator or the postcolonial elite
(McLaren, 1995). Decolonization must therefore include the colonizers’ transformation
of self and institutions to create change and counter the effects of a neocolonial nation.
Women’s studies and critical feminist theories have also contributed to the
concept of decolonization. According to Mohanty (2003) decolonization has always been
central to the project of Third World feminist theorizing and to an anticolonial.
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anticapitalist feminist struggle. Mohanty supports the notion of decolonization as a self¬
reflexive, antihomophobic, antiracist, anticlassist, antipatriarchal practice toward
transformation, which is echoed by many scholars throughout this review.
Probably the most recognized field for the exploration of the concept of
‘decolonization” is postcolonial studies. In postcolonial studies there are many differing
voices. According to Ashcroft, Griffith and Tiffin (2002),
Decolonization is the process of revealing and dismantling
colonialist power in all its forms. This includes dismantling the hidden
aspects of those institutional and cultural forces that had maintained the
colonialist power and that remain even after political independence is
achieved, (p. 63)
They continue by revealing that decolonization is a complex and dynamic process that is
not “achieved automatically at the moment of independence” (Ashcroft, Griffiths &
Tiffin, 2002, p. 64). From the postcolonial perspective described here “independence”
refers to a country/communities’ sovereignty after a colonial power is removed from their
country.
In terms of looking at the neocolonial context of the United States, very little
research has been done around the issues of decolonization particularly through
Indigenous perspectives. Within postcolonial theory most discussions are based in
countries such as Africa, Asia, and Australia, all recent dominions of the British Empire.
According to McLeod, there are three distinct periods of decolonization “where nations
won the right to govern their own affairs” (2000, p. 8-9). The first period signified the
loss ol the American colonies in 1776. The second period of decolonization spanning
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from the late nineteenth century to the early 20th century was marked by the creation of
“dominions” or settler colonies in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
During this era, European settlers displaced and violently destroyed Indigenous peoples’
land, culture, and communities under the ultimate rule of the British Empire. Eventually,
these ‘settler colonies’ gained their own independence. This decolonization occurred for
Europeans rather than the Indigenous peoples dispossessed of their place of origin. The
third period of decolonization occurred after the end of WWII when South Asia, Africa
and the Caribbean which “did not become sites of mass European migration, and tended
to feature larger dispossessed populations settled by small British colonial elites” were
given self-governance (prepared or not) due to the economic decline and shift of global
power of the British Empire (McLeod, 2000, p.9). Le Sueur describes how complex
decolonization is within European colonial powers, which often obfuscates the
neocolonial conditions occurring within the United States. He states that “decolonization,
itself, in a purely European colonial historical context is a complex and highly
differentiated subject of inquiry” (Le Sueur, 2003, p. 1).
Although numerous postcolonial texts are devoted to these waves of colonization
and decolonization brought on by the British Empire, there is a growing collection of
research on decolonization in the contemporary sense. In a sense Le Sueur’s (2003)
reflection of the ‘de’ in decolonization as denoting ‘cleansing changes’ can be applied to
the reappropriation of decolonization by neocolonized people on the North American
continent. Therefore, part of this cleansing change is reconceptualizing decolonization as
a dialogic process and as a contemporary issue. Le Sueur suggests that decolonization as
an anticolonial concept must be conceived as a dialogic process between colonialism and
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decolonization, as also suggested by hooks (1992) and Asher (2005). Le Sueur continues
to affirm that Indigenous voices must carry equal weight with the colonial powers. He
suggests that researchers enmeshed in decolonization “inevitably enter into a field of
inquiry whose very subject is that of contest and change” (Le Sueur, 2003, p. 2). In the
past decolonization was examined through the lens of the British Empire; now it must be
reclaimed by the oppressed and reconceived as a theoretical framework within the United
States.
Oppression and colonialism did not occur only in the British Colonies. It is
occurring on a global level and must be assessed through “emerging nations,
metropolitan states invested in the empire debates, and on Cold War superpowers such as
the United States and the former Soviet Union” (Le Sueur, 2003, p. 4). Le Sueur urges
researchers, particularly in postcolonial theory, to think of “decolonization in a global
context and outside purely national narratives or metanarratives of European hegemony”
(2003, p.4). Reconceptualizing decolonization includes the diversifying of researchers
from various fields and broadens the study of decolonization particularly around the
issues of identity, cultural hybridity, mimicry, representation... gender, race, social
class, immigration, political ideology, and religion” (2003, p. 4).
Having a variety ot voices speaking and theorizing about what decolonization is
and how it should be achieved is cause for rigorous debate (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin,
2002). Many postcolonial theorists struggle with the idea of decolonization as retrieval of
language and culture from a precolonial era, while many “Indigenous elders and scholars
aie ci eating an Indigenous Renaissance . . . based on Indigenous peoples’ precolonial
civilizations, heritage and knowledge” (Battiste & Henderson, 2000, p. 13-14). On one
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hand, Franz Fanon (1963) revered as the father of decolonization, argued that in order to
decolonize, the colonized need to forget the past and traditions and recreate new history
and traditions. Many Indigenous people who have embraced much of Fanon’s writing
find this problematic. They argue that Indigenous communities need to “embrace the
traditions of our past and advocate a return to those ways, beliefs, and values (many of
which our oppressors have long disparaged) that formed the basis of our once strong and
healthy nations’ (Mihesuah &Wilson, 2004, p.70-71). Wilson and Mihesuah believe that
empowerment through decolonization must be located in the practices of ancestors who
lived a “sustainable existence for thousands of years” (Mihesuah &Wilson, 2004, p.7071).
Leny Mendoza Strobel (2000), writing from a decolonial Filipino perspective,
writes about the process of decolonization as undoing the effects of colonization on the
psyche and “recognizing the master narratives that constructed colonial identity and
replacing them with indigenous narratives” (p. 356). He uses indigenous to represent
Filipino beliefs, worldviews and practices. The indigenous narratives are born from those
Filipino tribal and cultural communities, “which resisted colonization and were therefore
able to maintain their indigenous culture” (2000, p. 356). Strobel’s response to this debate
is that:
Decolonization...is primarily a psychological process; it is not a
literal return to the primordial or precolonial culture or identity (Strobel,
2000, p. 356).
Strobel refuses the binary implications of a decolonizing agenda. He suggests that
decolonization is much more complicated than returning to a way of being, suspended in
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the past. This complexity reaffirms the essential notion that a decolonizing theory must
be locally contextualized and therefore situated within the struggles of particular groups.

Decolonization as Action
Decolonization implies action as applied in communities resisting
neo/colonization. This means that action is at the center of the decolonizing movement
and crucial to a theoretical framework devoted to reaching this goal. Decolonization is
not an “arm chair" experience for Indigenous and colonized people subjugated by
neocolonial regimes. It must be defined and organized by communities in need of
sociopolitical and historical transformation.
What does this decolonizing action look like? Laenui (2000), incorporating
Indigenous ways of knowing and practices, defines five distinct and dynamic phases of
decolonization. These phases are (1) rediscovery and recovery, (2) mourning, (3)
dreaming, (4) commitment, and (5) action (Laenui, 2000, p. 152). In this definition,
rediscovery and recovery create a space for embracing the traditions, beliefs and values
of precolonial cultures, but take into account Fanon’s suggestion, defined by Laenui, as
dreaming. As mentioned by Wilson, Wheeler and Mishuah, being stuck in the
victimization of colonization (or the mourning) does not change or transform Native
lives. At the same time, it is necessary to understand the loss of language, culture and
history at the hands of the colonizers because the institutional practices that maintain
these systems even today, must be stopped. Commitment and action are then key phases
in the process of decolonization. Decolonization requires an “overturning of the
institutions and systems that continue to subjugate and exploit Indigenous Peoples and
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our resources’' and this “must occur at the individual, collective and structural level”
(Wilson, 2005,p. 192). This can happen individually, through a decolonization of the
mind; collectively, through collaborations and education; and structurally, through the
dismantling of institutional practices which refuse to acknowledge a decolonizing
framework that must promote freedom and liberation for all.

Decolonizing Indigenous Identity; Who is It For? “And Who Really Has It?”
When researching decolonizing theory, I became keenly aware of the differing
voices concerning how “Indigenous” was defined through decolonizing methodologies
and pedagogies. For some, like Carlos Tejeda, decolonizing pedagogy “serves the
interests of working-class indigenous and nonwhite peoples in the internal neocolonial
contexts of the contemporary United States” (Tejeda et al, 2002, p. 12). For others, such
as Nina Asher, “decolonization and social transformation, then, are necessarily self¬
reflexive processes, requiring the deconstruction of not only the colonizer and external
oppressive structures, but also one’s own internalization of and participation in the same”
(Asher, 2005, p. 1080). As a multicultural educator, I find Asher’s critical examination of
the neocolonized and the neocolonizer key to a broader and productive understanding of
neocolonialism in the U. S context. Yet, Tejeda repositions or recenters the voices of the
marginalized by serving oppressed groups within the United States.
In terms of decolonization as a conceptualization of an Indigenous identity, from
an American Indian perspective, the debate is contentious. With the threat of academic
gatekeeping and ethnic fraud, many Native scholars urge universities to provide proof of
“Indigenous” identity from their faculty and students.
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Let me problematize this a bit for you. I am a light skinned Native woman raised
off the resen’ation like the majority of Native people today. I acknowledge my light
skinned privileges, being the product of a White father, as well as my Western
upbringing, off resen’ation. Although I have many privileges that my mother does not, I
have been raised by my Native mother and family. I am deeply connected to my
grandfather's ancestral land. This ‘place' holds my grandfather and grandmother's
stories, is the birthplace of my mother and embodies our family histories. 1 know who 1
am when 1 stand on the land of my grandparents. It is enfleshed in all my senses.
Therefore, culturally, I identify with my Blackfoot/Gros Ventre heritage.
My mother, a tribally enrolled member of the Blackfeet Nation, left the
resen’ation in her youth. Her parents moved the family to Spokane, Washington, during
the era of relocation, where her father was able to get work as a pipefitter. Most of my
grandparents' family remained on the reservation or have since found their way back.
My mother and her siblings attended local Catholic schools and struggled daily
vi ith racist remarks, such as

dirty Indian.

In spite of the challenges of being one of the

only Native families in the neighborhood, my family endured and survived. I truly admire
my mother and her siblings. They worked their way through high school, cleaning the
cafeteria and serving their predominantly White and often racist classmates. Clearly,
living off the resen’ation did not change my mother's identity. She was still useen ” and
treated as an Indian.
I was born in 1970, three years after the Blackfeet Nation changed the terms of
tribal enrollment. Although 1 identify as Blackfoot. 1 am also Gros Ventre, from my
grandmother’s side of the family (She was both Blackfoot and Gros Ventre). According to
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the new> tribal enrollment structures, 1 did not meet the criteria for Blackfeet blood
quantum (or Gros Ventre, for that matter), but could be recognized as a ‘descendent, ’
which meant that my mother was an enrolled Blackfeet member. Ironically, as the
youngest in my generation (as well as one other cousin), with the same blood quantum as
the rest of my large family (all tribally enrolled), I am not tribally recognized. Had I
been born three years earlier, regardless of blood quantum, I would be a tribally enrolled
member, like the rest of my family. This is an example of how arbitrary tribal enrollment
can be. Am 1 less ‘Indian' because I was born after 1967?
To complicate things further there are those who belong to Indigenous Nations
who have significantly lower qualifications for tribal enrollment. Many Indigenous
Nations require proof of l/8,h blood quantum or less (some only need historical
documentation of family relations). Therefore, there are “legitimate” Natives who have
access to “Indian Authority” that have significantly less “Indian ” blood than those that
are multiheritage or belong to Nations with higher blood quantum quotas.
In terms of decolonizing theory, while the reality of ethnic fraud is damaging to
Native peoples, so too is the lack of contextualizing identity. Therefore, a deeper
examination of identity takes place in this section to explore a decolonizing theory that
problematizes concepts of Indigenous identities and offers possibilities of a decolonizing
theory for all.
Decolonizing theory is as complex as the issues of who gets to claim indigeneity.
Asking critical decolonizing question such as: Who is decolonizing theory for? Who
benefits and who is left out? Hilary Weaver (2001) begins her article, “Indigenous
Identity: What is it? and Who really has it?”, with a story her father used to tell her
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(2001). In the “Big Game,’' two Indigenous teams prepare for the all-Native basketball
tournament. Both teams, the Navaho and the Lakota, are impressed by the others’
abilities and begin to worry about the competition. As the Lakota watch their rivals
practice, they start to question the Navaho’s Indigenous identity. They agree that Indians
do not grow facial hair and based on the darkness of their opponents skin they must be a
“bunch of Mexicans (2001, p.241) and propose their elimination. The Navaho respond by
claiming that the Lakota must be disqualified, because their team is really “White”, due
to their light skin and short hair. The argument escalates as the Lakota flash their tribal
enrollment cards. In retaliation, the Navajo reject the Federal Governments blood
quantum restrictions and therefore respond in their Native language, thus proving their
tribal affiliation and cultural knowledge and identity. Finally, “the teams went back and
forth proposing standards of proof of identity, but each proposed standard was selfserving and could not be met by the other team” (2001, p. 242). Eventually, the referees
called off the championship game. There were no winners. Weaver’s story speaks to the
complexity and futility of identity politics. While her father poked fun at the idea of
identity policing, identity remains a complex issue.
Is identity based on phenotype, culture, upbringing, language, colonization,
familial lineage, or self-identification? These are all questions that impact a working
theory of decolonization. Who then can claim “decolonizing theory”? If identity is based
solely on phenotype and language, or tribal enrollment, who benefits and who is denied
access? The question of identity in decolonizing theory impacts who it is for and how it is
researched.
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The issue of Indigenous identity in a decolonizing theory is not simply an
argument between American Indian nations. Scholars such as Carlos Tejeda (2006) and
Nina Asher (2005) claim decolonizing theory has far greater reaches than the continental
United States. Carlos Tejeda, Kris Gutierrez and Manuel Espinoza (2002) assert that
decolonizing pedagogy, an educational application of decolonizing theory, is for all
nonwhite peoples and working class poor who are directly affected by neocolonial
conditions in the United States; this includes Latino, African, and Asian descendants.
Asher (2005) pushes the borders further, by calling for the decolonization of all,
including individuals whose privilege would put them in the category of the
neocolonizers.
Before taking up the discussion of a decolonial identity an examination of
different theoretical positions on identity is important as a way to approach the concept of
who a decolonizing theory; is for. A thorough discussion of “identity”, “ideology” or
“identification" would be impossible to do appropriately, so let’s look at how some
cultural theorists examine the concept of identity. Beverly Tatum (2003) defines the
concept ot identity as complex, “shaped by individual characteristics, family dynamics,
historical factors, and social and political contexts” (p. 18). Tatum continues by
addressing the question of who we are as individuals, which largely depends on how
“others” identify us. She ruminates and asks:
Who do my parents say I am? Who do my peers say I am? What
message is reflected back to me in the faces and voices of my teachers, my
neighbors, store clerks? What do I learn from the media about myself?
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How am I represented in the cultures around me? Or am I missing from
the picture altogether? (p. 18)
Tatum continues by referring to the “looking glass self’ or the ways in which others see
the self, impacting the ways individuals see themselves. This mirror is multidimensional,
reflecting multiple identities, including-but not only embodying- gender, sexuality, race,
faith, class, place in history and the changing self over time. Tatum, reflecting on the
theories of Eric Erikson, a psychoanalytic theorist, sees identity as the social, cultural and
historical context for individual identity (2003, p. 19).
This notion of multiple selves is also reflected in the work of Greg Sarris who
uses the theory of Heteroglossia, introduced by M.M. Bakhtin (1981), to discuss the
multiple voices that language brings to text. These multiple identities are not only
represented in the self, but also in discourse: conversations, writing, speaking and
movement. Sarris writes:
...what I explore... is specific kind of dialogue, or conversation,
that can open the intermingling of the multiple voices within and between
people and the texts they encounter, enabling people to see and hear the
ways various voices intersect and overlap, the ways they have been
repressed or held down because of certain social and political
circumstances, and the ways they can be talked about and explored (1993,
p. 5).
The complexity ol identity is found in the ways people interact with one another, through
text and media, as Tatum suggests and also in the interaction of language or discursive
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practice through writing and reading. Both theorists connect issues of representation and
the possibilities of social and political transformation within their definitions.
Stuart Hall (1996) examines identity through cultural studies. Tatum and Sarris
speak of our identity as an interaction with multiple discourses and Hall continues this
discussion by connecting the ideas of identity through ‘Otherness’. Hall describes identity
as being in a constant process of change and transformation where “identities are
constructed through, not outside, of difference” (p. 4). He defines this as:
... the radically disturbing recognition that it is only through the
relation to the Other, the relation to what it is not, to precisely what it
lacks, to what has been called its constitutive outside that the ‘positive’
meaning of the term - and thus its ‘identity’ - can be constructed (Hall,
1996, p. 4).
Hall adds that “identities are therefore constituted within, not outside representation”
(1996, p. 4). Within identity, traditions are created. This is as significant as the traditions
themselves. He suggests that identity is interconnected with our familial relations as well
as our development as self when he writes about understanding where we are from as not
just a “return to roots but a coming-to-terms- with our ‘routes’” (1996, p. 4). This
theoretical stand speaks to the fluid nature of identity, its non-static nature or
placelessness. Lawrence Grossberg, who engages with the cultural studies definitions of
identity, influenced by postcolonial and critical race theory, adds that the politics of
representation involves how identities are produced and taken up by the practices of
representation (1996, p. 90).
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Overall, these theorists suggest that identity is situated within power relations, and
the sociopolitical, cultural and historical realms of self and Others. By understanding that
identity is complex and multilayered, caution must be taken when delving into the
complexity of Indigenous identity. A well-rounded view of the issues surrounding a
definition of “decolonizing theory” must also be a process. Therefore, three theoretical
strands of an Indigenous American identity model will be explored: Blood/Land
Memory, Indigenous Theory of Subjectivity, and The Controversy: Who gets to be
Indian? And finally, after discussing the theories of decolonizing Indigenous identity, I
will conclude with a discussion on decolonizing theory for some and decolonizing theory
for all.

The Complexity of Indigenous Identity
After looking at definitions of identity, it is clear that no one theory can contain
the complexity of voices in Indigenous America. While acknowledging this complexity,
one aspect that is unique to several Indigenous theories is the issue of land or geography,
which challenges the notion of placelessness. Chadwick Allen (2002) addresses the issues
of identity through his theory of the Blood/Land/Memory complex. Allen’s theory relies
hea\ ily on the notion of place, the idea that American Indians, among other colonized
and neocolonized peoples, have a deep connection to their place of origin that is linked
not only by geography but also by spirit and community. Allen derived the language and
underlying theoretical construct for his theory from the respected Kiowa author, M. Scott
Momaday’s, “memory in the blood or blood memory” (Allen, 2002, p. 1). He describes
his theory further:
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What I call the blood/land/memory complex is an expansion of
Momaday's controversial trope blood memory that makes explicit the
central role that land plays in both the specific project of defining
indigenous minority personal, familial, and communal identities (blood)
and in the larger project of reclaiming and reimagining indigenous
minority histories (memory) (2002, p.16).
Allen’s theoretical construct differs from many identity theories due to the
interconnectedness of each of his three contexts. He argues that well-intentioned nonNative scholars have used each of the terms (blood, land, and memory) to describe
Indigenous identity but have rarely, if ever, used them together. Rather they have focused
on one to the exclusion of the other.
Allen's theory of blood/land/memory connects Indigenous people to their
ancestral homelands, which, in turn speaks to the important cultural memories of those
places. While breaking down each of these cognates, he suggests that his theory can be
controversial due to the disturbing issues it raises, including advocating and enacting
action toward sovereignty and treaty rights. When looking at Allen’s “tropes,” he speaks
of “blood” as kinship, but also as examining issues of “essentialism, racism and
genocide” (2002, p. 15). While he uses “blood” as the definition of Indigenous peoples,
he does not clearly define who is American Indian. He suggests that “blood” be examined
by “biological kinship, language, culture, group consciousness, community endorsement,
personal declaration, or some combination of these ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ criteria”
as a recognition of “ ‘authentic’ indigenous status” (2002, p. 15). This blood or
Indigenous identity exploited by acts of racism, essentialism and genocide is then deeply
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connected to the land where these atrocities and also Indigenous, nation/ tribal memory
exists.
Allen continues by describing the connection to land as altered by colonial and
neocolonial acts of economic and cultural appropriation. These acts of war are not only
based in the past when treaty lands were taken away or stripped of natural resources from
Indigenous people, but continue today on tribal land under Indigenous control, including,
“ongoing assaults on the people who inhabit those lands through flooding for
hydroelectric projects, mining, weapons testing, and hazardous waste disposal” (2002, p.
15).
Finally, Allen's concept of memory or stories connected to both land and people
challenges “the underlying disparities that still exist between Indigenous and invading
peoples’ conceptions of history, as the underlying unequal power relations that determine
whose version of history and whose methods of historiography are considered
‘legitimate’ and ‘authentic’ in various popular, academic, and legal contexts” (2002, p.
15-16). The blood/land/ memory complex is then an Indigenous theoretical identity
model in response to centuries of exploitation and genocide.
Independently from Allen’s blood/land/memory, Sandy Grande’s (2004)
Indigenous Theory of Subjectivity builds on the importance of place, particularly in line
with sovereignty and self-determination. She, too, sees the importance of land base in her
theory of subjectivity, although she broadens her theoretical framework by tracing the
history of American Indigenous identity from a historical standpoint to an investigation
ol identity found in critical theories of education.
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Grande takes on the notion of identity by revealing “how the current obsession
with questions of identity and authenticity obscures the sociopolitical and material
conditions of American Indian communities” (2004, p. 92). While she acknowledges the
importance of creating a contemporary model of Indigenous identity- defining who is
American Indian, who has the authority to write as an American Indian, who decides
what Indigenous history is- her concern is that scholars get stuck on these issues which
“obfuscates the real source of oppression”, that is, sovereignty and self-determination,
and do not create spaces for a transformative praxis (2004, p. 92). Grande, like Allen,
seeks a model or theory of identity that actually improves the current conditions of Native
America by interrogating “legal and political forces that have shaped the historical
formation of American Indian identity” (2004, p. 95).
Her goal of an Indigenous theory of Subjectivity is to challenge neocolonialism
by revealing how identity politics have interfered in the power of American Indians to
defend themselves from neocolonial and global capitalist forces, “but also how dominant
modes of educational theory have failed to construct models of identity that effectively
interrogate and disrupt the project of colonization” (Grande, 2004, p.95). Grande begins
by calling for more open, fluid, and “transgressive” definitions of Indian-ness. Grande, a
supporter of Gloria Anzaldua’s (1999) notion of the border crosser or mestiza- a third
space that challenges the notion of one language, one culture - nevertheless struggles
with the realities of ‘ethnic fraud', that is, the claiming of Indigenous heritage for capital
gain. Border crossing is essential for a fluid transformative perspective on identity, but
Grande also argues for a border patrolling. The contemporary manifestation of ‘ethnic
fraud'- people getting academic positions, entrance into colleges, publishing rights with
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little or no connection to Indigenous issues or identity- is highly problematic. When
people claiming Indigenous ancestry take positions created for disenfranchised Native
Peoples, the cycle of domination continues.
Through this critical lens, Grande examines the historical forces that have
imposed colonial models of identity, then explores dominant modes of identity theory
including left-essentialism and postmodernism and how they have impacted modern
identity development of Indigenous peoples of North America. She “reveals how
whitestream theories of identity have not only failed to interrogate and disrupt the project
of colonization but have also provided the theoretical basis and intellectual space for its
continuance" (2004, p. 95). Grande concludes with an exploration of critical theoretical
concepts, such as mestizaje and/or hybridity as tools for “developing a counterdiscourse
of American Indian subjectivity with the ultimate goal of developing “ an emancipatory
theory — a new Red pedagogy— that acts as a true counterdiscourse, counterpraxis,
counterensoulment of indigenous identity” (2004, p. 95).
Historically, Grande looked at the formation of Indigenous identity through the
Dawes Act of 1887, a federal legality created to Westernize Native peoples by dividing
tribal lands among individuals to create Native communities that looked more like
“White” America. In order to disperse the lands equally, the federal government needed
to determine who was Indian. Therefore, tribal enrollment was arbitrarily created to
identity Natives through a system of “blood quantum.” This measurement of Indian
blood still exists today and determines Indigenous authenticity in the majority of Native
communities.
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While the history of Indigenous identity reveals its inequitable and neocolonial
nature, Grande examines the theoretical underpinnings of identity issues as expressed by
scholars over time. She challenges the left-essentialist movement as employing a
“sociocultural determinism built around the notion of authenticity” or nationalistic
“purity” (2004, p. 100). Grande then warns the reader not to fall into the trap of
postmodern relativism or “universalist theories,” arguing that
... while postmodern theorists rightly question the whole notion of
origins and work to disrupt the grand narrative of modernism, its
hyperelastic and all-inclusive categories offer little to no protection against
the colonialist forces of cultural encroachment and capitalist
commodification (2004, p.l 13).
Grande urges the reader to understand that the position of American Indians differs from
other oppressed groups within the United States. She argues that most Native people do
not seek inclusion in a “melting pot” sense, but rather struggle to find a space within the
larger “democratic” society. One of the reasons for this struggle is that Indigenous
peoples “are engaged in a perpetual struggle to have their legal and moral claims to
sovereignty recognized” removing the “question of identity from the superficial realm of
cultural politics to the more profound area of cultural survival” (2004, p.l07).
Grande then explores the postcolonial notion of hybridity and/or mestizaje, as
informing an Indigenous subjectivity of identity, but still not fully embracing an
understanding of the issues of land, place and spirituality. She states that
Though the postcolonial construct of mestizaje - rooted in the
“discourses of power”- differs from “free-floating” postmodern
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constructions of identity, an undercurrent of fluidity and displacedness
continues to permeate, if not define, mestizaje. As such, it remains
problematic for indigenous formations of subjectivity and the expressed
need to forge and maintain integral connections to both land and place
(2004, p. 115-116).
While Grande sees the need to form alliances between subalterns and the decentering of
Whiteness, she imagines a theory of identity that questions this notion of placelessness.
Finally, Grande generates her theory of Indigenous subjectivity, based on a
theoretical framework that validates the unique cultural struggles of Indigenous people of
North America. Here, Grande defines her hopeful theory as:
...one that addresses the political quest for sovereignty, the
socioeconomic urgency to build transnational coalitions, and creates the
intellectual space for social change. In these efforts, it is critical that
American Indians work to maintain their distinctiveness as tribal peoples
of sovereign nations (construct effective means of border patrolling)
while, at the same time, move toward building inter- and intratribal
solidarity and political coalition (construct effective means of border
crossing). (2004, p. 118).
Grande’s identity theory, while skillfully developed, hopeful and intellectually
constructed, leaves many Natives at a loss for inclusion. Native peoples relocated by
government programs in the sixties and seventies to urban areas are not mentioned, as
well as Native children placed in foster and adoptive care with families ignorant of their
Indigenous heritage. Grande’s theory may provide an intellectual and physical space for
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cross-cultural or multicultural exchanges between Indigenous communities, but remains
questionable for contemporary Natives who do not necessarily connect themselves to
“place" through neocolonial actions of displacement or dispossession.

The Controversy: Who Gets to be Indian?
Allen and Grande both reveal a strong need to reevaluate how identity theories
should be investigated when talking about Indigenous peoples. Both acknowledge a need
to carefully identify those who “get" to be Native, but neither suggests how this should be
done. The controversy of who gets to be “Indian” is a highly contested area that will be
explored through the issues of ethnic fraud and a proposed Indian Identity model.
Cornell Pewewardy (2004) strongly supports the notion of tribal enrollment as the
easiest way to eliminate ethnic fraud and as a legitimate definer of Indigenous identity.
Ethnic fraud, “the inaccurate self-identification of race by persons applying for faculty
positions at mainstream colleges and universities, or for admissions into special
programs, and for research consideration,” is a deliberate misrepresentation of self for
personal gain (Pewewardy, 2004, p. 201-202). Pewewardy exposes this current trend in
academia and urges universities and Native communities to address this issue of identity
appropriation, because, in the end, it is “the student or individual who needs it most who
is eliminated from consideration when institutions do not do their homework” (2004, p.
203).
Pewewardy suggests that it is only fair and ethical to have tribal communities
solely determine Indigenous identity based on their specific criteria for tribal
membership. While he does acknowledge that there are groups who do not, for various
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reasons, have federal tribal recognition, the exceptions do not outweigh the importance to
respect Native communities criteria to decide who “gets” to be American Indian. There is
urgency as this is an issue of cultural exploitation in the decolonizing fight for
survivance. Pewewardy urges universities to “require verification of tribal enrollment” if
“an individual claims to be an American Indian in terms of ethnic identity” when
applying for a jobs, scholarships or admission into a college or university (2004, p. 212).
He recommends implementing a policy for higher education institutions that specifically
deals with ethnic fraud. For example, providing a “space on the employment application
for self-identifying individuals to list their tribal affiliation(s)” as well as, constructing “a
heritage sheet" that would accompany the employment form (2004, p. 212).
While no one would argue that ethnic fraud is a crime to the future of Native
People's success in academia and socio-economic and political sovereignty, the
complexity of identity is not simply answered through “tribal” recognition. Devon
Mishuah (2003), exploring Native women’s identity development uses Cross’s Black
Identity model to examine the possibilities of defining an Indigenous identity. In her
elfoi t to develop a model of Indigenous identity development, she addresses numerous
factors that “must be taken into consideration and most spur confusion” (2003, p. 84).
Mishuah expresses the complexity of the multiple identities or the various ways
Native Peoples are excluded or included as tribal members. These disparities between
nations center on blood quantum or traceable ancestry, phenotype, cultural knowledge,
birthdate, personal needs, multicultural backgrounds, and roles of women in the
maintenance ol culture. She then reiterates that prior to the late nineteenth century, the
pierequisites lor tribal affiliation were familial and cultural, but by the turn of the
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twentieth century, “the federal government required tribes to use race as the determining
factor ot Indianness’ (2003, p. 103). Mishuah concludes that American Indians must
have the right to determine who gets to claim identity with a particular nation, but that the
process and criteria is still inconclusive. She writes:
While the economic, political, and social forces affecting Natives’
identity choices and development often can be readily categorized, the
vast differences among tribes and individual Natives, in addition to the
complexities that they face, mean that one empirical study on Native
identity cannot contribute many definitive statements to the literature
except to show that the subject is complicated (2003, p. 111).

Decolonizing Indigenous Identity
Devon Mishuah and Cornel Pewewardy both agree that Indigenous Nations
should have the “say” in who gets to be identified as American Indian, yet both agree that
each nation has different criteria and that other obstacles, such as federal recognition
complicate the issue. Michael Yellow Bird (2006) agrees that Indigenous nations should
have a say in who gets to identify as tribal members, but he is pushing for the
decolonization of tribal enrollment. His call for “decolonization” is a challenge to nations
that use ‘blood quantum’ as a primary determinant for enrollment. He states that ‘blood
quantum' is not an American Indian value, but rather an imposed social construction
based on colonization. Yellow Bird’s research found that the most common threads of
Indigenous identification include language, residence, cultural affiliation, recognition by
a community, blood quantum, genealogical lines of descent, and self-identification.
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Tribal enrollment is determined by many factors, but most tribes require their members to
have at least one-eighth Indigenous blood, while some require one-fourth to one-half.
Still other groups need only to provide proof of ancestry. According to research by
Thornton, Yellow Bird writes that in 1994,
.. .twenty-one tribes had a blood quantum requirement of more
than one-fourth, 183 required one-fourth or less, and 98 had no minimum
requirement (Yellow Bird, 2006, p. 181).
There are many Indigenous people today in North America who have blood quantums
that are one-fourth and above, but do not ‘qualify’ as Indigenous because they are multinational-having several tribal affiliations- but not enough of one tribal heritage to qualify
for citizenship based on individual blood quantum requirements.
Yellow Bird proposes a system of enrollment that takes into consideration the
loyalty, love and service a person has to their nation, rather than a system built by the
federal government to colonize Indigenous Peoples. He suggests a system based on
criteria similar to citizenship and naturalization requirements used by nations around the
world. He proposes that individuals should:
1. Provide a required level of (years of) community service to our
people on our reservation or traditional homelands.
2. Possess a required level of knowledge and understanding of
their tribal history, culture, and politics
3. Possess a required level ot tribal language, writing, and reading
fluency
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4. Take an oath of allegiance to the tribal nation to protect our
lands, governments, constitutions, culture, resources, and way of life.
5. Prove they are of good character according to the tribe’s
traditional code of morality (2006, p. 180).
While he acknowledges the complexity of identity and does not totally discount the
importance of ‘blood’. Yellow Bird believes that this is an excellent place to begin
discussions on “whether the present enrollment system or systems are fair, ensure the
survival of our cultures, and foster a more honest, capable, and committed tribal
citizenry ’ (p. 181). With a 75% marriage rate outside of Indigenous nations and race, the
issue of who will lead our communities in the future is a significant one that will need to
be addressed by citizenship that considers alternatives to ‘blood quantum’ (Weaver,
2001; Yellow Bird, 2006). He concludes suggesting that American Indians have two
choices. Nations can require a system of arranged marriages or adopt citizenship criteria.
He supports criteria:
... that do not care whether our children or grandchildren are
quarter, half or full blood, but, instead, that they are productive, happy,
committed, contributing members of our nations, who will keep our
languages alive, protect our homelands and resources, and maintain a
tribal way of life based upon the teachings of our ancestors. I personally
vote for number two (Yellow Bird, 2006, p. 181).
This investigation of Indigenous American identity has addressed several issues
but few answers are evident. Indigenous communities need a radically different and everchanging system that accounts for culture and identity if survivance is a goal. Again, are
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our adopted brothers and sisters, or relations displaced by the relocation act of the 1950’s
not entitled to Indigenous status because they do not live within the borders of the
reservation? According to the 2000 census, the majority of people who identify as
American Indian live in urban areas, not on reservations. The National Museum of the
American Indian in Washington, D.C. opened its doors in September of 2001. A large
permanent exhibit speaks to the growing issues surrounding identity. An interactive
display introduces patrons to the oldest organized urban relocation center in Chicago,
Illinois where thousands of Native Peoples were relocated during the 1950’s. Should the
identities of these Indigenous people uniting together as displaced Native People be
questioned by current regulations? How many of our Indigenous scholars writing today
are living on reservations or speak their Native languages?
Weaver told a story of Native Peoples fighting with one another over identity
issues. In her view, it is internalized colonization and oppression that are the core of the
problem. Indigenous people must not model themselves after the oppressors. She reminds
us that prior to European contact or colonialism, Indigenous Peoples did not define
themselves as Native American, but as distinct from other Indigenous peoples, members
of specific communities. An American Indian identity did not exist. She continues by
stating that the federal government, dominant society institutions or any other external
non-Indigenous validation of Native identity is an unreasonable foundation for any
policing of Indigenous identity, namely blood quantum requirements. In addition, “ it is
not up to the Navajos in the story to define who the Lakotas are, nor should the Lakota
attempt to define who is truly Navajo” (Weaver, 2001, p. 248). She continues by stating
that:
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Rather than determining where someone fits on a continuum
between two cultural identities or worlds, it may be more accurate to say
that indigenous people live in one complex, conflictual world (2001, p.
249).
Yellow Bird's call for a decolonization of tribal identity is affirmed by Weaver’s stance.
Indigenous peoples must look at the theoretical underpinnings of each of the philosophies
shared by these Indigenous scholars. A decolonial theory of identity would then include
all these voices and seek a broad and critical view on identity and support those prepared
for a multicultural view of Indigeneity.

A Decolonizing Identity?
Clearly, Indigenous identity or identity for a decolonizing theory cannot be
defined through binary conclusions of who is and who isn't. Therefore, as with most
critical theoretical engagements, a critical localized contextual framework needs to be
negotiated when applying a decolonizing theoretical framework. For instance, in this
particular definition, I choose to apply the complexity of Indigenous voices when
identifying as Indigenous, always keeping in mind those that have been marginalized by
neocolonialism. In addition, I agree with Nina Asher (2005) that decolonization requires
that everyone, especially those who benefit from neocolonialism, grapple with the
privileges gained at the expense of neocolonial ‘Others’. I acknowledge the complexity of
“Indigenous ” identities proposed by Carlos Tejeda, Kris Gutierrez, and Manuel
Espinoza (2002), suggesting that the nonwhite peoples and the working-class Indigenous
(or descendants of Africans, Latino s/Hispanics, Asians within the United States) who are
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directly affected by the internal neocolonial conditions also deser\>e representation within
a decolonizing theory by removal from the margins. In the end, what does this all mean
for a decolonizing theory? All definitions of identity must be allowed to exist at the same
time, although definitions of identity must be grappled with and locally contextualized
within a research agenda. What is important is to examine and challenge hegemony by
moving to a place of action without intercultural judgment and to secure communities for
health and prosperity within a more inclusive view of a decolonizing theory.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter the argument is made to reposition the voices of Indigenous
(particularly postlndian perspectives based on the localized context of this study) at the
forefront of a decolonizing theory. In addition to the locally contextualized nature of
decolonizing theory, exploring and understanding the historical and sociopolitical context
of “decolonization,” as a transformative and healing outcome that challenges and
counters colonial and neocolonial domination from an Indigenous perspective is
necessary when formulating a framework of a decolonizing theory. In order provide a
critical investigation of a decolonizing theoretical foundation issues of identity, including
who benefits from decolonizing theory is uncovered, providing challenges, limitations
and possibilities. Now, with a re-centered Indigenous lens as the structure embracing a
decolonizing theory, further discussions including the Western and anti-neocolonial
influences can continue the conversations about how decolonizing theory can be defined.
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CHAPTER 3
CRITICAL THEORETICAL INFLUENCES FOR A DECOLONIZING THEORY

Indigenous scholars, writing about Indigenous theory, history and research, do
not dismiss the importance and relevance of Western thought and theory, particularly
those that examine issues of race, colonialism/imperialism, and sociopolitical action.
What is important to remember are the Indigenous voices that have been affected by
these theories and engage with, as well as, learn from these theories.
A decolonizing theory is situated in the re/centered margins and honors the voices
of “the people ”, subaltern, or oppressed. It is informed by several theoretical
frameworks, including (Post)colonial theory, U.S. Third World Feminism, and Critical
Race Theory.
The following section connects these three theoretical constructs identified as key
to an Indigenous theoretical framework. It is important to understand that the dynamic
nature of a decolonizing theory includes the possibilities of a myriad of theoretical
voices. I have found these theories particularly influential in a decolonizing theory for
education.

Postcolonialism
In order to trace the connections between a decolonizing theory and the theories
of postcolonialism, an understanding of colonialism, often referred to as the “commercial
venture of the Western nations,” is imperative (McLeod, 2000, p. 7). According to some
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scholars, colonialism developed in the late seventeenth century, while other scholars link
colonialism to the era of exploration and ‘discovery’ beginning with Christopher
Columbus. The origins of colonialism are not as significant as the essential mission,
which is the economic exploitation of ‘Others’ by Western nations (or dominant nations)
seeking commercial and structural success and wealth. In our current global economy, it
is not a difficult leap to connect colonialism and capitalism because they “share a
mutually supportive relationship with each other” (McLeod, 2000, p. 7). Capitalism, a
significant part of neocolonialism, is the contemporary experience of colonialism.
Colonialism is an offspring of the ideological concept of ‘imperialism” which “upholds
the legitimacy of the economic and military control of one nation by the other” while
colonialism, a particular historical manifestation of imperialism, is specifically connected
to the “settlement of one group of people in a new location”(McLeod, 2000, p. 7). Often
used interchangeably, colonialism is only one form or practice of imperialism.
Theorists have used post-colonialism (or postcolonialism) is a direct response to
the colonization of cultures and societies by imperialist regimes. After WWII, the term
was used to describe the time after independence or the end of the colony. However, the
term changed over time and in the late 1970s was used by “literary critics to discuss the
various cultural effects of colonization” (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin, 2002, p. 186). This
shift developed in the field of literature where certain genres, such as the “study of socalled New Literatures in English had been widely used to signify the political, linguistic
and cultural experience of societies that were former European colonies” (2002, p. 186).
While the literary foundation of postcolonialism is significant, currently postcolonial
theory is a broadly defined and enacted field ol study. Yet, it is important to ruminate
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over the literary origins of postcolonialism when grappling with decolonizing theory
because the significance of narrative or storytelling repeats itself in many of the critical
theories that inform a decolonizing theory. However, it is also important to follow the
history and arguments about how postcolonialism is positioned in academia.
Postcolonialism, in the academic world, is complicated in how it is defined and
practiced. Currently, in English Literature, colonial discourse analysis (or post-colonial
theory), “refers to the examination and interpretation of particular colonial texts” and the
political and ideological position the critic undertakes in this analysis” (Kennedy, 2003,
p. 11). Theoretically, under this definition, literature such as the contemporary American
text, the DaVinci Code, could be analyzed as postcolonial. How would this be possible?
Prior to the American Revolution, the United States was an English colony; therefore the
United States can be viewed as a postcolonial nation. Ironically, this framework for
postcolonial theory does not problematize power relations or critically examine the
notion of neocolonialism. Subsequently, this view of postcolonialism creates suspicion
for some decolonizing theorists. Mongia (1996) complicates this issue further by
analyzing how postcolonial literature within the Anglo-American academy, based in a
poststructuralist paradigm, appropriates ‘postcolonialism’. He suggests that in the realm
of literature, postcolonialism has at least two different modes of analysis. First, it
signifies the period after decolonization, as if colonialism has ended, as well as the
approaches to the literature, which are informed by deconstruction and post-structuralism.
Secondly, “the term has been deployed to replace what earlier went under the names of
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‘Third World’ or ‘Commonwealth’ literature, to describe colonial discourse analysis, to
detail the situations of migrant groups within First World states, and to specify
oppositional reading practices" (Mongia, 1996, p. 2).
This view of postcolonial theory as a way of interrogating text, but also the
critical acts of reading and writing, is significant to a definition of a decolonizing
theoretical framework. For instance, reading is by “no means a neutral activity,” because
“how we read is just as important as what we read" (McLeod, 2000, p. 33). In terms of
writing, ‘writing back' which involves challenging colonial ways of knowing,
re/positions the subaltern voice to the center by naming ways of ‘writing back to the
empire’ and writing for a decolonial empowerment (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin, 2002;
McLeod, 2000; Smith, 1999). According to Smith, writing within a decolonizing
methodology,
... assumes that the centre does not necessarily have to be located at the
imperial centre. It is argued that the centre can be shifted ideologically
through imagination and that this shifting can recreate history (1999, p.
36).
Originally located in the realms of literature analysis, ‘post-colonial/postcoloniaf
theory has taken on many different roles and is used in a variety of fields of study
including education, anthropology, economics, art, global politics, sociology, history and
international capitalism (McLeod, 2000; Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin, 2002). Initially,
postcolonialism was simply situated in the effects of European conquests and the
historical impacts on communities colonized by European empires. Today most
postcolonial theorists acknowledge that colonialism is alive and well as a contemporary
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residue of European colonialism, and has not disappeared because the empire has left.
Instead it has mutated into new forms of colonialism. Therefore, postcolonialism/ post¬
colonialism is not equal to ‘after colonialism’,
... as if colonial values are no longer to be reckoned with. It does not
define a radically new historical era, nor does it herald a brave new world
where all the ills of the colonial past have been cured. Rather,
‘postcolonialism' recognises both historical continuity and change
(McLeod, 2000, p. 33).
In the Empire Writes Back, a seminal text in the theory of postcolonialism, particularly in
the realm of literature, postcolonial theory raises questions about “resistance, power,
ethnicity, nationality, language and culture and the transformation of dominant discourses
by ordinary people" which “provide important models for understanding the place of the
local in an increasingly globalized world" (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin, 2002, p. 222).
Colonial discourses and discourse analysis have been influenced by critics, like McLeod,
who work in critical theory. With this new insight, postcolonialism also explores “the
ways that representations and modes of perception are used as fundamental weapons of
colonial power to keep colonised peoples subservient to colonial rule” (McLeod, 2000, p.
17). Therefore, postcolonial theory, from a literary perspective, forms “the intersections
where language and power meet" (McLeod, 2000, p. 18). What decolonizing theory must
do is to not only grapple with the original text, but also challenge the language of power
within these postcolonial texts. For instance, what do Ashcroft, Griffith and Tiffin mean
by “ordinary people" in the previous quote about the transformation of dominant
discourses. How does the idea of “ordinary" position postcolonial peoples?
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The influence of critical and literary theories also inform the potential for some
postcolonial theorists to explore the dialectic relationship or ‘hybridized phenomenon’
“between the ‘grafted’ European cultural systems and indigenous ontology, with its
impulse to create an independent local identity” (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin, 2002, p.
221). Identity, an essential component of a decolonizing theory, is also a highly contested
site in a complex view of a postcolonial theory. Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin write that “it
is not possible to return to or to rediscover an absolute pre-colonial cultural purity, nor is
it possible to create national or regional formations entirely independent of their historical
implication in the European colonial enterprise” (2002, p. 221). The hegemonic
influences of colonial rule cannot be erased from the memory of peoples displaced or
dispossessed by colonial powers. Identity, for Indigenous Peoples engaged in
decolonization, reflects on the “difficulties of engaging with such notions as
representation, identity, agency, discourse and history” within the multitude of definitions
of a postcolonial theory (Mongia, 1996, p. 3).
When looking at the complicated and multifaceted areas of postcolonial theory, it
is important to note the theorists whose work informs it. Most notably, three scholars
have dominated the area of postcolonial theory: Edward Said, Homi Bhabha and Gayatri
Chakavorty Spivak, who have been recognized as the trinity (McLeod, 2000;Singh &
Schmidt, 2000). Orientalism (1978), by Edward Said, is a foundational post-colonial text
(Kennedy, 2003). In it, Said challenges widely held assumptions from a Western or
colonial view about Others/‘Orientals.' He challenges the ways people are ‘Othered’
through individual, collective and institutional positions of power and proposes a
rethinking of the “West” and a repositioning or centering of the so-called ‘Others’ away
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from the margins. Another frequently referenced and notable postcolonial figure is Homi
Bhabha, whose ruminations on cultural effects of colonialism draw inspiration from
post-stiucturalist psychoanalysis and semiotics (Kennedy, 2003, p. 13). Location of
Culture (1994) a seminal text in postcolonial theory questions cultural imperialism and
the privileges of language and culture of the dominant West. . Homi Bhabha’s theory of
hybridity or the unique “liminal” or “interstitial” space where individuals can reimagine
and relocate fluid spaces of identity, across borders, with potential for transformative
affects, informs not only postcolonial theory, but a decolonizing theory as well. Gayatri
Chakavorty Spivak's (1988), “Can the Subaltern Speak?” is another influential
postcolonial text. Spivak questions whether the voices of the economically and culturally
oppressed ‘Other’ truly have voice in the hegemonic academic world. Given that the
subaltern must speak through academic discourse from the academy or through the voices
of experts speaking for them, she postulates that the subaltern cannot speak.
There is nothing simplistic about any of these texts, and being situated in a
poststructural paradigm they will continue to be contested, reinvented or dismissed.
Many theorists, students, and postcolonial critics challenge the academic language used
to describe the previous theories, which at times, alienates the very audience they are
attempting to reach. These theorists, being part of the postcolonial cannon, influence a
decolonizing theory, but also must be critically engaged with in order to sift through the
theories, and filter the obtuse language while affirming the concepts that push Indigenous
ideas further.
Postcolonial theory is intricately linked to the other (posts), as seen with the
previous poststructural influence, or the focus on language as elusive, never truly
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captures ‘truth’ or absolute meaning from “text, action or intention” and, postmodernism,
which does not favor or privilege a single “authority, method, or paradigm (Denzin,
2005, p. 27). According to Kennedy, several postmodern and poststructural theorists have
informed postcolonial theory. The theorist who is “conspicuously absent form the post¬
colonial canon is Marx, whose work is considered irredeemably Eurocentric” (Kennedy,
2003, p. 13). While Marxism may not be outwardly present, many postcolonial,
anti/colonial and decolonizing scholars who refer to the economic exploitation and
neocolonial global economic issues have strong Marxist foundations.
Franz Fanon (1963), a Black middle-class intellectual from colonial Martinique,
author of The Wretched of the Earth, and Albert Memmi, from colonial Tunisia of Jewish
heritage (1965) and author of The Colonized and the Colonizer, are deeply enmeshed in
postcolonial and decolonizing theories as political theorists concerned with the
relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. Fanon, raising the issue of
neocolonialism, informs a decolonizing theory by exposing the complexity of colonial
relationships when the colonized becomes the colonizer.
He calls attention to the fact that the newly-independent nation can find
itself administered by an indigenous middle class that uses its privileged
education and position cheerfully to replicate the colonial administration
of the nation for its own financial profit. This class is ‘neo-colonial’ in that
it continues to exploit the people in a way not too dissimilar to the
colonists (McLeod, 2000, p. 89).
Memmi, who writes in a similar vein, takes up the discussion of Decolonization and the
Decolonized (2006), speaking to the failures of decolonization and the neocolonial
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condition. Another influential writer who speaks to postcolonial theory as well as a
decolonizing theory is Ngugi Thiong'o, a Kenyan social critic, who in Decolonising the
Mind (1986) urged African writers to reclaim their “identity by rejecting the language of
the colonizer and writing in their native tongue after independence (in his case rejecting
British English for Kenya’s Kikuyu language)” (Le Sueur, 2003, p.3).
Postcolonial theory is an enormous intellectual space occupying differing fields of
study as well as voices within complementary and competing paradigms. The challenge
does not end there. The use of the “post” in post-colonial/postcolonial also speaks to its
theoretical positioning. The controversy is important to discuss, because the way the term
is used influences and informs a decolonizing theory. As mentioned earlier, the
hyphenated term ‘post-colonialism’ is contested by many as meaning ‘after colonialism’,
‘after independence’ or ‘after the end of the empire’ (McLeod, 2000; Ashcroft, Griffiths
& Tiffin, 2002; Mongia, 1996; Smith, 1999). Scholars such as McLeod, suggest that
postcolonialism “is not contained by tidy categories of historical periods or dates,
although it remains firmly bound up with historical experiences” (McLeod, 2000, p.5).
Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, add that post-colonialism stresses “articulations between
and across the politically defined historical periods, of pre-colonial, colonial and post¬
independent cultures” (2002, p. 187).
Therefore, history is interconnected to post-colonialism/postcolonialism, but not
determined by linearity. Those who continue to use the hyphenated post-colonial, such as
Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, use it to distinguish “post-colonial studies as afield from
colonial discourse theory” which is only one of many approaches and interests “that the
term ‘post-colonial’ sought to embrace and discuss”(2002, p. 186-187). Post-
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structuralists, like “Said (Foucault), Homi Bhabha (Althusser and Lacan) and Gayatri
Spivak (Derrida) led many critics,” concerned with post-colonialism as an intellectual
space to insist on the use of the hypen “to focus on the material effects of the historical
condition of colonialism, as well as on its discursive power” (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin,
2002, p. 186-187). Kennedy (2003) suggests that the hyphen now holds cachet as the
stance supported by anti-imperialists and post-structuralists.
Some theorists, particularly those concerned with decolonization, question the
hypen and the ‘post’. With so much discussion placed on the hypen or the ‘post’, Mongia
(1996), argues that any uncritical emphasis on the ‘post’ directs “attention away from
present inequities - political, economic and discursive- in the global system” addressing
neocolonial concerns (p. 1-2). Another concern voiced by Mutua and Swadener (2004)
about the term postcolonialism/post-colonialism, is its potential to lump together the
identities of colonized peoples as if their experiences with colonialism were the same. For
instance, in theory, the historical experiences of American Indians would be equivalent to
European Americans since both were subjects of the British Empire. In addition,
postcolonial “still embodies much of what is termed ‘colonial,’ similar to ways in which
postmodernity embodies modernity” (Mutua & Swadener, 2004, p. 255-256). Mutua and
Swadener, use Quist's (2001, p. 299) conception of postcolonialism (without the hyphen)
to express a “continuity, a back-and-forth relationship, a constant between the past and
present-day cultural and sociopolitical relations with implications for the future” (Mutua
& Swadener, 2004, p. 255-256). History is still evident in this perception of
postcolonialism, but this definition implies possibilities for decolonization.

Postcolonialism is often used interchangeably with the term ‘decolonizing’, but
Mutua and Swadener (2004) suggest that the existence of neocolonialism is implied by a
decolonizing theory, but not necessarily by postcolonialism. It is a contemporary process
that eliminates any room for debate over the historical implications of linear, ‘after,’ or
post-structuralist hypothesizing.
There is also much resistance to post-coloniality by Indigenous intellectuals,
according to Smith (1999). Many Indigenous peoples view post-coloniality as “the
convenient invention of Western intellectuals, which reinscribes their power to define the
world” (p. 14). This practice of reinscribing or reauthorizing privileges “non-indigenous
academics because the field of ‘post-colonial’ discourse has been defined in ways which
can still leave out indigenous peoples, our ways of knowing and our current concerns”
(Smith, 1999, p. 24). Therefore, there is no clear answer to the debate over hyphens,
posts, and post/post-colonialism. While Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, suggest that
“European colonialist histories and institutional practices, and the responses (resistant or
otherwise) to these practices on the part of all colonized peoples” are fundamental
concerns within the realm of postcolonialism, the absence of Indigenous voices and
concerns must be addressed (2002, p. 189).
As seen in the previous discussion, the issues of neocolonialism are not always
implied in postcolonialism and some Indigenous scholars choose not to associate with
postcolonialism. The lack of Indigenous voices and the invisibility of contemporary
colonialism, neocolonialism, is frustrating for many Indigenous peoples of North
America for two reasons. First, it denies the existence of a neocolonial reality for
American Indians. Secondly, much of the postcolonial work today is created in the
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American academy, with the neglect of Indigenous issues within the United States. The
critique that postcolonial theorists perpetuate colonial oppression seems to hold
credibility.
While neocolonialism may be an area of inquiry and contestation in postcolonial
studies, it is key to a decolonizing theory. When postcolonialism and decolonization are
used together to mean the same thing, neocolonial issues are at the forefront of the
discussion. Although postcolonialism can disregard the Eurocentric notion of Marxist
theories, “viewed through a marxist/Jamesonian lens, most theorists agree that ‘neocolonial’ primarily refers to the combination of the economic conditions of global
capitalism that continue to subjugate post-colonial nations as they strive to resist the
material (after) effects of the invasive economical tactics of colonizing nations” (Singh &
Schmidt, 2000, p. 6). Other scholars acknowledge that the face of postcolonialism may be
one of opposition and radicalism, but it “only masks its complicity with the continuing
oppression of peoples in the present (what we have been calling neo-colonialism)”
(McLeod, 2000, p. 246).
How is a decolonizing theory, an offspring of postcolonialism, connected to the
United States? Rarely is the U.S. context included in discussions of postcolonialism, even
though the United States is both postcolonial and neocolonial. Singh and Schmidt (2000)
address the U.S. role by stating that:
Anti-colonial resistance at its founding worked to secure an economy that
thrived by appropriating the labor of racially-defined “aliens” not allowed
the “inalienable” rights of full citizenship. While the U.S. defined itself as
the world's first independent and anti-colonial nation-state it
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simultaneously incorporated many of the defining features of European
colonial networks— including the color-line— into its economic and cultural
life (p. 5).
Neocolonial dominance within the U.S. context is therefore experienced through the
“issues of cultural diversity, ethnic, racial and cultural difference and the power relations
within them’ (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin, 2002, p. 201). The neocolonial subjects of
the United States are not only Indigenous peoples, but those defined as ‘Other’ by the
dominant mainstream, including immigrants. This is important in the definitions of
“Indigenous,” because many people who are or were considered Indigenous are deeply
affected by neocolonialism.
Singh and Schmidt write about the irony of the immigrant mythology. The
United States was founded by immigrants, excluding American Indians and Mexicans,
who “were either to die off, become immigrants in their own land, or become a separate,
colonized, cultural space with in the ‘American’ national body” (Singh & Schmidt,
2000, p. 6). Neocolonialism goes beyond reservation boundaries or continental borders.
“Internal colonies” exist in First World nations, like the United States, in our urban
“inner cities” where “the truly disadvantaged,” the now proverbial lumpen “underclass,”
experience economic and cultural exploitation (San Juan, 1999, p. 14). Neocolonialism,
“the slow development of a long term relationship of dominance over another nation on
the part of the United States. .. is a bit like genocide” (Blanchard, 1996, p. 5).
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Decolonizing Postcolonialism
In conclusion, postcolonialism (however it is written, with or without hyphens),
embodies several significant connections in a decolonizing theory, including the language
of resistance, power, deconstruction and colonialism. The postcolonial background of
literary theory, the exploration of discursive practices, and the emerging scholarship from
a variety of fields, directly informs decolonizing theories. But, the key to decolonizing
theory is repositioning of subaltern voices and the challenging Eurocentric notions of
colonialism and postcolonialism with an emphasis on social action within neocolonized
communities for decolonization. The neocolonial local and global issues affecting
oppressed and Indigenous people, is not always present in postcolonial discussions, but it
is imperative in decolonization.

U.S. Third World Feminism/Indigenista
The inclusion and positioning of U.S. Third World Feminism in this decolonizing
theory is not by accident. When I began this decolonizing journey, a theory that
resonated with my cultural, academic, and social justice goals, it was women such as
Kris Gutter t ez, Sandy Grande, and Sonia Nieto who inspired my intellectual experience.
In addition, in most Indigenous societies within the United States, women are more likely
to graduate from college and go on to higher degrees. We have a growing number of
women who are becoming recognized scholars and I feel that their voices and histories
must also be heard. Therefore, Third World Feminists, U.S. Third World Feminists, TwoThirds South feminists, or Indigenistas, have a significant role in developing theories of
decolonization. These theories address the challenge offirst world feminism as a
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colonizing factor, the development of a radical response to colonial feminism, and the
development of feminist decolonial/anticolonial and antiglobalization movements.
Although feminism is clearly connected to the theory of decolonization,
particularly due to the women who have held such strong positions of power in the
movement through postcolonial studies, educational theory and pedagogy or grassroots
movements within their communities, feminism is not without critique. In fact, feminism
as a theoretical movement is highly contested among Native women. Many scholars
agree that the decolonizing movement is complex and must be seen through the lens of
the marginalized. Feminism has informed decolonizing theory through its hegemonic
history and the counter movement of Third World feminists of color.
Decolonizing Theory is not a stagnant historical place. It is a development over
time, just as is the feminist movement of liberatory practice. In order to understand the
importance of feminism in the development of a decolonizing theoretical framework, a
brief history as it pertains to Indigenous issues is in order. The development of U.S. third
world feminism has been written about by many scholars committed to a pedagogy or
methodology of decolonization, including Chandra Mohanty, Sandra Grande and Chela
Sandoval. These scholars have also documented the historical movement of feminism.
Feminism has been conceptualized in three waves. Sandra Grande explores the history of
the “three waves of whiteness” in feminist theory (2005, p. 127). In addition, she grapples
with the meaning of “whitestream feminism.”
Grande begins her historical overview of Indigenous women and feminist theory
through three time frames, the Moral Reformers of the late 1800’s, the Antimodern
feminists during the 1920’s through the mid-1900’s, and the contemporary feminists. The
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moral reformers were White or “Western” women at the beginning of the suffragette
movement challenging male domination over their lives. They were exploring “true
womanhood” and were anxious to “promote their class interests and standards of morality
on American Indian women,” among others (Grande, 2004, p. 129). In their view they
were “lifting up” Native women by committing themselves to the plight of the Indians.
Therefore, “large troops of white women answered this call to duty, mobilizing to the
southwest to serve the cause in a variety of capacities: as BIA school teachers, field
matrons, and missionaries” (Grande, 2004, p. 129). This grand plan actually perpetuated
the colonization of Native women by feminists attempting to improve the American
Indian ‘predicament’.
The moral reformers also questioned matrilineal kinship systems that followed the
female line of descent. According to “reformers,” this practice was immoral and
promoted sexual promiscuity, since following the mother’s line of descent confirmed that
the “father” of a child may not be known. They began “preaching instead the patriarchal
family as a more ‘civilized’ form of male-female relations” (Grande, 2004, pp. 131).
The moral reformers did little to help the plight of Native women. In fact, their
influence and training provided no more than a failed attempt at assimilation into White
culture, and only prepared Native women to become excellent domestic servants in White
women’s homes. “Ultimately, the reformist’s failure to perceive American Indian women
as respected and 'empowered' members of their own communities exposes their project
as one shaped more by racism than by their feminist ideals” (Grande, 2004, p. 128).
Grande summarized that the moral reformers, with their goal of “civilizing”
Native woman by imposing middle-class values were in opposition to the antimodern
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feminists. Both groups of feminists were driven by “saving the Indian” although their
philosophies were quite different. “Antimodernists sought to ‘preserve’ American Indian
culture, protecting it Irom what they perceived as the corrupting influences of modern
Anglo society” (Grande, 2004, p. 132). To their credit, the second wave of “White
feminists” rejected the racist actions of the reformist, although their Native project was “a
more insidious form of racism” (Grande, 2004, p. 133). In search of a feminist utopia, the
antimodern feminist sought to preserve ancient Native cultures, which “led them to
fetishize white notions of Indian purity" (p. 133). “Their obsessions grew so acute that
they ultimately became more wedded to the Indian of their imagination than to ‘real’
Indians” (Grande, 2004, p. 133). Native women, affected by neocolonial projects such as
the boarding schools who did not fit the stereotypical “pure" category of perceived Indian
identity, were dismissed by antimodern feminists, as not Indian enough. According to
Grande, “it is important to note that the antimodernists did not ‘unconsciously’ engage in
essentialist thinking but rather deliberately and opportunistically wielded the ideology to
suit their needs” (2004, p. 133).
The failures of the reformists and antimodern feminists did not affect only Native
women. Other scholars of color were experiencing feminism in similar ways. According
to Linda Tuhiwai Smith,
... these groups of women challenged the assumptions of the
WestemAvhite women’s movement that all women shared some universal
characteristics and suffered from universal oppressions which could be
understood and described by a group of predominantly white, Westerntrained women academics. The problems of ‘voice’ and ‘visibility’,
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‘silence’ and ‘invisibility’, became important concerns at a concrete
level, as women attended international conferences and attempted to
develop international policies related to women’s rights, population
control, development and justice (1999, p. 166).
Grande also describes this historical divide between White women and subaltern
women’s experience through the dominant mainstream culture of whitestream feminism.
This whitestream feminism is a “feminist discourse that is not only dominated by white
women but also principally structured on the basis of white, middle-class experience,
serving their ethnopolitical interests and capital investments” (Grande, 2004, p.125).
Grande describes whitestream feminism as relying on a “heavy dependence on
postmodern/post-structuralist theories, a privileging of ‘academic feminism’ over the
feminist political project, and an undertheorizing of patriarchy as the universal oppression
of all women’’ (Grande, 2004, p. 156). The whitestream feminist projects of the reformist
and antimodern feminists were imposed under the “sexist” umbrella of sisterhood and
solidarity between White feminists and American Indian women.
While the earlier feminists saw themselves as liberators and emancipators of
Indigenous women they were perpetuating the agenda of colonization, which they shared
with their middle-class White male counterparts. “While feminist analyses of white male
dominance are indisputable, the implicit denial of white women's participation in the
colonialist project warrants further examination” (Grande, 2004, p. 128).
This brings us in the discussion to contemporary feminists. According to Grande,
whitestream feminists retaining their “unreflective belief in women’s common identity
and the aim of a unified sisterhood created “consciousness raising groups” during the
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civil rights movement due to their disillusionment with male-dominated politics (2004, p.
135). It was during these consciousness-raising groups that discussions of how class
differences and the fight for racial equality informed the women’s movement. Ultimately,
“movement women rationalized that the fight for equal rights necessitated a de¬
emphasizing of difference” (Grande, 2004, p. 135). This is where the debate of feminism
was strongly taken up by woman of color. The insistence on a unified sisterhood and
“their failure to comprehend the difference between gender-based and race-based
oppression, and their continued construction of patriarchy as the universal oppression,”
alienated many woman of color and generated or brought up questions from Third World
women in the United States (Grande, 2004, p. 135). Of course, this was not a new
phenomenon as Chela Sandoval suggests: “as far back as the middle of the nineteenth
century, Sojourner Truth found it necessary to remind a convention of white suffragettes
of her ‘female’ gender with the rhetorical question ‘Ain’t I a woman?’” (2000, p. 45).
Grande and Bell hooks (1981) engage with the idea that these third wave feminists suffer
from profound racism suppressed by narcissism. In Ain 71 a Woman, hooks (1981) wrote
that “in a capitalist, racist, imperialist state there is no one social status women share as a
collective group; and, that the social status of white women in America has never been
like that of black, American Indian, or any other women or men of color’ (hooks, 1981,
p. 136). In response to the gender binary division of male/female, Sandoval states that,
U.S. women of color have long understood, however, that especially race,
but also one’s culture, sex, or class, can deny comfortable or easy access
to any legitimized gender category, that the interactions between such
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social classifications produce other, unnamed gender forms within the
social hierarchy (2000, p.44).
At the beginning of the contemporary whitestream feminist movement, Third
World women challenged “postmodernist machinations” that allowed white middle-class
women to “equate their own bourgeois desires with those of ‘third-world’ and other
colonized women since, in the realm of feeling, experience, and cultural representation, it
becomes possible to equate ‘the oppressed’ with the ‘distressed’” (Grande, 2004, p. 137).
The privilege to equate one’s gender oppression as equal to racism or having the choice
of being a voyeur in someone else’s oppression, whether it be class based, racial or
through gender furthers the continuation of the neocolonialist movement or maintenance
of neocolonial conditions in the United States.
This third wave of whitestream feminism continues to be a site of debate today.
Scholars like Grande contend that until white women explore their racial privilege their
“complicity in the colonialist project” will “remain unaddressed” (Grande, 2004, p. 138).
She concludes that even within this new era of feminism that whitestream feminism is
alive and well in “relationship to issues of production, labor, and economics— the
machinery of capitalism and colonization” (Grande, 2004, p. 139).
Several critical scholars have resculpted feminism to create new avenues that
honor and affirm woman of color, Third World, U.S. Third World, Indigenistas, or TwoThird South women. Chandra Mohanty (2003), resculpted feminism in Feminism without
borders: Decolonizing theory, practicing solidarity. Mohanty’s concerns, like Grande’s,
developed out of the white feminist critique by women of color. Her goal of
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decolonization through feminism grew from her commitment to building
“noncolonizin^
C
to
feminist solidarity across borders” both personally and politically (2003, p. 224). She
wrote,
I believed in a larger feminist project than the colonizing, self-interested
one I saw emerging in much influential feminist scholarship and in the
mainstream women’s movement (Mohanty, 2003, p. 224).
Mohanty, determined to intervene in the marginalization of Third World or immigrant
women, like herself, erased or misrepresented “within the dominant Euro-American
feminist scholarship and their communities” wrote, “Under Western Eyes” and later,
“Revisiting ‘Under Western Eyes’” to “make clear that cross-cultural feminist work must
be attentive to the micropolitics of context, subjectivity, and struggle, as well as to the
macropolitics of global economic and political systems and processes” (Mohanty, 2003,
p. 223). Her work focused on creating communities of deep solidarity “in the face of
unequal power relations among feminists” within a diverse group of women (2003,
p.225). Within this cross-border feminist community the possibility of decolonization
could be created through “common differences” (2003, p. 224).
Mohanty set the historical or archeological foundations of knowledge that led to
the revision of Western feminism by Third World Women. In “Revisiting ‘Under
Western Eyes’” (2003), Mohanty maintained her foundational beliefs of a Third World
women’s solidarity through border-crossing by recognizing that Third World women
were not just defined through oppression, but also through the “historical complexities
and the many struggles to change these oppressions” (Mohanty, 2003, p.223). Within this
definition, then. Third World feminism must be seen through global, economic and
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political frameworks as well as through the recognition of power differences between
different communities. She carefully resists privileging the “local over the systemic,
difference over commonalities, or the discursive over the material” (Mohanty, 2003, p.
224). In revisiting her work, she stresses the importance of creating coalitions and
solidarities across borders, including those with “Western” feminists.
Although much has changed with Third World feminism and cross-cultural
connections, Eurocentric colonizing feminist projects still exist, as Grande stated earlier.
Mohanty, then, calls for a continuing of feminist retheorizing because in this new era “
global economic and political processes have become more brutal, exacerbating
economic, racial and gender inequalities, and thus they need to be demystified,
reexamined, and theorized” (Mohanty, 2003, p. 230).
In conclusion, Mohanty did not change her views developed in “Under Western
Eyes,” but she acknowledges the changes that have occurred in the world. She made
several suggestions, and renamed the movement of Third World, border-crossing feminist
solidarity to “anticapitalist transnational feminist practice,” addressing not just the
challenges of decolonization in a Western feminist paradigm, but also within global
capitalism. She addresses how “poor women of all colors in affluent and neocolonial
nations; women of the Third World /South or the Two-Thirds World” are most at risk
(Mohanty, 2003, p. 231). It is therefore essential for colonized women to reflect on
themselves and critically analyze the colonizers as well. Mohanty grounds this
information in the disturbing statistics about the colonial conditions of the lives of many
women and girls who are:
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... still 70 percent of the world's poor and the majority of the world’s
refugees. Girls and women comprise almost 80 percent of displaced
persons of the Third World/ South in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
Women own less than one-hundredth of the world’s property, while they
are the hardest hit by the effects of war, domestic violence, and religious
persecution (Mohanty, 2003, p. 235).
Through this lens of colonial persecution of women, Mohanty redefines the project of
decolonization as a shift in focus from “under Western eyes to ‘under and inside’ the
hegemonic spaces of the One-Third World” (Mohanty, 2003. p. 237). And these
neocolonial spaces are being reproduced in Western Europe and the United States. These
are the sites where power, privilege, resistance and agency need to be made visible.
Mohanty, dedicated to a decolonizing theory through feminism, is putting out a call for
self-reflexive solidarity. She states that
[t]he point I am making here is that women are workers, mothers, or consumers
in the global economy, but we are also all those things simultaneously...Because
social movements are crucial sites for the construction of knowledge,
communities, and identities, it is very important for feminists to direct
themselves toward them (Mohanty, 2003, p. 248).
Mohanty’s call has been heard and reflected on by many feminists of color,
including Chicana/Latina scholars Sofia Villenas, Chela Sandoval, and Emma Perez.
Sofia Villenas, writing in the fields of education and Latina/o studies, defines
Chicana/Latina feminist thought as “theory emerging from women’s everyday
embodiments of and interventions in patriarchy, sexism, heteronormativity and
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transnational labor abuses in the midst of unrelenting nationalisms and citizenship
policing” (Villenas, 2006, p. 660). She likens this definition to other postcolonial, Third
World feminist projects because inherent in this project is the interrogation and
investigation of imperial and colonial history, as well as the current neocolonial,
partriarchal and heteronormative experience of women. According to Villenas, there are
three critical perspectives in Latina/Chicana feminist thought:
“(1) the messy fault lines of intersecting oppressions and solidarities,
(2) the breaking down of dualisms and the embracing of ambiguity, and
finally,
(3) the (im)possible articulations of the performative and intangible
spaces of decolonizing agency” (2006, p. 660).
Incorporating these perspectives while “refusing discourses of victimry,” Villenas uses
theory that expresses the worlds of “simultaneous joy, tragedy, tradition and innovation”
through sites of non-sanctioned theory “such as in the archives of gossip, humor and
family stories, in female spaces of the domestic, and in the oft-hidden spaces of writing”
(2006, p. 660).
Villenas grounds Latina/Chicana feminist theory in Chela Sandoval’s discussion
of survival by highlighting great thinkers such as Franz Fanon, Gloria Anzaldua,
Haunani-Kay Trask, Leslie Marmon Silko and Audry Lorde as those who resisted
colonization, slavery and conquest to develop theories and methods for “outlasting
domination" (2000, p. 6). According to Sandoval, “decolonizing theory and method” is a
place where “the utopian dreams inherent in an internationalist, egalitarian, non-
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oppressive, socialist feminist democracy can take their place in the real” (2000, p.4). The
socialist-feminist democracy in the U.S. Third World Feminist movement “has yet to be
fully understood by social theorists” (2000, p. 41). This movement
provided access to a different way of conceptualizing not just feminist
consciousness but oppositional activity in general: it comprised a
formulation capable of aligning U.S. movements for social justice not only
with each other, but with global movements toward decolonization
(Sandoval, 2000, p. 41).
Emma Perez, a Chicana Feminist historian, writes about third space feminist
consciousness. This third space consciousness is informed by the ‘decolonial imaginary’
which is “a lag time between the colonial and postcolonial” (1999, p.6). Based on Homi
Bhabha’s in-between space, the ‘decolonial imaginary’ is like a shadow or smoke, in an
individual:
one is not simply oppressed or victimized; nor is one only oppressor or
victimizer. Rather, one negotiates within the imaginary to a decolonizing
otherness where all identities are at work in one way or another (Perez,
1999, p. 7).
Perez uses the third space feminist critique in writing Chicana feminist history. Inside this
decolonial lag time,
... between what has been, what is, and what many of us hope will be...
we begin to build another story, uncovering the untold to consciously
remake the narrative. Third space feminism allows us to look to the past
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through the present always already marked by the coming of that which is
still left unsaid, unthought. (Perez, 1999, p.127)
How do American Indian women fit into the discussion of feminism? Native
Women have been involved in Indigenous activism throughout North American history
of resistance from contact, to the Indian wars of the 19th century, to the American Indian
Movement to contemporary issues and movements with women such as Blackfoot
activist Elouise Cobell, fighting the federal government to honor treaty rights for millions
of misused, misspent or missing federal funds. In general, Native American feminism is
inherent in the overall social structure of American Indian women. According to M.
Annette Jaimes and Theresa Halsey (1992), Native women “have always formed the
backbone of indigenous nations on this continent” (p. 311). Within the media, some
academic disciplines, and the current mainstream culture, many stereotypes of Native
women abound, including images of weak, passive or docile women. But this image is
disputed by Jaimes and Halsey, who instead assert that “it is women who have formed the
very core of indigenous resistance to genocide and colonization since the first moment of
conflict between Indians and invaders” (Jamies & Halsey, 1992, p. 311).
In their chapter, they touch on many Native women activists who challenged and
fought colonization including Janet McCloud (Tulalip) and Ramona Bennett (Puyallup)
who fought for Native fishing rights and won in the 1960’s, as well as Ellen Moves
Camp and Gladys Bissonette who established the Oglala Sioux Civil Rights Organization
(OSCRO) in the 1970 s, among many women who fought for the rights of sovereignty
loi their people and Native people as a whole. Jaimes and Halsey then explode the myth
ol male dominance in Native communities.
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Women always held positions of power, had their own women's societies, or had
equal rights within their communities. This status held whether they were matrilineal
(lineage traced through the mother) or patrilineal (lineage traced through the father)
societies, and both pre-European contact and post-European contact. Although women
have not lost power, contact with Europeans diminished the structure of society through
warfare, disease, and politically motivated institutional mandates. One of the first
priorities was to weaken the status women held in the community. This attempt at
disempowerment has been linked to the contemporary challenges, such as domestic
violence and sexual abuse, faced by many women in Indigenous communities and rarely
documented or experienced in Native communities prior to European contact. Prior to
colonialism these cultural breaches were handled within the societal codes of conduct and
those who broke from cultural norms were reprimanded by the structures created by the
society. This also reflects the U.S. government involvement in the destruction of families
through education, relocation and reorganization.
While this history may sound bleak and the heartache of many generations
continues today, Native women have always been fighting these injustices. In a sense
Indigenous American feminism has existed for centuries or longer. In terms of the current
view on feminism, Jaimes and Halsey (1992) challenge the notion of Native American
women and White feminism. Like Grande, they struggle with the idea of “sisterhood,”
that is the collaboration between all women in the pursuit of justice. This idea of
connecting with women outside of the community is an ideal that does not resonate with
the colonization and neocolonization of Indigenous communities. Janet McCloud
expressed this concern in a talk she gave:
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Many Anglo women try, I expect in all sincerity to tell us that our most
pressing problem is male supremacy. To this I say with all due respect,
bullshit. Our problems are what they’ve been for the past several
hundred years: white supremacism and colonialism. And that’s a
supremacism and a colonialism of which white feminists are still very
much a part (as quoted in Jaimes & Halsey, 1992, p-. 332).
Feminism is a debated issue for many Indigenous women. In fact, Jaimes and Halsey
take issue with Native women who support the fundamentals of feminism. They suggest
that these Indian women activists are
...generally accepting of the colonialist ideology that indigenous nations
are now legitimate subparts of the U.S. geopolitical corpus rather than
separate nations, that Indian people are now a minority within the overall
population rather than the citizenry of their own distinct nations. Such
Indian women activists are therefore usually more devoted to “civil
rights’’ than to liberation per se. Native women who are more genuinely
sovereignists in their outlook have proven themselves far more dubious
about the potentials offered by feminist politics and alliances (1992, p.
331-332).
This view is fueled by the notion that the feminist movement is White female dominated
and therefore a neocolonial tool.
Jaimes and Halsey look to the “road ahead” for Native women and feminism.
They have connected to the work initiated by Third World women of color in the new
movement ol teminism, including Asian American woman, the Chicana/Latina
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movement, and African American feminists, like bell hooks, hooks (1981) challenges
women of color to spoil the White sisterhood of their togetherness and “do the work
ourselves if we want to know more about our experience, if we want to see the
experiences from perspectives not shaped by domination” (hooks, 1981, pp. 150-151).
Jaimes and Halsey seek an anti-feminist, pro woman of color collaboration. They
acknowledge that:
By forging links to organizations composed of other woman of color,
founded not merely to fight gender oppression, but also to struggle
against racial and cultural oppression, native women can prove
instrumental in creating an alternative movement of women in North
America, one which is mutually respectful of the rights, needs, cultural
particularities, and historical divergence of each sector of its membership,
and which is therefore free of the adherence to white supremacist
hegemony previously marring feminist thinking and practice. Any such
movement of women - including those of Euro American women who
see its thrust as corresponding to their own values and interests as human
beings - cannot help but be of crucial importance within the liberation
struggles waged by peoples of color to dismantle the apparatus of
Eurocentric power in every area of the continent (p. 335-336).
As long as there have been White feminists there have been Native women
responding to their claims and exemplifying Native feminism. It is important to add Paula
Gunn Allen (Laguna-Sioux-Lebanese) in the discussion of Indigenous feminism for many
reasons. First, she is perhaps the Native feminist connection to the Third World feminist-
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of-color movement that Jaimes and Halsey imagine. Secondly, she writes about effects of
education, religion, loss of sovereignty and patriarchy as colonizing forces that have
deeply impacted the Indian psyche. Most importantly, Gunn Allen wrote the first
Indigenous feminist text, The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian
Traditions (1992), which focuses on the power of Indigenous women’s’ stories and
gynocentric communities as ways of healing or survivance.
The Sacred Hoop is “the first collection of essays in which gender issues are
examined from an American Indian perspective (Pulitano, 2003, p. 22). Gunn Allen is not
only known as a Native feminist, but also as “a key figure among those who in the 1970s
founded the field of Native American literary studies in the academy’’ (Purdy, 2001, p. 9).
Allen has stated her position on tribal-feminism or feminist-tribalism as:
Both terms are applicable: if I am dealing with feminism, I approach it
from a strong tribal posture, and when I am dealing with American Indian
literature, history, culture, or philosophy I approach them from a strongly
feminist one (1997, p. 746).
As the first proclaimed and acknowledged American Indian feminist, Allen examines
colonialism and its impacts on Native communities through the lens of Indigenous
women s issues, gay and lesbian issues and “the relationship between American Indian
women's social status and the development of feminism in the United States (1992,
p. 187). Gunn Allen addresses the concerns many Native people have to the notion of
teminism as a Western colonial force, but she proclaims that Western feminism is an
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important approach when deconstructing male dominated, paternalistic writings about
Indigenous peoples. Allen then reemphasizes the Native feminist perspective through The
Sacred Hoop.
In the Sacred Hoop (1992), Allen identifies major themes which include an
understanding that traditional tribal lifestyles are more often gynocratic than not, and
they are never patriarchal’ (p. 2). Gynocracy or gynocentric communities are womencentered social systems. By repositioning the often forgotten or dismantled images and
voices of Native Women, she contends that balance and healing can occur in Native
communities. Native women’s’ voices have been silenced throughout history by
patriarchal, colonialist record keepers. Gunn Allen’s vision is to take back the history,
uncover Native women roles in pre/post/neo colonial eras. She writes:
By the simple expedient of shifting the view back to its original and
rightful position, the whole picture changes, and it becomes clear that our
heart is in the sky. We understand that woman is the sun and the earth:
she is grandmother; she is mother; she is Thought, Wisdom, Dream,
Reason, Tradition, Memory, Deity, and Life itself (1992, p. 268).
Paula Gunn Allen’s writings on Indigenous feminism as a tool for a resurgence of
balance, tradition and hope, have been critiqued as perpetuating essentialist notions of
“Indianness” that play into Eurocentric stereotypes (Pulitano, 2003). Gunn Allen’s goals,
for Native men and women to rebuild tradition through the sacred way of women,
privileges her Laguna heritage, but her methodology draws on both Western and
Indigenous ways of knowing that create “a reasonable picture of truth” (1992, p. 7).
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Critics like Pulitano, who seek a Native American critical theory, acknowledge
her “strategic essentialism” (in the vein of Spivak), but ultimately see her as dangerously
“essentializing Native identity ...in the mold of Euro American conception of
Indianness” (2003, p.57). Instead of writing from an Indigenous perspective, Pulitano
accuses Gunn Allen of writing to a White audience eager to appropriate Native
spiritualism and mysticism. She continues by stating that “while pretending to write back
against Euro American imperialist power, Allen’s theoretical position can be seen, when
considered as a whole, inevitably to perpetuate the same discursive modes of the
academic center” (2003, p. 57)
Another criticism by Pulitano is the absence of Gunn Allen’s writings among
Third World women of color, although Pulitano concedes that Allen’s poetry is in
Anzaldua’s, Making Face. A recent text unnoticed by Pulitano is Chela Sandoval’s
Methodology of the Oppressed (2000), where Sandoval champions Gunn Allen as an
important decolonizing contributor to critical theory with other feminist women of color
like Audre Lorde, Bell hooks, and Cherrie Moraga (Sandoval, 2000, p. 10).
Another argument to question the absence of Gunn Allen’s work among Third
World women-of-color, is the invisibility of Native Peoples in postcolonial and literary
theory. Indigenous theorists are consistently ignored, “unlike other minority writers in the
United States” (Sandoval, p. 196). Pulitano even addresses this in a footnote stating that
a similar lack of attention within the decolonizing project of women-of-color movement
is indicative ol the situation of Native American studies within minority discourse” (p.
196). In a review of Pulitano’s book, Toward a Critical Native American Theory (2003),
Barbara Robins addresses the weaknesses of Pulitano’s critique of Gunn Allen, stating,

Even while acknowledging vast differences in critical positioning and
cultural backgrounds, Pulitano wants to see the discussion, the theory,
defined in her terms. ... It is the many communities who may not be
using the rarified language of theory but are nonetheless acting on their
own behalf for the sake of cultural survival that are being too easily
overlooked. And it is far more interesting to see how these communities
operate from that crossbreed position to emphasize their process, their
right to journey, than it is to see Pulitano use old persuasive tricks to her
personal advantage (2005, p. 329-30)
The critiques of Paula Gunn Allen and the responses by Indigenous scholars is important
because the critiques of essentialism or lack of theory could be transferred to most
Native writers within a decolonizing theoretical discussion. While many Native writers
are accused of being separatists or lacking in theory, critics of Pulitano’s analysis
suggest that.
For many thousands of years. Native cultures have valued the word as
creative, but Pulitano credits a belated Euro Western critical theory with
this insight. All the Native authors in her study, she implies, did not know
language shaped reality until they read the work of poststructuralist
critics.... The separation of Native intellectuals into oppositional
groups—separatist/cosmopolitan ("savage"/"civilized"?)—is a
disingenuous theoretical game (Cox, 2005, p. 320).
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Despite criticism, Paula Gunn Allen has shaped the terrain of American Indian feminism.
Regardless of those who aim to dismiss her writings, her writings embody a hopefulness
for a decolonial future through activism and change. She writes:
When Grandmother returns (and she’s coming soon) we want to be
ready; we intend to be ready. We are recovering our heritage and
uncovering the history of colonization- the history of gynocide that
weakened the tribes almost to death. And we are busily stealing the
thunder back, so it can empower the fires of life we tend, have always
tended, as it was ever meant to be (Allen, 1992, p.188).
Paula Gunn Allen paved the way for emerging theorists like Sandra Grande.
Grande, writing from an Indigenous woman’s perspective, frustrated with whitestream
feminism, explored the history of feminism and the challenges this history has brought to
Indigenous people. At the same time, she does not dismiss the value of feminism,
particularly pertaining to critical theory and praxis in education, but she chooses to
identify herself as indfgena rather than feminist. Grande calls for a Third World feminism
or indigenista feminism. She forms the basis of the theory of ‘indigenista” as “one that
retains the notion of woman as warrior, woman as ‘Mother’, and woman as spiritual
leader’ (Grande, 2004, p. 127). Despite the his-story of Native peoples, she builds on
Allen’s notion that Native women have survived and are beginning to be heard as
Indigenous feminists:
... [M]any indigenous women share historical memories and
contemporary experiences of women as warriors, healers, spiritual
leaders, clan mothers, tribal leaders, council members, political activists,
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and cultural proprietors, and thus, already live with a sense of their own
traditional “feminist” agency (Grande, 2004, p. 149).
Grande reiterates the conviction of Lorei Means who proclaims,
[W]e are American Indian women, in that order. We are oppressed first
and foremost as American Indians, as peoples colonized by the United
States of America, not as women (Jamies & Halsey, 1992, p. 314).
Grande supports this statement, but adds, “ I do, however, recognize the salience of
gender as a category as well as the importance of a gendered, pro-woman, antisexist
analysis” (Grande, 2004, p.156). While she does not completely dismiss contemporary
feminism or its history, she remains “highly suspicious of feminist discourses that merely
assert the equality of female power and desire — viewing them first and foremost as
accomplices to the projects of colonialism and global capitalism” (2004, p. 151). She then
requests feminists to reconsider their positions:
As an indigenous woman, I understand this discourse as a “theory of
property holders” and until whitestream feminists “come clean” about
their participation in the forces of domination, indigenous and other
colonized women will continue to resist its premises (2004, p. 148).
Like Allen, Grande appropriates the important theoretical work of feminist theorists and
supports “the insights of the feminist critique as articulated by revolutionary feminisms
(e.g. Marxist, socialist, transnational, and antiracist feminisms)” and urges Indigenous
feminists to see the relevance and importance for current struggles of justice and
sovereignty (p. 154).
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Finally, Grande expresses her vision of an Indigenous feminism or Indigenista
feminism as an important theoretical construct created by Indigenous scholars, male and
female, that is based in the struggles, resistance and hope for the elimination of current
hegemonic conditions. She suggests that this theory of “indigenista needs to remain
rooted in the struggles of indigenous peoples and the quest for sovereignty and selfdetermination, as well as be elastic enough to incorporate the diversity of American
Indian women’s lives” (2004, p. 156). As Indigenous peoples, she continues, “we must
also struggle to find the common ground, to assert the primacy of the struggle for selfdetermination and to work in solidarity against the burgeoning effects of the colonialist
project” (Grande, 2004, p. 156).

Decolonizing Feminism
Grande’s contemporary view of indigenista has its historical roots/routes in
Indigenous feminist intellectuals such as Jaimes, Halsey and Gunn-Allen. Together with
Third World Women of color scholars, such as Perez, Sandavol, Villenas, and Mohanty,
and allies including men, women, and people from dominant groups, a decolonizing
feminist movement can occur. Looking at the history and the discussion of the key
theorists in Third World feminist movements, as well as insights from “Western”
feminist critiques, a few key conceptual themes emerge in the construction of a Third
World Indigenous feminist theory. First is the direct link between women as activists in
social movements. These women, then, have challenged Western feminist colonial views.
In addition, where postcolonial theory has not included Marxist perspectives.
Third World feminists have linked global capitalism in the decolonial movement.
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therefore including Marxist perspectives in the discussion of exploitation of women.
Another key theme that has emerged is the positioning of decolonization at the forefront
of the agenda rather than the feminist agenda, while at the same time recognizing the
need for equity of women in the decolonizing movement.
Through the exploration of literature and the reconceptualization of theory.
Indigenous women’s performance through storytelling (in many forms) are key in
developing tools for understanding and creating social justice movements. Closely linked
to these performances is the political movement of retrenching Indigenous women from
the margins, therefore recentering the political movement into the hands of those who
have been occupied and marginalized by the dominant paradigm (Smith, 1999).
In addition, there is much to gain from group solidarity of Indigenous feminists
with Third World women of color. Most importantly are the possibilities of change
through political action and power through cross-cultural feminist solidarity. The
possibilities for economic intervention and recognition of global Indigenous injustices are
created with this coalition. There is also a cross-neocolonial and consistent examination
of hegemonic power relations that impact many Third World communities. Through this
decolonizing collaboration, the only things that may be lost are Eurocentrism, prescribed
gender identity, and patriarchal neocolonialism.

Critical Theory/Critical Race Theory
Critical Race Theory (CRT) is significant in the discussion of a decolonizing
theory because CRT explicitly challenges the political and social constructions of race (as
well as class, gender and sexual orientation) and the institutional impact of White
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supremacy and the oppression of people of color (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995, LadsonBillings, 1998; Delgado & Stefancic, 2001; Ladson-Billings, 2004; Dixon and Rousseau,
2005). Critical race theory created by lawyers, activist and legal scholars in the mid1970’s developed out of frustration and disappointment in the lack of advances after the
Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. “Realizing that new theories and strategies were
needed to combat the subtler forms of racism that were gaining ground, early writers such
as Derrick Bell, Alan Freeman, and Richard Delgado put their minds to the task”
(Delgado & Stafancic, 2001, p. 4).
Critical race theory has a recent but extensive history in legal studies and
specifically developed from Critical Legal Studies and radical feminism with a focus on
theorists Antonio Gramsci (notions of hegemony) and Jacques Derrida (deconstruction),
as well as theorists and African American and Chicano activists of color such as W.E.B
Dubois, Cesar Chavez, and Martin Luther King, Jr. (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001; LadsonBillings, 1998). There are two unifying concepts emphasized by Critical Race
scholarship:
The first is to understand how a regime of white supremacy and its
subordination of people of color have been created and maintained in
America, and, in particular, to examine the relationship between social
structure and professed ideals such as “ the rule of law” and “equal
protection”. The second is a desire not merely to understand the vexed
bond between law and racial power but to change it (Crenshaw et al,
1995, xiii).
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According to Delgado & Stefancic (2001) there are three tenets of CRT that most
scholars would also agree with:
1.
2.

“Racism is normal, not aberrational” (p. 7).
Interest convergence or material determinism, adds a further dimension.
Because racism advances the interests of both white elites (materially) and
working-class people (psychically), large segments of society have little incentive
to eradicate it” (p. 7). However, Derrick Bell (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, &
Thomas, 1995) also used this term to mean that inequality was confronted, as in
the Brown v. Board of Education case, only when it was also in the interests of
Whites. Interest convergence, then, can be demonstrated in various ways.

3.

Finally, race is a social construct, that is, “that race and races are products of
social thought and relations (p. 7).

In addition to Delgado and Stefancic, Gloria Ladson-Billings (2004) recognizes a
fourth aspect of CRT, which is of great importance to the research and cultural
understanding of a decolonizing theory and that is storytelling as a tool “to challenge
racial (and other) oppression” (p.58). Overall, the theoretical perspective of CRT:
... begins to view how whiteness becomes the uncontested baseline and
normative referent for contemporary educational reform. It helps explain
how white privilege and its attempts to nullify difference preserve despite
the social, political and legal victories of the civil rights movement and
other subsequent struggles (Tejada & Gutierez, 2006, p. 261).
Although the main goal of Critical Race Theory is to address the issues of racism
and explicitly challenge racist institutional practices through action, it developed out of
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the Civil Rights movement and primarily focused on the issues of African Americans
through such court case as Brown vs. Board of Education. Latina/o and Chicana/o
scholars and activists looking at the specific concerns of language rights, immigration
and multiple identities specific to their cultural experiences branched into LatCrit
(Delgado & Stefancic, 2001).
Similarly, Asian American scholars and activists developed AsianCrit to
emphasize and critique “the nativist racism embedded in the model minority stereotype,
immigration and naturalization, language, and disenfranchisement” (Brayboy, 2005, p.
429). Other important Critical Race groups include Critical Race Feminism and Queer
Crit. Delgado and Stefancic (2001) suggest that “a small group of Indian scholars” have
addressed the issues of “indigenous people’s rights, sovereignty, and land claims” (p. 6),
but it wasn’t until recently when Bryan McKinley Brayboy Jones (2005), wrote, “Toward
a Tribal Critical Race Theory in Education” that TribalCrit was named. Brayboy’s
TribalCrit builds on the basic tenets of CRT, but expands them to address the specific and
diverse needs of Indigenous peoples of North America.
Brayboy, a Lumbee scholar, emphasizes the colonial and neocolonial conditions
of the United States and the particular effects colonization has on the rights of
sovereignty, self-determination and identification of American Indian peoples. This
includes the right to fair and equitable access to education, specifically in colleges and
universities, and the analysis ol data collection and research that centers Indigenous ways
ot knowing, such as storytelling. Like Critcal Race Theory, Tribal Crit emphasizes action
toward social justice, and Brayboy s hope is that “TribalCrit begins to allow us to change
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ways that Indigenous students think about schools and, perhaps more importantly, the
ways that both schools and educational researchers think about American Indian
students" (Brayboy, 2005, p. 442).
Brayboy s link to Critical Race Theory and education is a natural progression
since Critical Race theory has held a significant place with critical education theorists
since the 1990 s. Ladson-Billings and Tate (1995) were the first to make specific
connections between CRT and education not just through the legal handling of court
cases and social justice, but also by exploring how CRT could inform research and
practice in education. Later, Ladson-Billings (1998) wrote, “Just what is critical race
theory and what’s it doing in a nice field like education”, where she explored the
possibilities and potential limitations of CRT in the field educational scholarship.
Although the connections between education and CRT may not seem
disconnected to educational scholars today, Ladson-Billings and Tate (1995) received
hostile response to their seminal article, “Toward a critical race theory in education,” and
were accused of solely focusing on race and abandoning multicultural perspectives
(Ladson-Billings, 1998). Ladson-Billings wrote about her experience of sharing her CRT
educational theory at a large conference. After a day of exhausting and important
discussions, she headed to her posh hotel (a luxury of academic keynoting) where she
rested before dinner to read the newspaper in a reading room suite. In walked a White
man who “peeked his head into the lounge, looked at me sitting there in my best (and
conservative) dress for success’ outfit — high heels and all— and said with a pronounced
Southern accent, ‘What time y’all gonna be servin’?’ (1998, p. 8) Ladson-Billings uses
this story to illustrate her point that race does matter. She exposes racism as a complex
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social construction that permeates society and is embedded or fixed but still fluid enough
to become situational. For example, her African American academic identity changes
when in the presence of a Mexican, native Spanish speaking gardener. She writes that in
this instance, her class and social position override her “racial identification and for that
moment I become White” (1998, p. 9). She sets the stage for a discussion of how CRT
developed out of the outrage of the oppressive nature of U.S. laws and policies designed
to instantiate power to the wealthy and White while dispossessing African Americans,
Latina/os, Asian American and American Indians. In this work she describes Whiteness
as citizenship and property, understanding that Whiteness was based on the colonial
foundations and heritage of European notions of land ownership, equating citizenship that
followed the colonizers to the “new” world. This Whiteness as possession benefits those
who have unearned privileges through skin color.
Although CRT does focus on race, issues of class, gender, and sexual orientation
are not excluded. For Ladson-Billings Critical Race Theory then
... becomes an important intellectual and social tool for deconstruction,
reconstruction, and construction: deconstruction of oppressive structures
and discourses, reconstruction of human agency, and construction of
equitable and socially just relations of power (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p.
9).
An important area of CRT and educational synthesis is through stories or narratives,
because they add necessary contextual contours to the seeming ‘objectivity’ of positivist
perspectives (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 11). Storytelling — “the use of parable,
chronicles, stories, counterstories, poetry, fiction, and revisionist histories” (p. 13) - has

been un important structure in Critical Legal Studies and CRT as a means of giving voice
to the voiceless. Ladson-Billings breaks down storytelling into “naming one’s reality” an
important structure to CRT (Delgado, 1989). Naming one’s own reality is significant
because it serves as psychic healing for the oppressed— “thus allowing one to stop
inflicting mental violence on oneself’ (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 14), as a way to
“illustrate the false necessity and irony of much of current civil rights doctrine” (1998, p.
13), and as a way to affect the oppressor by catalyzing “the necessary cognitive conflict
to jar dysconscious racism” (1998, p. 14).
In terms of education, Ladson-Billings brings to light the relationship between
CRT and education through curriculum, instruction, assessment, school funding, and
desegregation. She highlights the civil rights legal battles involving education focusing
on “equal opportunity” and how African Americans and people of color fought and
continue to fight for equitable access to education. Because education is not explicitly
addressed in the U.S constitution, individual “states generate legislation and enact laws
designed to describe the contours of education” (1998, p. 17). These laws have been
diverse and have affected communities in ways that have discriminated against people of
color.
In terms of curriculum, “CRT sees the official school curriculum as a culturally
specific artifact designed to maintain a White supremacist master script” (1998, p.18). By
keeping curriculum Eurocentric or simply adding dances and foods of “exotic” peoples,
curriculum maintains the status quo. With racially biased material it isn’t difficult to
connect curriculum with instruction that is based in deficit theory, that is, the theory that
African Americans or people of color need some form of remediation because they come
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to school deficient in basic skills for success based on their race. But it is because of
systemic inequities, not the ‘poverty of culture,’ that many children of color are not ready
for school success (Ladson-Billings,2006). Therefore assessment, under this deficit
theory, would essentially portray students of color with low intelligence scores “under the
guise of scientific rationalization” as inferior (1998, p.19) Ladson-Billings states that
“[t]hese assessment measures- crude by most analyses- may tell us that students do not
know what is on the test, but fail to tell us what students actually know and are able to
do” (1998, p. 20).
Finally, school funding functions as the most insidious form of institutional and
structural racism through gross inequity of funding for poor children of color. Schools
located in wealthier predominantly White communities provide “a powerful determinant
of academic advantage” (1998, p. 21). This possession of Whiteness or Whiteness as a
property right, pushes CRT proponents to take school reformers to task, because ‘interest
convergence' can be reconstructed through legislation, such as desegregation which was
intended to benefit African American students, but also proved most beneficial for White
students by providing funding to predominantly White schools requiring African
American students to travel far from their homes to receive an adequate education.
Therefore, White students benefited from the funding diverted away from inner city
schools while also gaining a “multicultural” (in terms of racial diversification) experience
in their own community school.
Ladson-Billings adds caution to the undertaking of an educational theory of CRT.
C aretul leflection of legal studies must occur in order to truly understand and activate this
C R1 for decolonizing education. She uses multicultural education as an example of how
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a philosophy can be appropriated by the mainstream, as an additive approach rather than
transformative, to create equitable access to education. Definitions by pre-eminent
multicultural scholars, such as Sonia Nieto (2004) go unfiltered when teachers and
administrators address multiculturalism as something for “people of color” not for all
people, and provide multicultural events or celebrations rather then institutional
restructuring.
For Ladson-Billings, “[adopting and adapting CRT as a framework for
educational equity means that we will have to expose racism in education and propose
radical solutions for addressing it” (1998, p. 22), instead of the luxury of critical and
postmodern ruminations that do not improve the education of students or their families’
lives.
Ten years after Ladson-Billings and Tate (1995) introduced their theory of
educational CRT, Adrienne D. Dixson and Celia K. Rousseau (2005) examined CRT and
educational literature. Through their exploration they were left with three questions or
suggestions for the future of CRT in the context of education. First, CRT has been taken
up by qualitative research. While qualitative methods of research, such as ethnography,
are not cause for concern, Dixson and Rousseau suggest that keeping with the tenet of
CRT, as problem-centered approach to explode racial injustice is most important. . .
“where the problem determines the method, not the other way around” (2005, p. 22).
Any scholarly means or method should be deemed necessary to “address the problem of
inequity in education” (2005, p.22).
Unfortunately, Dixson and Rousseau found that Ladson-Billing s concern for
CRT becoming an academic appropriation by well meaning theorists who ignore the goal
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of CRT as an active end to racial oppression is still in existence today. They suggest that
legal scholars collaborate with educational scholars to put into motion the
recommendations they have theorized for racial equity.
And finally, at the beginning of their article Dixson and Rousseau describe two
schools: One that is well funded, has small class sizes, qualified teachers and serves a
largely White suburban population. The other school, under-funded with large class sizes
serves poor working class students is staffed by new inexperienced teachers. These
descriptions are not of the elementary schools, middle schools, or high schools so
familial to the literature of schooling; instead they are the institutions preparing future
teachers. The legacy of oppression and the property of Whiteness again is played out to
benefit the mainstream. Teachers graduating from the program first described by Dixson
and Rousseau, generally work in suburban White schools, while the unprepared teachers
graduating horn the other school, join the ranks of other disgruntled teachers working in
urban and poor rural areas where most children of color learn. So their final request is
that CRT enthusiasts return back to the place where we started'’ and gain legal support
and “nourishment" in order to truly develop and ameliorate a CRT in education that
challenges die function of race and racism and works to eliminate educational inequities
(Dixson & Rousseau, 2005, p. 24).

A Decolonizing Critical Race Theory
Ciitical Race Theory, TribalCrit and the educational scholarship that informs
CRT are crucial foundations for a decolonizing theory for Indigenous and antineocolonial education. Again, a strong connection to the voices of the oppressed are
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noteworthy within CRT. Critical Race Theory names racism and the racist institutional
pi actices reinforced by laws kept in place to victimize Indigenous peoples and other
racialized groups within the United States.
Deeply embedded in the releasing of the ingrained experiences of racism is the
personal, collective and universal purging of stories. Storytelling, expressed by many
Indigenous scholars, is a healing and socially conscious act supported by TribalCrit as
well. In addition, by examining and challenging the notions of citizenship and property
rights Indigenous people can re-educate themselves and others to continue the age-old
fight for emancipation and self-determination, empowering themselves through social
action for sovereignty.
Understanding that race, as a social construct, exists within U. S. society and
mainstream mindsets is imperative for change to occur, but what TribalCrit brings to this
discussion is a keen understanding and awareness of the insidious effects of colonialism
and neocolonialism as well as ways to resist and destroy it. Staying true to the tenets of
CRT and TribalCrit reinforce problem-posing, agency, activism, resistance and hope
which strengthen the decolonizing features embodied by other theories and practices.
Learning from the suggestions and warnings of Critical Race scholars concerned with the
trivialization of the sociopolitical and historical context of this movement honors the
students, future teachers, families and communities struggling for survivance.
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Defining a Theory for Decolonizing Multicultural Teacher Education from an
Indigenous Perspective
The puipose of this literature review has been to define decolonizing theory as
well as identify its value to the field of multicultural teacher education. After examining
©
decolonizing theory through an Indigenous or American Indian lens, as a multiheritage
Indigenous researcher, and the critical theories such as postco'lonial, U.S. Third World
Feminism, and Critcal Race Theory, that inform a decolonizing theory, I have identified
five key concepts:
•

First, decolonizing theory can be defined in terms of the “cultural
decentering of the [European] centered world system” (Bhabha, 1996).

•

Second, decolonizing theory is a vehicle toward empowerment with the
purpose of the cultural decentering of dominant paradigms of knowledge,
which is the Western standard that is at the center of our U.S. public
schools. Mohanty writes, “decolonization involves profound
transformations of self, community, and governance structures. It is a
historical and collective process” (2003, p. 7). Therefore a decolonizing
theoretical framework in education values the voices of the students’
Indigenous backgrounds as bases of knowledge, making it imperative to
collaborate and understand the common threads of oppression and strength
that bind us.

•

Third, decolonizing theory is defined through internal neocolonialism.
According to Tejeda, Espinoza and Gutierrez (2002), the oppression of
colonized people in the United States must be seen differently today than
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in the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Forms of
exploitation, domination and oppression exist in government practices
including school policies, which have colonized people of color in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The ultimate goal is to move the
issues of working class Indigenous people to the center and refuse to
develop them into model oppressors; rather their goal is to create a
collaborative space through social justice that is “hopeful Americanism”
(Tejeda et al, 2002, p. 36).
•

The fourth key concept in the definition of a decolonizing theory informs
the methodology of analysis in research. That is, storytelling- in all of its
manifestations- has surfaced as Indigenous or cultural ways of knowing
and expressing experiences and struggles, placing the voices of those most
deeply affected by neocolonialism at the forefront.

•

Finally, decolonizing theory is defined as dynamic, “as one goes through
the phases of rediscovery and recovery, then mourning, next dreaming, it
is at times helpful or even necessary to return to rediscovery and recovery
to aid in the dreaming” (Laenui, 2000, p. 159). A decolonizing theory is
not linear, but changes and accommodates the needs of the people who
define it.

Because this particular study is framed by the definition described, decolonizing
theory is put into action through the research methodology, suggestions for praxis,
analysis, and the overall thinking and writing of this document. In the following chapters
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the use of decolonizing methodologies and pedagogies will be explored and analyzed
through the experiences of four students within a multicultural education course and
myself as instructor.
Although this approach to defining a decolonizing theoretical framework has not
been done before, the concepts described above are not new. Upon reflection,
decolonizing theory is not simply an arm of postcolonial theory ; instead it is based on
critical mindfulness of the effects of colonialism of the past and the neocolonialism of
today. It represents the conscious refusal of domination and power and the everyday
resistance of these forces, particularly through sociopolitical and historical existences. It
is a weighted history that cannot be forgotten or mistaken as no longer existing. It is a
chance to reclaim the vision of a more equitable society where the possibilities of critical
consciousness and freedom are possible.
As explored through U.S. Third World Feminism and Critical Race Theory, a
decolonizing theory does not happen alone. It must be a holistic venture informed by
Indigenous people, the neocolonized, and engaged with by the neocolonizers. Through
this lens, the goal is not to recapture a precolonial past, but rather, honor Indigenous
traditions and heal Indigenous and neocolonial communities whether they are on
Indigenous reservations or in urban centers.
A decolonizing theory is the intellectual compilation of many Indigenous and
critical theorists, who come from diverse theoretical positions, such as postcolonialism,
U.S. Third Woild Feminism, and Critical Race Theory. In terms of the connections
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between decolonizing theory as the development of an Indigenous theory, there is a deep
connection to survivance and decolonization through the dreams of sovereignty and selfdetermination.
Decolonizing theory is also dynamic, dialogic, self-reflexive, and collaborative.
This is important to engage with particularly within this study as it is specifically
grounded in the theory in Indigenous experiences. Decolonizing theory could and should
just as easily be grounded, in the same vein as CRT through Latcrit, Asian Crit, or
QueerCrit, through the experiences of any marginalized group. Inherent in the definition,
decolonizing theory resists binary or essentialist definitions. It also embraces and
validates storytelling and provides performative possibilities through the many ways
these stories are expressed. Most importantly, a decolonizing theory is potentially
transformative for all.
The self-reflexive process of engaging in the defining of decolonizing theory has
been an enlightening and fulfilling struggle that has taken several years of listening,
talking, reading and grappling with scholars from all over the country and world, and
from many disciplines. I also engaged with my own process of decolonization through my
familial history and in the realm of academia. Within this process, I continue to challenge
myself by reflecting and taking ownership of my privileges. This continues as I take you
with me into the process of a decolonizing methodology and analysis of decolonizing
pedagogy.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter completes the literature review for this particular study involving the
process of decolonizing multicultural teacher education. By exploring postcolonial, U.S.
Third World Feminism, and Critical Race theories through an Indigenous, neocolonial,
and often educational lens, a definition of decolonizing theory is proposed for this study.
Key elements of a decolonizing theory involve the intersections between colonialism,
neocolonialism, and the goal of decolonization. Decolonizing theory involves grappling
with our histories as oppressors and the oppressed, the intergenerational internalized
oppression or our collusion with marginalization. Most importantly, this chapter engages
us in the significance of survivance, and the individual, collective and institutional
possibilities for empowerment or self-determination for communities affected by
neocolonialism. This chapter imbedded in critical theories continues to explore these
paradigms through an Indigenous lens, although the dynamic and inclusive nature of a
decolonizing theory is explored.
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CHAPTER 4
DECOLONIZING METHODOLOGIES FOR
MULTICULTURAL TEACHER EDUCATION

In this chapter, an explanation of decolonizing research methodologies and the
interconnections among Indigenous and cross-cultural forms of critical personal narrative
analysis will be explored and later applied. The decolonizing research methodology used
for this study is a hybrid use of critical personal narratives, analyzed through a blend of
qualitative research tools building on critical ethnography (Carspecken, 1996; Foley &
Valenzuela, 2005), new ethnography (Goodall, 2000), and decolonizing theory (Smith,
1999; Bishop, 2005, Mutua & Swadener, 2004) While critical personal narratives ground
the research methodology for this study, the overarching lens that envelops this research
is decolonizing theory with particular attention focused on Indigenous or neocolonial
research as explored in Chapters Two and Three.
As witnessed by the student-researchers, the multicultural classroom has had a
profound impact on each of them. In this chapter a clear description of the course and its
history will lay the foundation for understanding and researching for decolonizing
multicultural teacher education.

Performance Texts Waiting to Be Staged
I just wanted to discuss the class that we had last week and the only word I have is
FINALLY!!! I have waited a long time for the class to get as involved as they did. Race
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is a serious issue and 1 think the class did a great job as a whole. I would love to see the
next set of classes from here on end as invigorating as last week was. ~ Laila.

In any case, I wanted to elaborate more on the last class we had with the
“ molding/sculpting" exercise... I wanted to let you know how much of an impact the
exercise had on me. ... I had no idea how frustrated I was with a lot of things that were
going on in my life and here at school... Due to the color of my skin, I am unable to feel
that sense of comfort Stephanie is able to feel.

I just imagined her and the rest of the

white students I encounter with on a regular basis who are comfortable because
everything comes easy to them, and it is not the same for me. I was really glad that we
were able to experience that activity' because it really made me not only express my
feelings but also face these feelings. -Cleo

I know that 1 sound bitter, but I'm not - I'm just upset. It was really hard to not read
between the lines of yesterday’s discussion. Maybe Hampton College (pseudonym) is a
bubble, which makes it so hard for me to watch someone use the term “colored people”
and then brush off being corrected as though language is not a big deal. I don't mean this
to be accusatoryi in any way, but I couldn 7 help but see how aspects of one's environment
or upbringing are so deeply ingrained in even the well-intentioned people in this world. I
think that was what made me so sad - that these things just are, ' and people don 7 even
realize it. And my frustration exists because I can 7 figure out how to erase the “isms”
that are so deeply ingrained in peoples' conscious and unconscious minds. ~ Maya
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I am from meat and potatoes,
hard-work, strong prayer, humble beginnings
I am from Celtic clovers,
sweet soda bread and parades in March.
1 am from Southmeadow (pseudonym),
with roots digging a century deep.
1 am from family dinners,
time together after Sunday mass.
I am from long Summers,
swimming pools and watermelons.
I am from laughing,
sharing hugs and telling stories.
1 am from America,
free, frustrated, proud.- Colleen

Joy, transformation, frustration, poetry. These are the bittersweet voices and
experiences of preservice teachers engaged in multicultural education. Furthermore, these
preservice teachers contributed as co-constructors of the Introduction to Multicultural
Education course in which they were enrolled and as collaborative researchers in this
study. Their voices speak to the significance of narrative analysis as a moving,
informative, and decolonizing methodology.
The co-constructed experience described by Laila, a Haitian pre-service teacher,
changed the dynamics of the fall 2005 Introduction to Multicultural Education course.
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Identified as a critical instance or decolonizing moment, this classroom event around the
discussions of race - or lack thereof through silencing or colormuteness (Pollack, 2004 ;
Nieto &Bode, 2008)- facilitated by Laila and Cleo, also a Haitian American preservice
teacher, shifted the dynamics of the course in a way that resonated throughout the
semester.
During this same semester, Cleo’s narrative addresses the scaffolded experience
of a critical performative pedagogical moment (Harman & French, 2004) where she
reexamined her own racialized identity and developed a deeper sense of personhood.
Maya’s narrative exemplifies her struggle with issues of discursive language used to
identify people in her summer 2002 course. And in the spring 2005, Colleen defines
herself and finds her narrative voice in the Introduction to Multicultural Education
course. These decolonizing or critical narrative reflections are multilayered, capturing a
snapshot of the larger sociopolitical context of multicultural teacher education while
situating it within a locally contextualized multicultural education course at a Western
Massachusetts University.

Decolonizing Methodology From an Indigenous Perspective
In 1999, Linda Tuhiwai Smith (Maori) published Decolonizing Methodologies, a
text that revolutionized the field of Indigenous research. Smith examines the colonial
nature of the history of research in Indigenous communities. Whether conducting
research tor personal gain or even benignly gathering data for the purpose of uplifting a
community, researchers have, in Smith s words “claim[ed] ownership of our ways of
knowing, our imagery, the things we create and produce, and then simultaneously reject
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the people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny them further
opportunities to be creators of their own culture and own nations” (1999, p. 1). Smith,
who writes from the position of the neocolonized, takes ‘research’, a word that raises
concerns, caution, and even resentment by Native Peoples, and reclaims it, globally, for
Indigenous communities. As seen in many professional journals and articles in the last
few years. Indigenous academics and their allies have heeded Smith’s call to decolonize
research methodologies.
Decolonizing Methodologies “identifies research as a significant site of struggle
©o
between the interests and ways of knowing of the West and the interests and ways of
resisting of the Other” (1999, p. 2). The ‘Other,’ from this perspective refers to
Indigenous people, who have often been analyzed through deeply imperial and colonial
practices. Smith creates a space for the ‘Other’ to conduct their own research for healing,
self-determination and sovereignty, while talking, writing, and researching ‘back’, in the
postcolonial and postmodern tradition, to Western research through the lens of the
colonized. These alternative stories or counterstories are “powerful forms of resistance
which are repeated and shared across diverse indigenous communities” (1999, p. 2).
Storytelling has emerged as a powerful tool of decolonization, particularly in the
realm of U.S. Third World feminism and Critical Race Theory. These stories or
counterstories of emancipation or of the devastation of colonial histories do not alone
change history. Although deconstruction itself as a Western academic tool can be useful,
it does not create social movements to improve the Third World conditions of Indigenous
societies; action is needed. Therefore, Smith writes:
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In a decolonizing framework, deconstruction is part of a much larger
intent. Taking apart the story, revealing underlying texts, and giving voice
to things that are often known intuitively does not help people to improve
their current conditions. It provides words, perhaps, an insight that
explains certain experiences - but it does not prevent someone from dying
(1999, p.3).
Poverty, addictions to drugs and other substances, and chronic illness plagues Indigenous
communities. For many Indigenous people theorizing and research are luxuries that
people fighting for survival cannot afford. Although these conditions are dire and seem
hopeless. Smith reminds Indigenous communities, who have survived the largest
holocaust the world has ever seen, that:
to acquiesce is to lose ourselves entirely and implicitly agree with all that
has been said about us. To resist is to retrench in the margins, retrieve
what we were and remake ourselves. The past, our stories local and global,
the present, our communities, cultures, languages and social practices - all
may be spaces of marginalization, but they have also become spaces of
resistance and hope (1999, p. 4).
It is in these spaces of resistance that hope reverberates. Therefore, decolonizing
methodologies, an act of survivance, put the research back into the hands of those
affected by the academy and its imperialistic bent. The next steps involve action toward
decolonization.
Based on critical questioning. Smith has inspired many Indigenous scholars and
researchers such as Waziyatawin Angela Wilson (2005) to act and take on research
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agendas that explicitly ask who the research is for, who benefits from the research, who
conducts the research, and who is responsible for developing the narratives and sharing
the research. One of the ways that Wilson (2005) responded to Smith’s decolonizing
methodology was to organize Indigenous scholars in contributing to a decolonizing
handbook. With other Indigenous scholars creating a collective voice, Wilson and
colleagues began to break down imperial actions and beliefs and re-create ways
harmonious to Native communities to take back control within their nations. By exposing
decolonizing practices, like restructuring tribal governments based on tribal enrollment
policies and U.S. government treaties, they challenge the laws enacted to destroy
communities and sovereignty by the U.S government.
Developing Indigenous research methodologies recenters the position from the
’West" to the Indigenous ‘Other,’ resulting in approaches to research that use “cultural
protocols, values and behaviors as an integral part of the research design” (Smith, 1999,
P* 15). This research is then disseminated back to the people in culturally appropriate
ways and in a language that can be understood” (1999, p.15). This notion of reciprocity
and feedback is essential, but it does not eliminate or vilify academic writing for
publication. It just ensures that the content is respectful, ethical, and meets the needs of
the community being researched. Smith (1999) argues that decolonizing methodologies
may be picked up by Western Theorists as anti-research. On the contrary, the methods
used are valid and important to the communities, which benefit from these
methodologies. It is important to remember that one of the goals of decolonization is that
it engages with imperialism and colonialism on multiple levels.
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History, a field often clouded by colonial forces of misinformation or Eurocentric
analysis, raises important issues for decolonizing research. One of the aims of
decolonizing methodologies is to rewrite and “re-right” the multiple perspectives of
Indigenous precolonial and neocolonial events (Smith, 1999, p. 28). Critical examinations
of these histories and their impact on contemporary Indigenous societies provide a lens
for re-righting history or creating healing steps toward decolonization. Recovering the
stories of the past and re-writing Indigenous or neocolonial histories are also involved in
the recovery of language and Indigenous epistemological foundations. Approaching
history through a critical lens that problem-poses, contests, and struggles for “legitimacy
of oppositional or alternative histories, theories and ways of writing” simultaneously
exists within a neocolonial framework.
Smith suggests that Indigenous scholars dialogically confront the West. Rather
than imagining that colonization has ended, she writes that “at some point there is, there
has to be, dialogue across the boundaries of oppositions” (1999, p. 39). She continues by
grappling with the collision between Indigenous dreams of large-scale transformation and
the dominant views that affect global and localized issues of empowerment and
emancipation. What this means to Indigenous communities is that we must continue “to
make sense of our own world while also attempting to transform what counts as
important in the world of the powerful” (1999, p. 39).

Decolonizing Research in Cross-Cultural Contexts
Linda fuhiwai Smith’s research has significantly impacted researchers in crosscultural decolonizing contexts. Kagendo Mutua and Beth Blue Swadener (2004), through
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u contextual overview oi Smith s scholarship, focus on the multidisciplinary research
approaches reflective of Indigenous practices concentrating on Smith’s twenty-five
highlighted research projects which include such ideas as; “claiming, testimonies,
storytelling, celebrating survival, indigenizing, intervening, revitalizing, connecting,
reading, writing, representing, gendering, envisioning, reframing, restoring, returning,
democratizing, networking, naming, protecting, creating, negotiating, discovering, and
sharing” as descriptors (1999, pp. 143-161). Engaging with Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s
approaches, Mutua and Swadener suggest that these ideas are not only beneficial to
traditional Indigenous communities, but also have merit for communities affected by
neocolonialism.
Because Mutua and Swadener broaden the scope of decolonizing research and the
definition of Indigenous to neocolonized peoples, they define the purpose of their work as
ii

not only:
I

f\

researching former (and persistent) colonies, but also it documents the
if

struggles and efforts of indigenous scholars/researchers and their allies,
both individually and collectively, to produce themselves in ways that are
emancipatory and committed to producing empowering discourses and
knowledges (2005, p.13).
They support decolonizing research studies that challenge the hegemonic essentializing
view of ‘Other’ as victim, helpless and voiceless, with a need to be “given” voice. They
suggest that decolonizing researchers investigate colonial structures within the academy
that act to oppress and to produce the researchers “as marginalized silenced subjects” and
contribute in ways that enact, engage in decolonizing research strategies that challenge
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this dominant norm (2005, p. 14). “The end product of this kind of research is the
production of methodologies and knowledge that is useful to the oppressed/colonized
peoples as they struggle to emancipate themselves individually and collectively in both
discursive and material ways” (2005, p. 14) that do not exoticize or minimize oppressed
experiences.
One aspect of decolonizing methodology used in this study, as described in
Chapter One, is that of critical personal narratives that embody both the notions of
autoethnography and testimonio. Autoethnography has history in many disciplines such
as literary criticism, anthropology, and sociology. Reed-Danahay (1997) embeds
autoethnography in three intersecting anthropological genres of writing: Native
anthropology - when Indigenous peoples conduct their own research, Ethnic
autobiography- “personal narratives written by ethnic minority groups”, and
autobiographical ethnography- when researchers “interject personal experience into
ethnographic writing” (p. 2). In terms of decolonizing theory, auto/ethnography that
seeks “modes of resistance to dominant discourses offered by a native account”
challenges neocolonialism and informs the neocolonized (Reed-Danahay, 1997, p. 7).
Others see auto/ethnography as a way researchers can deconstruct their privilege to create
a more authentic ethnographic study. Concurrently, other scholars (Spivak, 1999) have
been critical of hybrid theories or methods, but the reality of Indigenous and neocolonial
peoples is that their bi-or multicultural selves belong and work simultaneously in the
academy and in the everyday worlds of their existence.
Stacy Holman Jones (2005) suggests that autoethnography, as storytelling genre,
has the possibility ot changing the world (p. 756). Therefore, autoethnography is a
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“performance text," a “turning inward waiting to be staged” (Denzin, 1997, p. 199)
According to Holmes Jones, autoethnography, as a performance and personal text, is a
critical intervention in sociopolitical and cultural life called to disrupt, produce and
imagine the world for social change through viewing the world from specific,
perspectival and limited vantage points to engage readers in dialogue and debate (2005,
p. 761). She challenges readers to create a future of autoethnography that “recognizes the
power of the in-between, stages impossible encounters, contextualizes giving testimony
and witnessing, creates disturbances, and makes texts of an explicit nature” (2005, p.
784).
Mutua and Swadener describe testimonio, another aspect of decolonizing
methodologies as a Latino research method, which means to bear witness. According to
Beverley (2005) testimonio is much more complicated than simply to bear witness in a
spiritual or legal sense. For Beverley, testimonio refers to the voices of the marginalized
or subaltern, not in writing but in transcription of spoken word, generally because the
authors do not have the privilege of being able to write their own stories in their own
language, therefore, reflecting their own identities, expectations, and values. And unlike
autobiography, but much like autoethnography, the single voice reflected in testimonio is
deeply embedded in a larger cultural group or groups rather than expressing just the
feelings of an individual. The single voice has a multidimensional history reflecting the
language, symbols and cognitive values of a subaltern or marginalized people with the
purpose of speaking to hegemony and calling for action (Beverly, 2005). According to
Beverley, “/tjestimonio is both an art and a strategy of subaltern memory” (2005, p. 553).
The multilayered nature of testimonio includes collaboration with an ethnographer who
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represents the voice accurately, which also challenges researchers to engage with their
own privileges, honoring the truths and representations of the testimonio. The nature of
testimonio is then a performance of political agency to elicit coalition (Beverly, 2005, p.

555).Therefore, in this study a combination of testimonio and autoethnography form the
foundation for the critical personal narratives used for decolonizing multicultural teacher
education.
What does decolonizing research look like in American Indian and other
educational contexts? Two examples follow, one from an Indigenous perspective, the
other from a decolonizing multicultural perspective. In terms of an Indigenous example,
Kathryn Manuelito (2005) conducted research within the Ramah Navaho community.
Her (Naakai Dine’e) research examines the historical and socio-cultural and political
nature of self-determination through the lens of the Ramah Band of Navaho and how they
understand and enact self-determination through education. Few Indigenous nations have
community and tribally controlled schools, so Manuelito explored the Ramah Navaho
School Board and the Pine Hill School to understand how their view of selfdetermination was embodied in the community school experience. Key to the
development of an ethical research agenda Manuelito concentrated on building a rapport
with the community by practicing Navaho protocol or culturally respectful behavior.
Being an insider, as a Navaho member with matrilineal clan connections, she understood
and respected these protocols.
For her data collection, Manuelito used participant observation, document
collection, and analysis and interviews. She then categorized her findings as historical
analysis and a conceptual framework for self-determination. She found that self-
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determination was defined in a way that was not similar to Western notions that were
linguistically embodied through English and Eurocentric notions of colonialism. As an
elder stated, “self-determination causes selfishness. It creates the desire to obtain for
oneself without regard for others ’ (2005, p. 247). Instead Navaho words and phrases like,
Taa hwo’ajit’eego (progress comes from within), Tad dwollibee amt Y (perservere),
Biniye dnit’i'h (persevere with a goal in mind), Ani add’ dmt’i'h (do it for yourself), Ak/ih
yazhjflt7 (plan and talk for yourself), ha’dtnshU ddUlulngu ddUlnl (whatever you plan

to do, do it), Hazh 'q 'qj f at’iin (Beauty Way) and Tdddi'dun biaat’ iin (Pollen Road)
reflected a Ramah Navaho definition of self-determination (2005, p. 247). Manuelito
found that Ramah Navaho peoples cannot practice their own notions of selfdetermination in U.S. public schools. Due to internalized colonization, many Indigenous
peoples value outsider knowledge and perspectives as more important than their own
Indigenous knowledge. An educational institution that values and teaches Indigenous
ways of knowing prepares young people to know themselves and their cultures. Open
discussions between Indigenous people and the dominant society are important for the
beginning of self-determination. Manuelito concludes, “dialogue and the decolonization
of our own minds as Indian people are vital for equity and survival of not only the Ramah
Navaho people, but also all American Indians” (2005, p. 250).
Like Manuelito's decolonizing research in Indigenous contexts, Nina Asher
(2005), an East Indian American researcher and college professor, uses decolonizing
methodologies to explore her predominantly White university course on multicultural
education from a neocolonial perspective. Her example of a decolonizing methodology
uses a more inclusive framework for understanding neocolonialism in U.S. society. She
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focuses on her predominantly White Introduction to Multicultural Education course at a
Southern U.S. college. Asher works “to craft a pedagogy that fosters self-reflexivity and
dialogue in the multicultural education classroom, so that students and teacher can
engage differences as well as interrogate their particular interstitial locations” (2005, p.
1089). She then uses autobiography as a self-reflexive process for assisting her students
V

in their own explorations of class, race and gender. She states that her goal is “to foster in
my students a more complex awareness of their particular situatednesses, as future
multicultural teachers” (2005, p. 1089). In addition, she uses a self-reflexive analysis of
class readings and discussions to help students explore “a sense of a new/developing
awareness, to openness to rethinking issues of race-class-gender, to resistance, to rage
and denial, to pain and defensiveness” and engage with “these self-reflexive exercises
and their assumption of responsibility for their own ‘conscientization’” (2005, p. 1090).
Therefore, transformation of self, not just the “Other,” emerges “through students’
narratives and perspectives in relation to multicultural issues” (2005, p. 1091). Using
qualitative research methods and critical discourse analysis, Asher analyzed her data and
found that transformation truly begins with self. She suggests that students, teachers and
teacher educators:
can engage in a critical, self-reflexive interrogation of their own
life narratives as well as their multicultural endeavors, in order to develop
a fuller awareness of how their own interstitial locations - personal and
professional - inform their work in the classroom (2005, p. 1103).
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Critical Personal Narratives and Decolonizing Methodologies
In terms of this study (as seen throughout Chapters One through Three), I will be
using critical peisonal narratives rooted in a decolonizing theoretical framework as the
research methodology. Because this research was conducted in multicultural preservice
teacher classrooms and through interviews, and not in Indigenous or neocolonial
communities, a careful appropriation of Smith's decolonizing methodologies is applied.
Because critical personal narratives naturally fit in Indigenous/neocolonial personal
narratives and multicultural education settings, my own narratives have been sprinkled
throughout the study and a specific narrative exploring the sociopolitical contexts of this
study for decolonizing multicultural teacher education, including the setting (place),
people and history will follow shortly.
Based on an Indigenous decolonizing methodological framework and
decolonizing methodologies for cross-cultural contexts, a combination and synthesis of
key elements will be explored and later (in Chapters Five and Six) included in the
analysis of this study. In terms of the Indigenous perspectives on decolonizing
methodologies, key concepts such as taking ownership of our own ways of knowing by
being creators of our own destinies is imperative. In this sense, we are not limiting our
analysis to the imperialistic bent of the academy, we are reclaiming research for our own
communities, including that of multicultural education (which itself is marginalized field
within the academy). This also speaks to conducting research in culturally appropriate
ways, honoring each of our habits of knowing, being, and multiple subjectivities.
As stated by Critical Race Theorists and U.S. Third World Feminists, as well as
Indigenous decolonizing theorists, storytelling and counterstorytelling are forms of
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resistance and hope that can be shared with oppressed and marginalized communities that
can lead to action and transformation (Villenas, 2006; Bishop, 2005; Ladson-Billings,
2004; Delgado & Stefancic, 2001; Smith, 1999) Another aspect of decolonizing
methodologies linked to storytelling and/or critical personal narratives that will be used in
this study is the notion of re-writing and re-righting neocolonial history. By voicing the
importance of correcting the misinformation about ourselves, our histories, and our
communities and by writing them for the masses, both the neocolonized and the
neocolonizers, we are engaging with the world of the powerful, but most importantly
creating spaces of survivance. This way we are sharing information with our
communities but also creating spaces to gather allies. This history includes the
institutionalization of multicultural education and our recommendations for
improvements. Ultimately, the goals of decolonizing methodologies from Indigenous
perspectives including that of healing, reshaping history, challenging neocolonialism,
creating theories and methodologies that benefit those impacted by neocolonialism,
informing and potentially shifting the ideologies of those who benefit from
neocolonialism, and personal, collective and institutional transformation are foundations
for this study.
Cross-cultural decolonizing methodologies seamlessly connect to decolonizing
multicultural teacher education research, as seen through Nina Asher’s work. Analyzing
critical decolonizing moments involving an Indigenous instructor and student-researchers
who come from communities that both benefit from and struggle with neocolonialism
will be informed by our critical personal narratives. We define these critical personal
narratives as a dynamic combination of the many components of auto/ethnography and
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testimonio. Our use of critical personal narratives are described as reflexive selfnarratives based in our multiple identities and cultures, highlighted by performance,
storytelling, the power to disrupt, reproduce, reimagine, debate, and dialogue for social
change, reflecting our various ways of knowing — our written and oral languages, with
explicit charges for charting new spaces for democracy, liberation, and consciousness
raising as cultural workers.
Having stated my goals for decolonizing research methodology through critical
personal narratives, my next steps are to describe our sites of research and analysis. The
voices of the student-researchers, having been involved in this research over time as
students and colleagues, are key, as seen by their opening narratives. First I examine
decolonizing analysis, data collecting, setting the sociopolitical context (which will
describe the setting of the study), the multicultural influences and my own critical
personal narratives that explores the backward-forward mapping of this research. Then
Chapter Five and Six are dedicated solely to the student-researchers’ critical personal
narratives for mapping their own multicultural development as future teachers.

Decolonizing Data Analysis and Data Collection
Having explored the goals of a decolonizing methodological framework that
honors the voices of the participant student-researchers and myself as the instructorstudent-researcher, our decolonizing voices have been seen throughout the dissertation
embedded within the theoretical framework, methodology and in the critical personal
narratives of the student-researchers. Within the discussion of a decolonizing
O
methodology, the notion of “changing the world” (Denzin, 1997) through autobiographic
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storytelling creates imaginative possibilities for decolonizing multicultural teacher
education. The challenges are to identify how the data are respectfully collected and then
how the critical personal narratives are analyzed.
The analysis and data collection for this study is decolonizing in nature and
therefore is a hybrid collection of Western and decolonizing qualitative research tools,
including aspects of critical ethnography (Carspecken, 1996: Foley & Valenzuela, 2005),
new ethnography (Goodall, 2000), and decolonizing research methodologies as
previously revealed (Smith, 1999; Bishop, 2005, Mutua & Swadener, 2004). The
following description of the analysis of critical personal narratives is situated in the five
stages of critical ethnography: compiling the primary' record, preliminary reconstructive
analysis, dialogical data generation, describing system relations and system relations as
explanations of findings (Carspecken, 1996). According to Carspecken, these five stages
are “designed to study social action taking place in one or more social sites and to explain
this action through examining locales and social systems intertwined with the site of
interest'* (1996, p. 40). The overarching lens is exploring and exposing power relations in
social systems or institutions that work to oppress individuals and marginalized groups.
Intused within the data collection and qualitative analysis tools, new ethnography
emphasizes the ways researchers position themselves, in addition to viewing storytelling
as a legitimate form qualitative research with liberal views on coding and data collection
that challenge post-positivist and modernist perspectives (Goodall, 2000). In terms of
decolonizing research analysis with the purpose of freeing ourselves form neocolonial
domination using collaborative storying, or the creating of reciprocal story building
through interviews (Bishop, 2005). Instead of using distinct stages to gathering and

process data there is a process of continually revisiting the agenda and sense-makinCT
processes of the research participants within the interview” (Bishop, 125). Therefore this
study remains, and will always remain a dynamic, on-going, work in progress, where we
as readers and the research participants, can return to and continue the conversation.
In terms of collecting data, in stage one (Carspecken, 1996), the researcher is
supposed to be as unobtrusive as possible within the social site. As a participant
researcher, this was not possible in this study. In fact the multiple “sites” of data
collection were in three of the Introduction to Multicultural Education courses that I
taught over a four-year period. Knowing that I wanted to use the course as a site for
research I gained permission from two of the classes (beginning with Laila and Cleo’s
Fall 2005, than Spring 2006 with Colleen’s class) to collect class artifacts includin°
journals, assignments, photos, emails, and videotape. For Maya, who was invited into the
research after I had established the other two sites, I asked permission to use classroom
artifacts separately. As I began thinking and developing the research questions identified
in Chapter One, I narrowed my focus on the four co-researchers based on their
commitment to the issues, their sustained involvement in multicultural education, and
most importantly, the relationships that developed by getting to know one another in the
course.
This is where I sharply depart from the passive observation of the critical
ethnographer. While I do not deny the influence my voice and actions may have on the
other co-researchers, it is in fact important for my voice to be explicit in the collaborative
research. In terms of a decolonizing lens, my neocolonized self has been deconstructed
throughout this study and my power relations, as instructor, do not go unexamined. All
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participants were former students so their connection to this research is not linked to
rewards or potential losses in terms of course grading or promotion. What has been
significant is the attempt at sharing power through collective dialog for change, similar to
spiral discourse (Bishop, 2005). The Maori spiral discourse model, based on a culturally

constituted discursive practice, begins with a formal welcome that values all participants
voices equally, emphasizing the sharing of power and reciprocity (Bishop, 2005, p. 122).
This spiral does not necessarily end when all have shared their stories. Stories are retold,
modified, deleted or adapted. The goal is to create jointly constructed meaning. This
decolonizing approach of spiral discourse is one that I hope we come close to achieving
in this study.
In the new ethnography, my presence is yet another aspect of the cultural
performance of this study. As writer, reader, and enactor, it is impossible to remove my
multiple identities from the research, and as a decolonizing theorist, I explore those
multiple Indigenous/exogenous/instructor/research/student, etc.. .identities.
Another aspect of new ethnography that I have greatly appreciated and applied is
Goodalfs (2000) suggestion to slow down, re-read, and read aloud what he considers
ethnographic field notes. New ethnography suggests many ways to gather information
and I have used a variety including taped interview, frequent verbal exchanges, memory
reflection, jotting down notes, and after-the-fact self-reflection, analysis, and editing of
the field notes into critical personal narratives. Developing relationships and gathering
class artifacts came long before the actual interview processes. Prior to the “formal”
interview, each of the participants and I have had phone chats, lunches, coffee, chance
meetings in the library or in the grocery store, all of which eventually led to this
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dissertation. The history of knowing and getting to know one another, which may be
considered a limitation in most qualitative research studies, is in terms of decolonizing
to

research or spiral discourse, our prolonged welcome. We have together gone through
processes to create safety, which I believe has enriched this study for all of you, as
readers, to have the opportunity to dialog with our narratives. Through our reciprocal
process we have all grown multiculturally together over the years. Some participants
have even assisted each other in their new lives outside of the research, and I hope our
group collaboration can continue to grow.
After collecting the artifacts, using a variety of field noting, and conducting a
formal interview, which in almost all cases revolved around great food and conversation,
I began stages two and three of critical ethnographic research, the reconstructive and
dialogic analysis. Reconstructive analysis is a linguistic representation of cultural themes
reconstituted from primary documentation (Carspecken, 1996, p. 42). I grappled with the
understanding of reconstructive analysis because the critical personal narratives near the
beginning of this chapter and highlighted in Chapters Five and Six are directly from the
students who were also co-researchers. But, as a critical qualitative researcher, I must
reflect on the ways in which I position the critical personal narratives and how my power
as “organic intellectual” situates the narratives within this study (Gramsci, 1971). My
interpretation of the “organic intellectual” for this study highlights my positionality as the
lead researcher collaborating with student-researchers (previous members of a college
class that I taught) sharing the intellectual space with the intention of writing a counterhegemonic dissertation. It is in a sense grappling with the teacher as authority versus the
teacher as authoritarian (Freire, 1998). Although my aim is to share power and ethically
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provide equitable representation, I may be operating from a space I am yet unaware of,
which still holds power over the student-researchers. This may also be evident in the
findings. That is why the dialogic process of analysis is key, where the studentresearchers reflect on my data collection and analysis and provide feedback.
The student-researchers had access to materials in which they are represented. In
fact, as part of the critical personal narrative process, each participant, as seen in Chapters
Five and Six, not only dialogued with the process of analysis, but also had a reflexive
dialog with themselves from the time they wrote their original critical personal narrative
to the present (as seen through italics). In terms of the decolonizing findings, which were
originally gathered through course artifacts or critical personal narratives, and
#

substantiated through formal interviews, each participant assessed the findings for
accuracy, authenticity, positioning, and authorship. This was particularly important to me
since I did the reconstructing, or coding for themes, and had the challenge of representing
all the findings by deciphering what was important from a decolonizing framework (see
appendix for interview questions). By scouring over the student artifacts including the
journals, emails, and Intergenerational Family History Projects, I began looking for
significant themes that each student-researcher wrote about. I then coded these themes
and created a map of the critical personal narratives that supported these codings. The
interviews were used to verify and enrich the themes that developed from the critical
personal narratives. Reflecting back through the spiral discourse metaphor, the writing of
this study will always be unfinished and will frequently need to be revised to accurately
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reflect the changing voices of the participants as we each continue to develop our
suggestions and reflections on decolonizing multicultural teacher education from a
backward-forward perspective (Cochran-Smith, Davies, & Fries, 2004).
The final stages four and five in critical ethnography will be embedded in the
findings and then the implications set forth in Chapter Seven. Both stages reflect the
discovery of system relations and the overarching lens of the sociopolitical and historical
context of multicultural education. In the next section of this chapter I engage with the
sociopolitical framework to set the stage for future analysis.

Setting the Sociopolitical Context for Decolonizing Multicultural Teacher
Education: Place, People, and History
As I approached the end to my final semester teaching EDUC 377: An
Introduction to Multicultural Education at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, I

was left with an array of emotions, much like Maya, Colleen, Cleo and Laila, including
feelings of nostalgia, hopefulness, and concern. I began teaching the introductory
multicultural course in the fall of 2002, and eventually taught five fall and spring sections
as well as a summer session, and I also constructed and taught two online courses.
Having had the privilege of teaching eight sections in multicultural education as a
graduate student was a gift that was carefully constructed in my doctoral program for
those with a specific concentration in multicultural education. I also had the privilege of
reflecting on my practice of teaching by creating a non-traditional instructors’ resource
manual (French, 2004; French, 2008) for Sonia Nieto’s, Affirming Diversity: The
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Sociopolitical Context of Multicultural Education (2004; 2008), as well as my personal

reflection as a multicultural person and educator in Why We Teach (Nieto, 2005).
The multiple levels of my engagement in multicultural education are therefore
informed by critical personal narratives as a researcher, graduate student, and my own
development as a multicultural person in the field of education. In terms of becoming a
multicultural person, the following tenets have been the lenses through which I have
personally embodied and engaged with my students:
1.

We simply must learn more.

2.

We need to confront our own racism and biases

3.

Becoming a multicultural person means learning to see reality from a variety of
perspectives (Nieto & Bode, 2008, p. 425)

In the remainder of this chapter, I describe the setting and place and describe the student
body in which the goals of developing critical personal narratives for multicultural
personhood.

Setting and Participants
In describing the setting, I focus primarily on the development and
implementation of the course including the history of the construction of the course and
later my own backward-forward mapping or critical personal narrative experience. Later,
within the analysis of the data, I emphasize the interactions with the students who have
had a profound impact on my own growth as an instructor and multicultural person,
pushing my learning, helping me to confront my own biases, and enfleshing the notion of
exploring the course and the structures that developed it through multiple perspectives.
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The students in the multicultural education courses, which ranged from twentyfive to thirty participants, generally reflected the population at the university and the
larger structures of teachers who have completed teacher education programs. The
University of Massachusetts-Amherst is a large Research One institution with
approximately 25, 583 undergraduate and graduate students located in a rich farmland
community of Western Massachusetts (see UMASS website). According to the Office of
Institutional Research at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst for the fall of 2006,
82.5% of the population was White, while 17.5% of the population identified as African
American, Latino/a/ Hispanic, Asian American and American Indian, among others
(ALANA). While this number reflects the demographics for large Research One
institutions, in terms of my education course, the number of students-of-color enrolled in
the Introduction to Multicultural Education course (a prerequisite for entering the
Elementary education program and a general education course for the university) was
slightly smaller in terms of racial diversity. Generally, my courses reflected racial
diversity more aligned with the findings of the National Collaborative on Diversity in
Teaching Force’s assessment (2004) that states that 90% of public school teachers were
White and 10% ALANA. While this demographic reflects the problems inherent in the
lack of a diversified teaching force, what it doesn’t state is that while the teaching force is
growing more monocultural, the student body is becoming more racially diverse (Nieto &
Bode, 2008).
In terms of gender representation, the majority of my students were female with
the highest number of male students reaching five per semester. According to Nieto and
Bode (2008), the disparity, in terms of diverse identities and experiences between
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students and teachers suggests that it is imperative that all teachers regardless of race,
language, class or gender be prepared to teach students from all backgrounds. Therefore,
decentering or decolonizing teacher education programs or multicultural education
courses in this particular study, is important in empowering students and future teachers
who have often been marginalized, as well as to inform the majority or dominant group
on issues of social justice and equity.
As described in Chapter One, the fourteen-week semester long Introduction to
Multicultural Education course was held once a week for a two-and-a-half hour class

time. The syllabus (see appendix) stated that the course had been designed to provide a
basic introduction to the historical, sociological and philosophical foundations of
multicultural education. The course overview highlighted the sociopolitical context of
multicultural education through a variety of lenses including (but not limited to) race,
class, gender, sexual orientation, ethnic and religious diversity, and language diversity.
The following were the general instructional goals of this course:
1.

To examine from different theoretical perspectives the nature of intergroup
relations in U.S. society in order to shed light on the causes and complex
dynamics of racism, classism, sexism, neocolonialism and other forms of
discrimination and intergroup conflict.

2.

To promote the study of the historical and contemporary experiences and
contributions of people of color, women and other underrepresented groups.

3.

To analyze the influence on learning of such social identities as race, class,
ethnicity, language, and gender, and to understand how discrimination based on
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these factors translates into school structures, policies, and practices that
perpetuate inequality.
4.

To develop a sound philosophical rationale for multicultural education and
critically examine the role of multicultural education in school reform and social
change.

5.

To reconcile the contradiction of teacher and student and become critical co¬
investigators through dialogue (i.e., naming, reflecting, and acting upon reality)
(Paulo Freire, 1970).

The course texts and themes mirrored these objectives, although they changed over time,
as did the course, reflecting the current literature and issues in multicultural education.
Aligning with the objectives and readings, the students had several requirements
including Reflection Journals, Intergenerational Family Education History Projects,
Reading Discussion Facilitations, Critical Performative Pedagogy, and a culminating
final project (either a research project or an ethnographic case study), and one optional
component, the after-class group. Based on Ira Shor’s (1996) experience providing
opportunities for students to have power in the classroom, the after-class group was
... a voluntary committee of students who would stay after class with me
to review the session we just had so as to decide what was working, what
was not, what to change, and what to do in the upcoming class (p. 116)
Each student was responsible for several written assignments developed to elicit
critical reflection, including ten single-spaced, one-page Reflection Journals. In these
papers they responded and made connections between their academic and personal life
experiences and the course readings. Some Reflection Journals had specific guidelines
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displayed on the weekly calendar, including reflections on individual and collective
identities and race. Another reflective writing piece was the Intergenerational Family
History Project, which used class readings as a historical backdrop to construct a history
of their family's experiences with formal and informal education in the United States.
The final writing project, or culminating activity was a research project on a multicultural
theme or an ethnographic case study and annotated bibliography based on the snapshot
model in Nieto & Bode’s, Affirming Diversity (2008).
Each student was also responsible for co-leading a class discussion with one or
two classmates for twenty-minutes on one of the class themes. They reflected on the
following questions:

> What does the theme of the class mean?

>

How do the readings respond to the theme?

> What can we do as a group to facilitate thoughtful discussions about the theme?

> Which key concepts do we want to convey or highlight in this discussion?

> What do we want the class to learn from the discussion?

Students were encouraged to experiment with different pedagogical strategies (e.g.,
posing questions, simulations, mini-lecture, etc.) of facilitating discussion.

One ol the personal influences that I had on the course was the explicit inclusion
of Critical Performative Pedagogy (briefly described in Chapter One). Critical
Performative Pedagogy was a culminating activity that used theater techniques from the
Theater of the Oppressed (Boal, 1979) and Lincoln Arts Center Institute approach
(Green, 2001) to create student-developed scenarios to embody their multicultural
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experiences. Each time the class met we had some form of theater warm-up that
correlated to the topic of the multicultural class. An example of this embodied practice
took place on one of the first class meetings, complimenting the writing of the I Am From
Poems (Christensen, 2001). This Name Game invites students to stand in a circle, one at a
time each participant steps forward into the circle, provides a body sculpture to go with
their name, steps back and lets all class participants repeat their sculpture. For each class
a different physical activity was introduced with the dual purpose of both scaffolding the
performance at the end of the semester and embodying multicultural education.
Finally, the voluntary committee of students who met for approximately twenty to
thirty minutes “after-class,” reviewed each class session, discussed what worked, what
did not work, what they wanted to change, and what their suggestions were for the
upcoming classes. By inviting students to collaborate in the development of the course by
examining, evaluating, and recreating their own learning, the students had authentic
ownership in a co-constructed course. The ongoing responsibility of this group was to
review and revise the syllabus and learning process.

The History of the Introduction to Multicultural Education
The Introduction to Multicultural Education course, as I knew it, began with my
advisor Dr. Sonia Nieto, a recognized leader in the field of multicultural education, who
had herself forged an academic identity as a working-class, Nuyorican scholar (Nieto,
2006, p. 247). While her academic accomplishments in the field of education are many,
her academic origins began in Puerto Rican Studies, where she taught for several years,
in New York City, having helped to develop a bilingual Spanish language program. In
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1975, Dr. Nieto continued her studies at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst where
she took her first multicultural education course as a doctoral student. The instructor, Dr.
Bob Suzuki, was one of Sonia Nieto’s mentors and provided her with a transformative
experience. She writes:
... / began to see multicultural education as a humanizing alternative to
business as usual a hopeful framework for confronting the widespread
and entrenched inequality in our nation’s schools.[I]t is based on the
assumption that students of all backgrounds and all circumstances are
capable of learning and achieving. Hence, multicultural education became
an essential part of my philosophy and practice, and it has remained so to
this day (Nieto, 2003, p. 16-17/
Inspired by Bob Suzuki, Sonia Nieto would later write several books on multicultural
issues, including the seminal text. Affirming Diversity: The Sociopolitical Context of
Multicultural Education (5th edition, 2008, with Patty Bode).
Bob Suzuki came to the University of Massachusetts-Amherst as the assistant
dean for administration in the School of Education. He developed one of the first
multicultural university curricula in the nation. Dr. Suzuki was originally an engineer
trained as an undergraduate and graduate student at the University of California-Berkley.
His transformation occurred when he began grappling with his own Japanese American
heritage during the Civil Rights Movement. Dr. Suzuki spent the first three years of his
formal schooling in a horse stall in a Japanese internment camp in Idaho. During the
1960 s and 1970 s, he challenged the policies and practices that oppressed the freedom
and liberty of Asian Pacific Americans. This led to his revolutionary ideas for equitable
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schooling lor all students, primarily oppressed groups in the United States. Dr. Suzuki is
currently retired from his position as president of the California State Polytechnic
University-Pomona.
Sonia Nieto embiaced the multicultural education course that Bob Suzuki created.
In 1980, when she became a professor at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, she
continued to develop Dr. Suzuki’s course. In addition, she created a unique collaborative
approach for doctoral students with a concentration in multicultural education. For almost
thirty years, this approach trained and developed many multicultural teacher educators
including Maria Botelho, Elizabeth Capifali, Karen McLean Donaldson, Paula Elliott,
Yvonne Farino, Eugenie Kang, John Raible, Roberta Wallitt, and Lianne Suarez-Werlein,
among others. Most are now academics in their own right.
The purpose of this approach was to apprentice and mentor future scholars in the
field ot multicultural teacher education, as well as provide experience teaching at the
university level, which happens to be a prerequisite for many tenure-track positions. In
terms of organization, generally, two-to-three graduate students or Teaching Associates
(a twenty hour a week position with complete responsibility as instructors) taught a
section of the Introduction to Multicultural Education course each semester (depending
on the number ot sections offered). Each section of the course was taught at the same
time, usually Tuesdays from 1:00 to 3:30. Each instructor collaborated by co-constructing
the course prior to each class, which usually took place before shared office hours. The
tradition of meeting from 10:00 AM and scheduling office hours from 11:00 to noon
provided the instructors time to discuss the upcoming class and plan for the following
week.
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Prior to the beginning of the semester, graduate students collaborated with one
another and Dr. Nieto to create a syllabus that would reflect the objectives of the course
and each person teaching it. Over the years, the collective voices of the graduate students
led to the development of a critical, interactive syllabus, one that still allowed space for
undergraduate student co-construction. For each semester, one graduate student would be
the lead instructor. This graduate instructor was always the student who had the most
experience teaching the course, and s/he would mentor the newer instructors and prepare
them for leadership. Each graduate student was given three years, equivalent to six
semesters, to teach and develop the course.
While each group of graduate students met and prepared to teach the course, Dr.
Nieto would oversee and mentor them. She would meet with the graduate students
regularly, assisting in the development and trouble shooting difficult issues or topics
raised by the participants or subject matter. At the end of each semester, Dr. Nieto and
the instructors would celebrate, debrief and plan for the upcoming semester. This
reciprocal and consistent foundation of apprenticeship created a network of ideas,
provided an invaluable resource for future scholars, provided a space for graduate
students to put theory into practice, and sustained an approach to social justice in teacher
education that explicitly mentored the instructors, providing a template for constructing
future courses as faculty members.
The apprenticeship and mentoring became a guide for the future praxis as faculty
members in multicultural education. This experience has served as an alternative to the
alienation that many classroom teachers and sometimes faculty members feel when
creating courses or teaching students. Primarily, this mentorship modeled the philosophy
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of “placing equity front and center/' in terms of key strategies to provide equitable access
to education (Nieto, 2000). Together, as faculty sponsor, graduate student instructors, and
participants -pre-service teachers- taking the course, we were disrupting the dominant
power relations and putting theory into practice by taking “a stand on social justice and
diversity”, making “social justice ubiquitous in teacher education”, and by “promotine
teaching as a life-long journey of transformation” (Nieto, 2000, p. 182-183).

The Multicultural Lens
The foundation, which supported both the Introduction to Multicultural Education
course and the graduate students who taught the course, was grounded in Sonia Nieto’s
(with Patty Bode) definition of multicultural education (2008), the goals of multicultural
education, and the embodiment of what it means to become a multicultural person.
Although, the following goals of multicultural education are directed toward children in
U.S. schools, they are also connected to the experiences of preservice teachers and
graduate student instructors. The goals of the multicultural education course and the
goals for the outcomes for the undergraduate students reflect the notions of access to
equitable education, providing quality instruction and interaction, holding high
expectations for student success, and mentoring students in the process of their own
development as multicultural people.

The Intersections Between Multicultural Education and Decolonizing Theory
Because this reflection is two-fold, it is imperative to engage in an exploration of
critical multicultural education and the possibilities of decolonizing multicultural teacher
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education. What are the connections between decolonizing theory and critical
multicultural education? To begin this discussion, it is important to situate critical
multicultural education as a pedagogical (decolonizing pedagogy will be described in
more detail in Chapter Seven) movement that informs a decolonizing theory of education,
primarily through Sonia Nieto’s (2004) definition:
Multicultural education is a process of comprehensive school reform and basic
education for all students. It challenges and rejects racism and other forms of
discrimination in schools and society and accepts and affirms the pluralism
(ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, economic, and gender, among others) that
students, their communities, and teachers reflect. Multicultural education
permeates the schools curriculum, and instructional strategies, as well as
interactions among teacher, students, and families, and the very way that schools
conceptualize the nature of teaching and learning. Because it uses critical
pedagogy as its underlying philosophy and focuses on knowledge, reflection, and
action (praxis) as the basis for social change, multicultural education promotes
democratic principles of social justice, (p. 346).
After this point, I will no longer use the term critical multicultural education. It is not
necessary to preface the term multicultural education with critical based on Dr. Nieto’s
definition, which includes the seven basic characteristics of “antiracist education, basic
education, important for all students, pervasive, education for social justice, a process,
and critical pedagogy” (2004, p. 346). How then does multicultural education inform a
decolonizing theory? Tejeda (in press) writes about this very issue:
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Decolonizing pedagogy and critical multiculturalism share a fundamental
goal: social transformation that dismantles social domination and
exploitation while building social equity and justice. They share two
further goals directly related to the latter: the goal of institutionalizing
curricular contents and establishing educational environments that are
explicitly antiracist and anti discriminatory; and, the goal of
institutionalizing curricular contents and a pedagogical practice that
engages students in a socially transformative praxis, (p. 9-10)
Two decolonizing theorists in education, Carlos Tejeda (2006) and Sandy Grande (2004)
both name Nieto as a key figure in their own theorizing. Bekiszwe S. Ndimande (2004)
refers to Sonia Nieto as “one of the advocates of decolonizing
research” condemninCT
c
o
“curriculum that assimilates students to the mainstream Eurocentric school culture”
(2005, p. 209). In summary, Nieto’s notion of multicultural education is dynamic in
nature and promotes equitable access for all students. This allows room for multiple
voices and change.
In terms of decolonizing theory for multicultural teacher education, Nieto’s
definition is key. Simply adding the decolonizing mission to Nieto's list of the seven key
principles of multicultural education-as Brayboy (2006) does in his version of TribalCrit,
that neocolonialism is normal, not aberrant (as is racism)-includes decolonizing
pedagogy within a multicultural education construct. As Grande (2004) and Tejeda
(2006) suggest, clearly exploring, identifying and actively resisting internal
neocolonialism in all its manifestations, including economic exploitation and domination
through the sociopolitical and historically oppressive nature of U.S. schools, as an
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explicit act, is essential for a movement for decolonization. In its place, we need to
employ action toward social change that can also be called action for decolonization.

Decolonizing Multicultural Teacher Education: A Critical Personal Narrative
Having situated the multicultural education course within the frameworks of the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst and also through the theoretical lenses of
multicultural education and decolonizing theory, my critical personal narrative is an
effort to provide a framework for decolonizing multicultural teacher education. For
several years, I have been wrestling with the conflicts, tensions and possibilities of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education.
Having had opportunities to explore my identity through my doctoral studies,
teaching, and writing, I understand and respect the reflexive nature of examining text or
conducting ethnographic research. “My presence and history” informs my research and
in the process I also learn more about myself (Sarris, 1993, p. 5). This kind of analysis
examines and challenges power relations, through a critical investigation of self and
privileges. Exploring the possibilities of decolonizing multicultural teacher education
through critical personal narratives builds on Burdell and Swadener's (1999) definition
situated in both postcolonialism and post-structuralism, as the multivocal questioning of
Western academic authority and the critical reflection of self through sociopolitical
contexts. Critical personal narrative explores “intersections of genre and voice, border
crossing, multiple identities, dual consciousness, and selfhood” (Burdell & Swadener,
1999, p. 22). According to Reed-Danahay, “we are in the midst of a renewed interest in
personal narrative, in life history, and in autobiography among anthropologists” (1997, p.
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1). I h ould add that for neocolonial subjects, critical personal narratives reposition the
voices of the neocolonial to the center, and therefore, provide spaces for
counterstorytelling, or the challenging of dominant power relations by giving voice to
those who have often been silenced (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001). Using critical personal
narratives as both method and text within a sociopolitical context, 1 will map my identity
development as instructor for the Introduction to Multicultural Education.
To accurately position myself within this course, I need to locate my own
multicultural academic development. As a non-traditional adult student, I began my
taieer as a scholar in a community college, where I found a mentor in the Anthropology
Department. Even as a pregnant teenager, I was encouraged to flourish and continue my
education, and I have Dale McGinnis to thank for beginning this path to higher
education.
One day, I asked him why he had done all of this for me. He told me that
he had been a lot like me, a young person who wanted so much more out
of life, to contribute, to learn- but who as a nontraditional student was a
bit rough around the edges. He too had a mentor who could see through
the tough exterior and who encouraged, prodded, and believed in him. His
mentor told him that it was his responsibility to share these gifts with his
students. He then turned to me and said, “It is now your turn to do this for
your students” (French, 2005, p. 120).
As I continued my studies at a four-year university, I remained in the field of
Anthropology and began studies in education. As a result, I automatically viewed
education through a cultural anthropological lens. According to Gloria Ladson-Billings
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(2006), it is unusual to have presennce teachers who have had foundations in
anthropology. Rather most teacher candidates have foundations in psychology,
sociology, history or philosophy. While no one disputes the importance of these fields of
study, Ladson-Billings suggests that a strong concentration in psychology can lead to an
overdetermination of student development and cognition.
Ladson-Billings identifies one of the major problems of teacher education as “the

poverty of culture” rather than the notion of “the culture of poverty” (2006, p. 104) What
she eludes to here is the lack of understanding of “culture-,” which can lead preservice
teachers to use culture “as one of the primary explanations for everything from school

failure to problems with behavior management and discipline” (2006, p. 104).
Unfortunately, Ladson-Billings found that pre-service teachers typically appropriated
Michael Harrington’s (1997) phrase the “culture of poverty” as describing what they saw
as “a pathology of poor students and hide behind child poverty as an excuse for why they

cannot be successful with some students” (2006, p. 105).
Ladson-Billings (2006) documented some other issues that 1 have seen in my own
experience teaching. She found that education programs expect preservice teachers to
theorize about what students will be like, instead of having preservice teachers explore
communities and then examine the students’ realities with what scholars have theorized.
Within traditional teacher education, it is possible then for preservice teachers to go out
into communities (particularly those that are marginalized) and make the theories they
have learned fit the student rather than exploring what “education” can learn from

In this study, culture is based on Sonia Nieto s definition: The values, traditions, social and
political relationships, and worldview created, shared, and transformed by a group of people
bound together by a common history, geographic location, language, social class, and/ or
religion.
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students. Because many of Ladson-Billings's preservice teachers did not see themselves
as having culture (which has also been my experience), it is imperative for teacher
educators to “structure experiences and activities so that our students can take a close

look at their cultural systems and recognize them for what they are - learned behavior
that has been normalized and regularized (2006, p. 109). Finally, she suggests that
preservice teachers need to take a more global view of learning. By providing more
opportunities for preservice teachers to experience student learning in different parts of
the world, they can “see the commonalities in human learning coupled with the specifics

of culture in various settings” (2006, p. 109). I would add that students need not travel
far to experience cross-cultural education. For instance, they need only to travel to some
of the sovereign nations within the United States or to urban areas populated by mostly
people of color who receive services primarily by European Americans.
Like Ladson-Billings, I have a strong anthropological background as a frame for
education, particularly in conducting fieldwork and understanding the relevance of
culture. As a neocolonized student, the importance of culture also led me to search for
cultural communities within higher education. Reflecting back, with emphasis on cultural
connections, as an undergraduate student at a four year university pursuing education, it
was important for me to find professors at the university that were from neocolonial
communities similar to mine. Outside of the anthropology department, I bonded with
Native professors, particularly William Demmert (Tlingit/Lakota), an education
professor who had been the Commissioner of Education for the state of Alaska, as well as
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the U.S. Director of Indian Education, and Joseph Trimble (Lakota), a recognized
professor of cross-cultural psychology by both students and national standards. These
professors were my cultural stability and supporters.
Later, in my pursuit to further my education through graduate studies, I sought a
community that would link my anthropological background with my experience and
training as an elementary educator. As an undergraduate anthropology student, I was
introduced to the first edition of Affirming Diversity: The Sociopolitical Context of
Multicultural Education (1992).

Affirming Diversity has had a profound and personal impact on my
professional and academic career. 1 was introduced to Affirming

Diversity fourteen years ago in a cross-cultural education course at
Western Washington University by an inspirational Anthropology
professor. Little did I know that this book would guide my teaching
experiences, challenge my beliefs, and eventually lead me 3000 miles to
the Northeast to study with Sonia Nieto. My original text, the first edition
of Affirming Diversity, is tattered, coffee stained, highlighted and littered
with notes in the margins. In fact Affirming Diversity was the first text that
spoke to me as a multicultural educator. It was hopeful and real (French,
2008, p. I).
Inspired by the text, I sought the expertise of Dr. Sonia Nieto, which led to me advanced
studies at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. Through her guidance, I found
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multicultural education to be the area of education that connected anthropology,
education, and, later-through teaching the Introduction to Multicultural Education
course- teacher education.
In retrospect, the path from non-traditional student emerging as a scholar in
anthropology, teaching in marginalized communities, then coming back to education in
the Language, Literacy and Culture doctoral program, seamlessly and organically links
m\ academic journey back to multicultural teacher education with the possibilities of
decolonization. Mapping the process that led me to reflect on my experience teaching the
course on multicultural education reflects the importance of critical examination of self
as a way to connect with the notion of mapping multicultural teacher education-forward
to backward (Cochran-Smith, Davis, and Fries, 2004).
My critical personal narrative engages in this backward-forward examination.
Rather than beginning specifically with my teacher education program, I began with my
family history (refer to Chapter One), I then explored the education I received from
mentors and text that led and sustained me in my teaching. In a sense, these histories
combined with my teaching experience with Native students struggling for culturally
relevant curriculum, my Mexican American students whose language diversity
marginalized them within the school district and community, and my working-class poor
students who struggled with invisibility and oppression, led me back to education to
deepen my understanding of these systemic issues so that I could effectively challenge the
institutional policies and practices that deeply affected their lives.
Mapping my own backward-forward movement as a form of analysis lends
legitimacy to my own investigation of decolonizing multicultural teacher education. Mx
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self identity, impacted by the neocolonial conditions of the United States, particularly
Indigenous people, also pushes me to make sure that I am using my power as an
instructor to assist students also affected by the neocolonial conditions to benefit and
challenge their own oppressions and privileges within our educational systems. In this
sense, 1 am giving back, in the same way that Dale McGinnis' calling and Sonia Nieto's
apprenticeship have given to me. The ways in which I attempt to do this (and will
continue to do this) is through engagement with emerging professionals by continuing to
ask whether 1 am critical of my identities, personally and professionally, and also if I am
engaging my students in this work.

Decolonizing Power Relations: The Performance of Teacher as Student/ Student as
Teacher
For several years / have wondered how decolonizing theory could be used in
multicultural classrooms. These questions have led me to build on the issues of identity,
particularly with students' examination of self. In this particular ‘collective reflection, ’ I
consider the pedagogical investigations linked to my embodiment of multicultural
education and how that is enacted with students. As the instructor for the Introduction to
Multicultural Education course, one of my decolonizing moments with the participants in
this study was when Laila and Cleo shifted the neocolonial boundaries in education
through the collaborative process of “students as teacher and teacher as student" or the
sharing of power in the classroom.
Prior to the event / will describe, / carefully and systematically scaffolded
ac tivities and assignments in the classroom with the purpose of assisting students in the
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development oj their own multicultural identities and person hood. Some of the activities 1
used inc luded cultural activities that attempted to deepen their understandings of each
other, such as the culture bag. At the beginning of the semester students were invited to
bring in five items that represented themselves and share these representations and their
meaning with their classmates. There were also weekly kinesthetic activities such as
theater games or hands-on multicultural games, like “A Strong Wind Blows/ Common
Ground ” where students form a class circle and step into the circle if they connect with a
particular sociocultural identity that is presented. These activities helped students
embody culture and identity, which led to a culminating activity oj critical performative
pedagogy (CPP). This theater activity engaged students in an examination of personal
and structural issues through interactive performance, based on work by Augusto BoaTs
Theater of the Oppressed (1979) and Maxine Greene's work with the Lincoln Center
Institute for the Arts in Education (Greene, 2001). Students also reflected on their
experiences with the multicultural readings in a response journal.
These identity activities led to the event that occurred in the Fall 2005 semester
that will be described. I had decided to return to the college classroom after spending
two years in an uiban public school. In addition, I had given birth to my son days bejore
the beginning oj the semester, which is worth noting because I missed the first day of
classes. Based on reflection journals, evaluations and personal comments, many of the
students felt concerned and connected to my personal life through my motherhood.
We were well into the course, five weeks to be exact, when this event took place.
The course was scaffolded to define multicultural education (Nieto, 2004), examine the
structures oj U.S. schooling including policies, practices, and curriculum currently
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affecting students, as well as the historical factors that led to the deculturalization or the
“educational process of destroying a people's culture and replacing it with a new
culture ” of many students in U.S. schools (Spring, 2003, p. 3). We were beginning a
deeper exploration of multicultural education through the examination of social
memberships such as race, class, gender, and sexual orientation, in that order.
The day we explored race, we had put Columbus on Trial (Bigelow & Peterson,
1998) as a way for students to embody critical pedagogy through colonialism and the
foundations of racism. In addition, a week before we had watched a film to prepare
students to engage in the student-led facilitation and to discuss the issues of racism. The
stage had been set for deep and meaningful conversation. Yet although issues were raised
and questions were asked, there was an uncomfortable silence around the discussion of
racism. I used my teacher background to extend wait time for response, but few spoke. To
fdl the void, 1 engaged the group with discussions around the definitions of racism,
particularly, Beverly Tatum's (2003) discussion of “Power plus Prejudice. ” A few
students spoke, mostly Laila and Cleo, who shared the discussion space with me.
In the ‘after-class group’ (Shor, 1997) -a volunteer group of students examining
what went well and what could be changed in the class-1 asked the students why there
was silence. The students suggested that, in general, they felt afraid to speak. They did
not want to say something wrong. Some felt uncomfortable talking about race in a class
where students of color may be offended. When / left the class that day, I felt dismayed
and also curious as to how I would possibly readdress this problem.
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Late? in the week, Cleo sent me an email and what happened after that created a
shift in the classroom. Lada's critical personal narrative (at the beginning of Chapter
Four) corroborates this event.
...But I also wanted to talk about the class we had last week. Although the
facilitators did a wonderful job with the discussion, I feel like we were
not j allowed enough time to really discuss the issue. I felt when it became
the "black" issue, no one wanted to really speak about it. Granted
there ^ were

a few comments here and there, I felt like the discussion

wasn't really a class discussion. Now I am not saying that you talk too
much because everything that you say is very valuable, but I felt like
people were afraid to speak. Maybe that is the vibe that I got and it was
wrong. But that is how I felt. I wanted to express this to you. Sorry if this is
too much! ~ Cleo (email)
I responded:
Thank you so much for the email!/! I got the same vibe!! Actually, a few
students in the after -class did say that they felt leery of speaking on the
topic. We did bring up the issue in the after class group of doing more
small group

discussions. Race is a difficult topic for a lot of people to

talk about,

because they are afraid of saying something wrong. I hope

that my rant didn't

turn anyone off. I would love to actually re-visit last

weeks topic in smaller U groups. I agree with you. . . I think that many
students would like to talk Uabout issues of race but don't feel
comfortable. I feel bad about dominating Dthe conversation but I also felt
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like I couldn't just leave the class without □ addressing the issues. Thanks
for your thoughts, it is important to me to have your input.
After Cleo's email and the conversations of the students in the after-class group, I
wondered how we could engage in discussions that were missing and obviously of
interest to the students. I thought about the structure of the class during the “ race
discussion ” and opted to take the time to have students reflect on two questions for silent
writing and then get into small groups and talk about them in depth. The questions were:
1.

Write about an experience you had with racism as the target, witness or
instigator?

2.

Why do you think race is so difficult to talk about?
What happened was amazing. Students who had been silent the week before were

talking. The room hummed with discussion. All students were engaged. After small group
discussion, we talked together as a larger group. We let the conversation be organic. The
“after-class ” group reveled in the discussion that happened and continued to speak
about it well after our designated time. After this transformative class discussion, Cleo
and 1 emailed again:
I just wanted to say that I very much enjoyed today's class. I think you
i solved the problem that the class was facing. I think today was the class
that we all kind of broke out of our shells. I like the small groups that we
had and then the discussion as a larger group made all our thoughts come
full circle. I noticed that there were times where the conversations were
getting

a little heated but I think that the heat was a good thing. I am not

sav ing

that I like drama but finding out the opinion of people in the class
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is a

good

thing.

Thank you so much for taking into consideration my

thoughts about last week's□ class. It really meant a lot to me! ~ Cleo
(email)
/ responded:
1 just wanted to thank you!!!! Your input, passion and commitment to the
issues of justice, respect and solidarity made it possible for US to help
move Lithe class forward. And I do believe that the class shifted last week.
You were

extraordinary too! The group’s discussions were led by your

reflective and beautifully articulated way of expressing the issues of
racism. You were able Uto do this so that the class could understand. That
is not an easy task. You made it real and significant to them and their
lives. This is truly a gift. I am Dso glad you are going into teaching. Your
students will be so fortunate to have UyouU Thank you again. This is how
a collaborative class should run!!!!
Several paths converged for this event to take place. First, although students were
originally reluctant to speak about racism, community; and relationships had been
developed in the classroom. Together as a group we formed bonds and safety had been
established. Teachable moments were also allowed for between my release of structure,
as well as the student direction of class discussions based on their student-led
facilitations. Secondly, the relationships that had been created between the students and
myself allowed for students in the “after-class, ” as well as Cleo and Laila, to share their
concerns with me. Both these instances spoke to the sharing of power and the lived
experiences and modeling of “student as teacher- teacher as student”.
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A third observation was the decolonization of the multicultural classroom. In
terms of decolonization as an empowering force for students from neocolonial
communities, those who benefit from the neocolonial condition in the United States and
those that fit in the liminal space between them, a shift occurred. This shift was twofold.
One, students from communities, marginalized by the dominant mainstream were
retrenched from the margins (Smith, 1999). Both Laila and Cleo were all too familiar
with the issues of racism in society and were pleased to have a classroom space to
explore the issues, which brings me to the second point. Laila and Cleo who both had had
moments at the university where racism was rampant, had power to raise concerns and
change the course of the classroom structure and discussion to truly grapple with the
issues on a more transformative level. The transformation that occurred empowered
Laila, Cleo and other marginalized students through the shift in power relations in the
hands of the instructor, as both neocolonized and colonizer, and the institution, which
was part of the larger structure that reproduces institutional racism. Moreover, a shift
also occurred for those from the mainstream culture, who witnessed a decolonizing
moment, and participated in an event that challenged the status quo and recentered the
voices Oj trie oppressed, which informed and hopefully (and seemingly) empowered their
notions of becoming allies, dismantling structures that oppressed their classmates and
friends. All students had witnessed racism at some level or another and benefited from
talking about their experiences in an open and safe space.
In c one l us ion, the real outcome was an opening oj dialogue for the remainder of
the semester. Beginning with the class on race, the majority' of students began speaking
about issues. While this also may be influenced by the development ofseljhood through
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readings and journaling, or the creation of the Intergenerational Family Education
History Project - a project that also engaged students in historical and sociopolitical
examinations oj their families’ education — the truth remains that a shift occurred, a
decentering or a decolonizing event that created a space for transformation, including
my own.

Chapter Summary
This Chapter explored the methodology used to analyze the possibilities of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education. Because this study was situated from an
Indigenous perspective, research on decolonizing methodologies from this point of view
grounds the discussion. Theorists from cross-cultural decolonizing perspectives inform
the method. In terms of understanding and defining the decolonizing methodology used
in this study an examination of critical personal narratives or genres of decolonizing
methodologies were defined and appropriated, including critical ethnography and new
ethnography.
After clearly engaging with the theoretical method from which the analysis is
constructed, a clear description of the setting, place, and history of the course was
discussed. In addition, the critical personal narrative of the instructor, or organic
researcher, provided a snapshot that leads to further decolonizing analysis in the
Introduction to Multicultural Education course. In Chapters Five and Six, the studentresearchers share their own critical personal narratives in relation to the course and their
own decolonizing identity development.
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CHAPTER 5
RECENTERING THE NEOCOLONIAL:
A DECOLONIZING ANALYSIS OF
CRITICAL PERSONAL NARRATIVES

The following critical personal narratives reflect the student-researchers’ views
of self through a combination of the Intergenerational Family Education History Project
(see appendix) and an occasional reflection journal from their experience in one section
of the Introduction to Multicultural Education course. The Intergenerational Family
Education History Project, originally developed by Maria Botelho, currently an Assistant
Professor at the Ontario Institute of Education, University of Toronto, invites students to
place themselves and their families within a historical context through formal and/or
informal education in the United States. This critical reflection, a decolonizing tool,
engages students in their own historical development through the multiple voices that
have informed their collective and personal identities. For this assignment they use
course readings, including excerpts from Affirming Diversity (2004), among others, as a
foundation for their personal and familial educational history. Course readings about
identity development, the structures and organization of schools, and U.S. history, assist
students in exploring how privilege and power have impacted their families’ experiences.
In the process of creating the Intergenerational Family Education History
Project, students are reminded that the notion of family, like other social memberships, is
socially constructed. The participants decide how family is defined. Not everyone grows
up in what society considers the "conventional'’ or "nuclear family” (mother, father and
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siblings). Families reflect many kinds of relationships and communities. For example,
some childien are raised by grandparents, same-sex parents, adoptive parents, extended
families, or institutions. Some people choose to create their own communities of family.
Tiauma may also be experienced within families, which also shapes who we are
and how we identify ourselves. Students in the Introduction to Multicultural Education
course are reminded that the Intergenerational Family History Project is designed to assist
them in understanding how history and education have impacted them and their families.
Students have the choice to write or not write about the experiences that have been
transformative in their own lives. They have the option to disclose what they feel safe in
sharing.
For this study, the student-researchers share their projects giving way to the
dialog they have with us as readers, engaging us in their own historical, sociopolitical
development as multicultural persons. Their decolonizing voice will be represented with
italics. Some chose to dialog with themselves reconnecting their voice as a preservice
multicultural education student with their current voice as a graduate student in teacher
education or as a teacher, as in Cleo, Colleen, and Maya s critical personal narratives
(Their most current voice will be in italics).
Based on Sonia Nieto’s case study approach, particularly her development of
“snapshots” (2004; 2008) in combination with the decolonizing methodological use of
critical personal narratives described in Chapter Four, the body of the narratives belong to
the student-researchers, Laila, Cleo, Maya and Colleen. Like Nieto’s snapshots, little
analysis is provided with these narratives. The voices of the student-researchers are their
own. Later, in the chapter, through student-researcher interviews narrative themes
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emerge, as with Nieto's case studies, providing information about what is meaningful to
the research participants in terms of their own multicultural development and that of the
field of multicultural teacher education. The decolonizing process of analyzing or
reimagining multicultural teacher education based on the student-researchers requests,
questions, reflections and interviews will follow.
If critical personal narratives such as autoethnography are performance texts
“turning inward waiting to be staged,” then this analysis is the performance space. In this
chapter, we engage with Laila and Cleo’s critical personal narratives, as those deeply
affected by neocolonialism in an effort to recenter the study and to decolonize this
research. In Chapter Six, we engage with Colleen and Maya’s narratives as they share
their multiple identities by exploring dialogic reflection of themselves, their family
histories and their sociopolitical and historical experiences with formal education.
In this chapter, we further engage with the revolving spiral discourse of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education through the participant-researchers’ own
reflections on critical personal or decolonizing moments within their Introduction to
Multicultural Education course. Each participant’s voice, or critical personal narrative, is
represented through written narratives and reflective interviews. Since this is a
metaphorical performance space, each of the following themes represented by the
participant-researchers critical personal narratives are reimagined inward journey’s
staged through my interaction as organic intellectual, or a decolonizing theater director
positioning the voices of the participants in a four act performance. These Four staged
performance texts include 1.) Multicultural Education for Decolonizing Multiple
Identities, 2.) Decolonizing Pedagogy, 3.) Decolonizing from the Inside/Out (in Chapter
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Six), and 4.) Decolonizing from the Outside/In (in Chapter Six). Many of the critical
decolonizing moments for each participant overlap. Each narrative is locally
contextualized and contributes to a rich discussion of the lessons learned through our
experiences addressed in Chapter Seven. The goals of this decolonizing stasinsj is to
create possibilities for
... traveling creative paths, as architects, as builders, as wisdom keepers,
as healers discovering, building, and charting newly liberating spaces of
hope and possibility. Only when we collaboratively envision research that
is built on a theory of cultural democracy and acknowledges the issues of
power and the political nature of the field can we find ourselves in our
roles as cultural workers invested in healing (Soto & Swadener, 2002, p.
58).

Laila’s Critical Personal Narrative
I am currently attending the University of Massachusetts at Amherst as a graduate
student working on my Master's degree in Elementary Education. Upon graduating I
plan on teaching at a public school system either in Boston or Springfield,
Massachusetts.

How do I identify' myself? Some might say I am a mutt since I have African,
Dominican, French and German blood running through my veins. But I will not accept
such a confused titled as mutt; that is why 1 always iden tify myself as Haitian. My whole
family was born on the on the island of Hispaniola, an island that was once a prison to so
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many slaves, This is how I am mixed with French and German, by force not by choice.
And now / choose to disassociate myself with that part of my heritage, the same way
society chooses to disassociate me with whiteness, even if both my grandfathers were
very light in complexion and have light eyes, never would / be seen as white regardless of
which side I choose to identify with. I don 7 blame them, though. My black skin
overpowers any trace of whiteness that may be left in me. So what should we call me?
I have been called African-American, though I was not born in Africa nor
America and don 7 know any more about African culture than probably the next person,
nor do I eat African food. Nieto wrote in her article titled “About Terminology ” that
“African Americans and Haitians are both black. They share some basic cultural values
and are both subject to racist attitudes and behaviors in the United States. But, the
particular life experiences, native language usage, and ethnicity of each group is
overlooked or even denied if we simply call them both Black" (Nieto 27). Though I can
definitely relate with African-Americans, my experience before moving to America and
even now that 1 live in America is very different.
Life in Haiti was tough, but compared to most, we had it good. We were
privileged. Kind of like the way McIntosh describes white privilege here in America, but
we weren 7 handed these privileges due to our race, but class. Though we lived in some
level of poverty we were still able to go to school, had a vehicle, and even some help
around the house. When we would go to the market place we were never looked at
suspic iously like those that did not have enough to eat. We were also able to form
connections early on that would later prove to be life saving.
M} father worked in a factory with many whites and Filipinos (working with

people of other races gave you some measure of higher status) and was able to work his
way up and get a supervisor position and visa for us to travel We were envied by our
neighbors when we made family trips to Miami. Our class privilege gave us many
opportunities, but did not shield us from the political unrest that was going on in the
country during the early 1990s.
I recall one day my mother and I were making our way into town to do some
shopping and saw firsthand the damage done by the vagabonds the night before. Homes
were burnt down and there was one woman in the street crying over her dead husband's
body. 1 was shocked by this scene at my young age of 5, but later learned this was typical.
Seeing that woman in the streets made the events going on at that time in the country real
to me, but 1 still felt that I was protected from that. 1 was naive enough to believe that this
scene would never take place in my neighborhood, not in my house. Like most five year
olds, I didn 7 think there was anything my parents couldn 7 shield us from.
Then one night I was sleeping with my younger sister when I was awakened to a
world of chaos. It seemed as if everything around me slowed down, so that I could better
take in everything that was happening. First 1 heard the loud guns going off outside, the
screaming, the yelling, the cries, the pleas, and my mother telling me we needed to get up
and move. I was so terrified, but understood the urgency of the situation and remained
Quiet. We all had to sneak out the back of the house and go up the hill to my aunt 's house
for refuge.
The next morning when things had settled down we learned what had happened.
Our next door neighbor, who we were very close to, got robbed, her husband was killed,
and she and her three daughters were all raped; the youngest one was three. I am forever

thankful for my parents’ bravery; and aunt for giving us a place to hide. Our neighbor's
fate could have also been our own, our house was their next stop, but luckily no one was
home. After that evening we had one more encounter with these dangerous men. It was
after that second encounter that my parents decided that we needed to leave; this life
saving decision was possible with the visa my dad got from his job.
Once in America we realized that many of the privileges we had were now gone
and replaced with barriers. The most obvious one was the language barrier, though we
were fortunate enough to have visited the States before, we were not fluent in the
language; my vocabulary at that time consisted of about 20 words. Another barrier came
in the form of political opportunities. When Haitians come to this country, even though
they are seeking refuge in America like many Cubans, they are not given papers to work.
This is really upsetting to me because Haitians as a group are put at a disadvantage. We
work just as hard to get to the United States, luckily for my family we were privileged
enough to have a visa which allowed us to travel by plane, but many Haitians do not.
Haitians and Cubans cross the same sea risking their lives because their situation back
home is that bad, but once they are here one group is sent back while the other is
welcomed to stay. I can 7 see the fairness in that.
This disadvantage required my parents, along with many illegal aliens, to work in
menial jobs, where you either got paid under the table or for employers that are looking
foi c heap labor and don t bother checking to see if the papers you provide were real or
not. My mother who once owned her own store was now working two and sometimes
three menial jobs like folding laundry, working in a factory that manufactured bottle caps
for perfumes, and at McDonald s, where she once had a gun to her head during a
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robbery'. My father, on the other hand, was fixing broken machine parts for a factory,
doing janitorial work, and washing dishes. Some of the jobs he ended up taking in order
to pay the bills and keep food on the table were viewed as women's work back home and
most respectable men would not do.
My new life was a bit easier. For the first time I was going to public school
instead of the private school my parents were able to enroll me in back home, and I had
to make new friends. Luckily for me since my public school was located in an area in
Boston that had a large Haitian population, I was able to be placed in a classroom with
only Haitians and had a Haitian teacher. This arrangement was of great benefit to me
because it allowed me to learn the English language and still be taught in my own
language and interact with kids that faced similar challenges, such as living in two
different cultures. The downside to this arrangement is that it did not allow for much
multicultural education, except for learning the American culture, English language and
of course, the traditional school work.
This started the process of deculturalization. Spring3 (2003) speaks about in his
book. Though the school had a large Haitian population we were not viewed as the
dominant group. I learned early on that we were inferior to our peers who were being
taught by the white teachers. Our Haitians teachers told us that if we ever wan ted to fit
in socially we all had to start our transition from Haitian to American. We were
culturally stripped and forced to adopt the “dominant” culture’s language, dress,
behavior, food, and their overall way of life. During this transition some kids lose more

Spring, J. (2003). Deculturalization and the struggle for equality: A brief history of the
education of dominated cultures in the United States (4th ed.). New York:
McGraw-Hill.
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of themselves than others. I lost my pride, my fluency in the French language, and my
desire to learn or even remember what life was like in Haiti. I found myself wishing that
1 wasn 7 Haitian. I wanted to be “normal ” as if being from another country and being
from another culture besides the American culture was this foreign exotic notion that was
unacceptable. Luckily with maturity I have been able to take back much of what I have
lost. A friend of mine who went through this same process was not as lucky to reclaim
her Haitian roots. In her school she was not allowed to speak Creole and was actually
punished when she did. Today she cannot communicate with her grandmother due to the
deculturalization she experienced early on in life. She has completely lost her ability to
speak Haitian Creole, and doesn 7 know many Haitian traditions besides the few her
mother was able to keep alive at home. It’s a shame what children from different
cultures have to go through in order to fit in.
Those first few years in America were hard for my family, but with my parents'
hard work and dedication to succeed we were able to move out of the ghetto, and into
Blackburn, a fairly decent suburb. We were in the process of getting our legal papers,
my mom was now only working one job at a nursing home, and my father moved up in the
factory he was working at, and was able to stop the janitorial job. I was once again
going into a new school. This time 1 was pleased to be going to a school where all the
students were together in one room regardless of ethnicity. It was obvious to me even at
that time that the Wilson School had its flaws. For one, the school was extremely poorly
funded. Our library; was more of a small storage room with no shelves, but crates
stacked up against the walls. We rarely went to the school library and when we did, only
a certain number of students could go in at a time since the room was so crowded. This
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resulted in valuable class time being wasted waiting outside a door for your turn to go in
Secondly, we did the majority of our work from handouts, not books like I was used to,
even in Haiti.

As it ends up, the time spent waiting to go to the library and the fact that the
teachers had to teach in both languages really took a toll on what we learned at school.
Don 7 get me wrong, I appreciated the arrangement that school had for ESL students. 1
honestly believe that if it wasn 'tfor that ESL program I would not have learned the
English language that fast and done well in school. But once 1 started my new school in
Blackburn 1 realized I was behind. They had already done roman numerals, something I
w as nevei even introduced to, and doing long division while 1 was still struggling to get
short division. And their reading was a lot more advanced than mine. This new school
had more multicultural education than my previous, but their multicultural curriculum
was not that impressive. The schools focused more on the Holocaust than anything else.
When I first moved to Blackburn it was a predominantly Jewish town, so we got
all the Jewish holidays off, there were two synagogues in the neighborhood, and we read
books that dealt with the Holocaust, watched movies like Schindler’s List and even had
guest speakers. This was all very interesting and new to me; we learned more about the
Holocaust than we did about black history and slavery, even with black history month.
Not once did any of my teachers assign a book that dealt with slavery. We read the
autobiography of Malcolm X one year after / entered high school, but that was it. It
wasn t until now that I m here in college that / have really gotten the opportunity to read
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about what the black experience was like in America before and even after the Civil War,
about the struggle and history of Native Americans, the Japanese, Chinese, Mexicans,
and Latinos.

There is no reason for anyone to graduate from the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst and remain ignorant to the different cultures and experiences of groups aside
from their own. Unfortunately we all don ’t make friends with people from all ethnic
backgrounds, but the resources are there. If you take the right classes like multicultural
education, race relations, and even spiritual autobiography you can and will be educated
on different cultures. In order for us to truly have an appreciation and respect for other
cultures we need to first learn about our own. I am tired of people identifying themselves
as “ just American. ” We all have some roots outside of this “just American culture ” that
many have deemed to be “normal. ” We are all equally different from one another and in
order to embrace other groups' differences, we need to recognize and embrace our own.

Multicultural Education for Decolonizing Multiple Identities: Laila’s Repertory
After a long humid August morning trying to sell any last belongings at my
moving sale, I quickly showered, made sure I had my tape recorder in hand, grabbed my
eighteen year old daughter and drove as fast as I could down the 1-90 turnpike eastbound
toward a predominantly Haitian community South of Boston. Worried that we would be
late, I made record time, just under two hours. I was meeting Laila and Cleo at a local
restaurant off a downtown main street. Without any problems I found the Haitian
restaurant nestled against the road as it it were an extension to the street and the
neighboring buildings.
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We quickly walked to the entrance hoping not to be too late and as we opened the
door we were met with a feast of the senses. To the left of the entrance, a Caribbean band
was tuning up for a Saturday evening set. After an exchange of smiles, I searched to the
right, perusing the dining room decorated with multicolored plastic flowers looking for
Lai la and Cleo... I was early. Shortly thereafter, the hostess escorted us to a booth in the
center of the dining room. As we passed the kitchen we were inundated with warm,
fragrant aromas. Surely Laila and Cleo would see us, since we were the only customers in
the dining room.
As we waited for Laila and Cleo, we prepared the audiotape, peeked at the menu
and watched a BET music video program on the televisions placed high on the walls.
Moments after we settled in, Laila and Cleo entered with smiles and hugs for us. What a
reunion! We all sat and talked and caught up on what was happening in our lives and then
with the help of Laila and Cleo, we ordered. Between the delicious dishes of goat, fish,
deep fried beef with beans and rice and a tropical soda, we were ready to begin
interviewing.
Remembering the evening I spent with Laila and Cleo brings back feelings of joy
and hope. Although our conversations that evening did not solely revolve around
delightful subjects, I left the restaurant that hot summer evening in Boston, rejuvenated at
the possibilities of the future of multicultural teacher education with these two women in
the forefront of the movement. And I felt privileged to have the opportunity to share their
voices with students, teachers, administrators, community members, and scholars.
When talking with Laila about her critical personal/decolonizing moments in the
Introduction to Multicultural Education course (if there were any), she quickly responded
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with her class facilitation on Language Diversity and Bilingual education and our class
topic of Ethnic and Religious Diversity. These two class experiences were interconnected
for Laila, because each class represented Laila’s multiple subjectivities. Laila, as she
wrote is racialized as Black, but she has multiple identities including her social
memberships as bilingual Haitian Creole and a Jehovah’s Witness. In our class she was
able to explore and share each of these identities through class discussion and facilitation.
When asked to identify a decolonizing moment, Laila quickly said, “Our bilingual
presentation, that was definitely a [decolonizing moment]. ” It was during this facilitation

that Laila and Cleo began the class speaking only in Haitian Creole. She said,
Everyone was like,
“Huh? We don't understand it. ”
We were the ones that were at the head of the class.
“This is what we are doing and you guys do this!”
... Yah! That was definitely one of those moments. ~ Laila (Interview)

In terms of the Bilingual/ Language Diversity class facilitation, both Laila and Cleo
created and implemented a dynamic lesson for the class. This was their plan of action:
Since our topic is bilingual education we want to show the class what it
not only means to be bilingual but how it feels for students, we want to
first speak Creole to the class. Our activity goes hand and hand [with the
topic of language diversity] in the sense that we want to give different
[classroom] scenarios [reflecting differences] in immersion, inclusion,
ESL and bilingual education. Also after these scenarios we want to play
Who wants to be a Millionaire" and basically ask general questions in
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regards to the readings for this week [on bilingual education]. And
FINALLY we want to kick off the bilingual education debate. Before we
do, during the first scenario we will be handing out colored paper
randomly to the class. The papers will be used for the debates. We will
have all the students with a pink paper argue "for" bilingual education
and all that it entails and have the students with green argue "against"
bilingual education. Honestly we did not want to give the class a choice
because this way we can see both sides of the argument clearly. The class
will have to argue whatever color they get. Each side will be given ten
minutes to get together with their group and come up with opening
arguments. After that is said and done, the debate will begin with debate
rules given prior. ~ Laila & Cleo (email)

From an instructor's standpoint, their lesson was a huge success. Students who knew
some French desperately tried to make connections with what Laila and Cleo were saying
when all the instruction was in Haitian Creole. Others just gave up trying to know what
was going on. Some were avoiding eye contact, hunched down in their seats as if they
were afraid to be called on. When the scenarios were finished, the dialog and discussion
that took place was rich. Laila and Cleo’s classmates truly grappled with bilingual issues
that day and developed a consciousness about language diversity because of their peers’
presentation.
Laila wrote about her own bilingual experience in her Intergenerational Family
Education History Project as well as in this journal:
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I can remember how stupid I felt when my teacher would speak in English
when 1 first moved here. I would look at my peers to see what they were
doing, but luckily for me my teacher could also explain it to me, one-onone, in Haitian Creole....Throwing lEnglish Language Learners] into an
immersion type of program will result in many kids being held back before
they learn to swim [immersion is often metaphorically described as sinkor-swim]. I am already behind one year because when 1 entered the
bilingual program the school year was about half-way done, and I missed
a lot of the basics in the English language. 1 believe that with immersion
we will see later graduation age for non-English speaking students and
that is not fair. A fair chance at education should come before learn ing
English. ~ Laila (journal)
As we were wrapping up our interview talking about the future of becoming a teacher,
Laila shared her goals and an inspirational teacher who motivated her to make this her
career.
I really want to work with the kids. And be there with them and have that
one-on-one connection, to inspire them and motivate them. Especially,
because I [came] from Haiti and [was] in the classroom where I felt
completely lost. And I had that second grade teacher who really stuck with
me. . . It was nice to have somebody who knew I could do it and be there
with me. So that is what 1 am looking forward to... being that inspiration
for students...! m a graduate student. I'm bilingual. I came from a Third
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Wot Id country. 1 was failing, but here I am... right along, right next to you!

(giggles) ~ Laila (interview)
After identifying the bilingual facilitation, Laila described another critical
decolonizing moment when she was the norm, not the outsider. This was a class topic on
Ethnicity and Religion and one of Laila s identities, not visible, is her religious identity.
In her experience she has often been marginalized by her faith, making her reluctant to
talk openly about being a Jehovah's Witness. In this particular class, which happened late
in the semester, she revealed her religious identity to her classmates during a
conversation around holidays. A self-identified Christian student openly shared her
concerns with having to meet the needs of minority religious groups in U.S. schools,
particularly when the majority of Christian students had to “give up” the fun holidays
celebrated in school such as Christmas. The class got into a heated debate around
religious marginalization. Most of Laila’s classmates had assumed that all students in this
particular course were Christians and celebrated Christmas. Laila had a decolonizing
©
moment in this class when she confronted assumptions about Jehovah’s Witnesses and
inspired conversations and alternative perspectives on how to rethink holidays and
religious marginalization with the support of allies in the classroom, She said that the
class:
...was about teaching religion in school, and you were saying how it could
be awful for parents, and I gave the example of my sister who has to go to
school and talk to the teachers to let them know that her child will not be
celebrating their birthday... And the kids are fine with it. [And someone in
the class saidj I don 7 understand why not celebrate Christmas... and you
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brought up the point that not everybody celebrates Christmas, not just
Jehovah's Witnesses... That was an interesting class.

After having a chance to openly talk about her religion she sent me an email saying:
I just wanted to give you a quick thanks for having my back today in class.
Some people have negative ideas about Jehovah's Witnesses, which makes
it hard to talk about my beliefs even if I know the person isn't thinking of
me in a negative light. It was really nice to have you there to jump in every
once in a while and make comparisons to other group's beliefs like how
Jewish people also don't celebrate Christmas. ~ Laila (email)

In reflection she said:
Along the whole topic of religion, I was pleased to see how many students
after class came up to me and said, “Good job Laila, good for standing
up. ” I was like, “Oh Yay! Yay!" Because usually, I’m used to the Jehovah
Witness bashing, “Oh you guys knock on our doors at seven o’clock in the
morning, ’’ And I’m not even up at seven o’clock in the morning... So it was
nice to see how many people were understanding and gathering [together
after class in support of my stance].. That was really nice. ~ Laila

(interview)
At the same time Laila was experiencing affirmation of her multiple identities,
rather than being simply racialized as Black or African American, she was engaging in
the complexities of truly being a multicultural educator who supports all students and
families. When we were exploring the social memberships of gender construction and
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sexual orientation, Laila grappled with her own socialization, particularly through her
religious identity. She spoke of her challenges as in terms of her faith:
I agree homophobia does hurt people, those who are LGBT, their close
friends, and even family members. Being a religious person, I don't feel
that this is a lifestyle pleasing to God, but also on the other hand, 1 don 7
feel that people that identify themselves as LGBT should be treated any
differently. Being a person of color, a reasonable person in society, I hate
the thought of people getting discriminated against or persecuted in any
way, shape, or form. ~ Laila (journal)

As we talked about the challenges for the future, Laila is still allowing herself room to
grow and understand marginalized groups that she does not belong to. She wants to build
self worth in all her students, to counter the harm that has been done to others. She
concluded by saying, '7 want to help children build a sense of self-worth, after that
nobody can stop them. "

This collection of Laila’s critical personal narratives shows the intersections of
Laila’s multiple identities, her decentering of the dominant paradigm, as facilitator (with
Cleo) of the course on Bilingual Education, and from a neocolonial perspective, these
narratives also explore how complicated our worldviews are and how we may struggle to
understand the oppression of others or challenge collusion with the colonizers in the
marginalization of other groups.
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Cleo’s Critical Personal Narrative
I am currently a candidate for a Master's degree in Elementary Education at the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst. I reside in Massachusetts and plan on teaching
here as well, preferably in an urban community. Eventually I want to become a principal
of an elementary school in Massachusetts and have dreams of opening up my own school.

Stockford High (pseudonym) is such a wonderful place to be. I wish my paper
could say that and only that, but of course I know there needs to be more to the paper
than just that! In any case, you can already imagine how much I absolutely love the
place. Stockford High is located in Stockford, Massachusetts, which is in eastern
Massachusetts. Stockford is what people would say is the “ghetto” due to the fact that
there is a substantial amount of crime and the great number of low income families and
minorities. When I say that I am from Stockford I get that double look like “wow
really?” But that does not faze me in the least, because I know the real Stockford. I
know the Stockford community and am proud to say that I was a part of it especially the
educational system. Stockford High is one of the largest schools you will find in
Massachusetts. Actually, it is the largest. Stockford High is said to be the biggest school
east of the Mississippi. To give you an estimate as to how large that is let me give you
some numbers. My freshmen class in 1999 was 1200 students. That was the freshmen
class alone, and you can imagine how large the school was including the sophomores,
juniors and seniors. I ended up graduating with 788 students so you can imagine how
long the gradation ceremony was; yes you guessed it, LONG! The Stockford High
School graduation though, is something that everyone in the community looks forward to.
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even if they do not know ol someone who is graduating. It is something that everyone
attends.
When it comes to race, Stockford High is really diverse. Now diversity has
different meanings to different people, but Stockford High was diverse in all aspects
including race. At Stockford High the white students made up 20 percent of the
population while the Latinos, Haitians, Cape Verdians, Asians, and Cubans, as well as
other ethnicities, made up the rest of the population. The white people at my school
would go around saying how they were the minority, they were joking, of course, but it
was something they knew. Now Stockford the city is very urban due to the fact that there
are many minorities moving in and when I say minorities I do mean Haitians, Latinos and
Asians. Stockford High was not the only school that looked like this. If you went around
to the junior highs and all the elementary schools you would see the same thing.
Basically as Stockford the city grew in population so did the schools, but with more
minorities.
Another aspect of Stockford High that made it so diverse was the different groups
we had at the school. I could honestly say that Stockford High catered to the needs of
every student [including religion]. [M]y high school was a big advocate for supporting
different cultures. (/ miss this school tremendously, but I also think of UMASS and how I
was a part of the Haitian American Student Association and how being a member of this
organization made it so much better to be at UMASS) When it came to religion,

Stockford High had something for everyone and if there was not a group that applied to
you, it was very easy to get a group going. Stockford High had an organization for
everyone. It ranged from the Christian club to Amnesty International. I feel that my high
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school did a great job in this field. No one was left out. I can honestly sit here and write
this. Even when it comes to sexual orientation, Stockford High does not discriminate.
We had a gay-straight alliance club. People who were either homosexual or heterosexual
came together to discuss the issues facing the gay community. I knew some people who
were in this club and they told me that they felt like they belonged.
Stockford High did a good job of including those who are considered the minority
in society; they included those who might have been forgotten about. It’s almost like that
game we played in the beginning of the semester, where some people were left out
because they were not apart of the dominant group. My high school did a good job
making the environment comfortable for all. Granted, the needs of everyone will not be
met, but I can say that my school has done the best they could in all aspects of diversity.
I did not understand the concept of being “left out” until I came to college. {Wow, 1 read
that and think about the times at UMASS when I just didn ’t want to get up and go to class
and be the only black girl there, or have to deal with all the racist and ignorant
comments that people said) What is so funny though is the gender ratio at my high

school. Maybe it is just me being ignorant to the idea, but I really felt that there were just
as many males as females. The same goes for teachers. There were really the same
amount of male teachers as there were female teachers. I can say though, that in terms of
race, there were very lew teachers ol non-white descent. Now there were the Haitian and
Cape Verdian teachers lor the bilingual students, but that was no comparison to all the
white teachers we had. My guidance counselor was Haitian and that was because my
parents felt more comlortable with someone who could better understand them, as
opposed to a white guidance counselor.
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I think that the programs we have in our schools that cater to white students are
superior to programs designed for students of color. I feel like Stockford High did not
really support the dominant culture. (/ think I meant to say that Stockford High does not
support the dominant culture being dominant in our society and in this case, our school)
Now when I say that, I do not mean that Stockford High was all about other cultures but I
feel that they were very equal in which group it supported. I really feel like Stockford
High incorporated multicultural education in all the aspects that I have thus discussed.
In this day in age, multicultural education is very important and is something that
is very much needed. I think the more schools realize who is actually in [attendance] and
how to [meet] their needs so they are not feeling left out is wonderful because that is
what multicultural education is about; including all cultures, including the ones which are
not the dominant. (/ still feel the same way about multicultural education even now as 1
am preparing to become an elementary school teacher. / know I cannot step foot into my
future classroom without knowing how 1 am going to make all my students feel
comfortable in the class. That just won’t happen!)
As I sat down and thought about my educational history, I thought about my
family history and how it relates to some of the readings we did for class. When I read
the article titled “Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” by Peggy McIntosh2 it dawned on
me that it is not just white males who are privileged in this society. In her article she
says, “I think that whites are carefully taught not to recognize white privilege.” I feel like
the same goes for my family and the Haitian culture. My parents moved here about 27
" McIntosh, P. (2002). “White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.” In E. Lee,
D. Menkart, and M. Okazawa-Rey (Eds.), Beyond Heroes and Holidays: A
Practical Guide to K-12 Anti-Racist, Mutlicultural Education and Staff'
Development (2nd ed.). Washington, D.C.: Teaching for Change.
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years ago with my two older brothers in order to make a better life for themselves. Due
to the fact that my parents were able to come to the United States is in fact a privilege for
them because there are many Haitians who wish to do the same, but cannot. My parents
may not know it but in that aspect they are privileged. I feel that my family does not take
the time to recognize the fact that they came from a poverty stricken country and made a
better life for themselves. Just as there are so many African Americans who wish they
were in the same shoe as many whites, other Haitians from Haiti wish they could be in
the same position like Haitians who made it to the United States. Privilege is something
that can be easily forgotten and is quite invisible. Now I am not saying that whites have
the right to say they do not know they are privileged, [what] I am saying is that there is
room for truly taking the time to understand privilege. I can almost guarantee that if I
were to ask my parents if they thought they were privileged at all they would say “no”
and wonder why I was asking such an outrageous question, but the truth is we are. (/
actually had a conversation with my parents and they talked about how blessed they were
and how life for them was not easy, but the fact that they were able to do all the things
they did for their family makes them realize how lucky they are. I like that!)
Like it was stated in class, we all are privileged because we have the opportunity
to be at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. Granted we all got accepted on
different occasions and for different reasons we are all here, able to get an education as
there are some people who do not have that opportunity. There are people who would
give anything just to get an education, and here we are, going to our five 3 credit courses,
having fun along the way.
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On the other hand, there are times where my family and I aren’t that lucky. Due
to our skin color, like McIntosh mentions, we are most of the time oppressed. Skin color
is the first thing that is seen so it is the easiest way to oppress someone. This may be my
personal opinion, but it makes a lot of sense. As I go over the “checklist” that is in the
Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack reading I am just so shocked to see in how many
different ways my family has been treated differently because of the color of my skin.
One of the biggest issues for me on an individual basis is the fact that I am the
only minority in most of my classes here at UMASS. (This has not changed much in
Graduate School as well. Being one of two black students in my cohort is not pleasing. I
didn t like it as an undergraduate and it is not any better now.) This may seem like
something that is not that big of an issue (actually it is big issue!) but when I walk into
my classes I see how much I feel uncomfortable and how in fact my race among other
things is the minority. When I look at the larger picture I feel like my “people” are being
kept down and therefore are not able to get a higher education, thus the reason as to why I
am one of the only black females in the class. Also in the checklist McIntosh talks about
how she need not worry about “shopping alone” because of her skin color and I know for
almost every member in my family, this was always an issue. There were times where
my mom would be watched, my dad, and even my younger sister who was not really at
an age where one usually begins to steal. The privilege here would be able to walk in the
stores with no eyes watching our every move.
Language is also a department in which we are sometimes oppressed and once
again, denied the privilege, which is at times invisible to many white Americans. My
family speaks Haitian Creole and that is the first language of my parents as well as my
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brothers. For a long time, there was a period where everyone in my family was depressed
because when it came to their accents, they were either made fun of or denied positions.
My father came from Haiti with a great deal of knowledge in a top paying field. When it
came time for the interview he told me that most of the employers rejected him on the
spot for both (1) his skin color and (2) the fact that his English was not perfect, revealing
that he was not from here. Basically what I understood about the article is the idea that
privilege is invisible, but is also something that everyone has. In some cases, it might be
more apparent and visible to some than to others, but it still exists!
Bilingual education is a serious issue for me because I grew up speaking two very
different languages and lived with parents who struggled to learn English. My parents
and older brothers came to the United States not speaking a lick of English. With the
help of friends and co-workers my parents were able to learn the language in order to
work. The more English they spoke, the better. Slowly but surely my parents learned
English and worked their minimum wage jobs. I really enjoyed the article “My people
made it without bilingual education, why can’t your people do the same thing?” I am
pretty sure that is not the full title, but it is along those lines. What interested me the
most was the fact that it examined how bilingual education was not really needed in the
past, when immigrants came to the United States. “The willingness to work” is all that
was needed to succeed in the United States. In a good way though, that is not the case
now. Now more than ever, a degree higher than a high school diploma is needed to make
it into the economic world. If you cannot speak English, how can you graduate from high
school? This is where the debate of bilingual education comes into play. When my
brothers came here they were put into bilingual education classes. In these classes they
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spoke Haitian Creole. Everything that was taught was taught in Haitian Creole with
some lessons in English. My brother would joke around and say that the cartoon
Inspectoi Gadget taught him how to speak English, but I know he was lying to me
about that one. My brothers spent only three years in bilingual education and from then
on, were only in English classes. If they did not have the opportunity to first, feel
comfortable with their own language, they would not have been able to learn English.
They certainly would have had more problems if they were just thrown into the allEnglish classes and expected to pick up the language. In order for us to have successful
individuals in society, we need to accommodate for those who need an extra step.
The problem with privilege is that it brings negative effects on things such as
employment and schooling. If a person is denied a position due to the fact that he or she
is not privileged then issues such as racism begin to be brought up. Oppressing really is
basically repeating history. We have come a long way in the sense of racism, classism
and sexism and for us to continue to live in a world where this is still going on is a
problem. It shows that our country has not in fact moved on and understood the concept
that not all are “privileged" as they would like to be. In terms of schooling, oppression
would also have a negative effect on generations because it would be an ongoing cycle of
oppression.
My educational history made me realize that I am very fortunate to come from a
city that celebrates diversity, but my family history has made me realize that there are
people and groups still being oppressed because of many different reasons. If there could
be more people like Peggy McIntosh who are willing to examine their lives and see that
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we are living in a world that still keeps people down as opposed to bringing them up, then
this world would actually be taking a stand and forgetting about what happened in
history.

Decolonizing Pedagogy: Cleo’s Performance
Back at the Haitian restaurant with Cleo and Laila, I asked Cleo to share her
critical personal/decolonizing moment/s. For Cleo it was her experience with critical
performative pedagogy (Harman & French, 2004). Ruth Harman and I had been doing
critical performative pedagogy in the Introduction to Multicultural Education course for
several years and each semester it changed with the needs and issues addressed by
students, as well as with current events.
For the Fall 2005 course, we developed the lesson around segregation and the
Rosa Parks myth (which we had presented at a national conference). Our rationale for
this event was to imaginatively and experientially delve into scenarios that related to
specific sociopolitical and historical events, where students could begin to understand the
complexity and multidimensional nature of history. Our hopes were that the results of
participatory and performative instruction would generate interest in readdressing issues
of social justice. Our objectives were to connect concepts of segregation to distortions or
absences ol marginalized voices in American History texts, and to explore the complexity
of Rosa Parks s involvement in the Civil Rights Movement.
Another component ot critical performative pedagogy is the potential for personal
transformation, because the physical process engages students in an exploration of their
own marginalization or that ol others. These activities of embodiment and the conceptual
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framework behind them have been developed by the Theater of the Oppressed (Boal,
1979). In our critical performative practice we invited students to reflect on their own
connection between a body sculpture exercise and how Rosa Parks may have felt about
having the story ol her struggle distorted in literature. We then asked students to journal
about other examples of domination or marginalization. For Cleo this was a
transformative moment, and the outcomes pushed her thinking about her racialized
identity and later challenged her in thinking about how “Others” are marginalized as well.
One of the methods used to get students to embody the experience of
marginalization is through forum-theater. Our critical performative pedagogy started with
body sculptures. These body sculptures were steps that led to forum theater. Each student
stood across from a partner. Through mirroring or physically moving their partner, they
created silent body images, much like museum sculptures, to represent opposing
emotions that the group generated as explorations of oppression and hopeful outcomes.
Based on the opposing emotions (like frustration and comfort in Cleo’s class) the partners
sculpted these emotions on each other, but took ownership of one of them. After this
initial activity partners then joined another partnership and one member of the group
sculpted a group body sculpture with a master narrative based on a story (or compilation
of stories) created through the journaling. The next step was to create a scenario with
words and Cleo and her group members sculpted and preformed a scenario focused on a
racist event at an ice cream parlor. Cleo said,
I think a critical personal moment for [me was/ when we had the
class and lRuth] came in and we had to act out different things
without speaking. They were still moments. It started off with one
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person having an idea and [we] had to mold [each other] into the
different shapes. We had to try to figure out what scenario [they]
were trying to show us. At the end we had to present as a group and
show one to the class. And we [Laila and Cleo] showed them [the
time] [we] were standing, getting ice cream and the White couple
behind us just came and pushed us away like we didn ’t mean
anything. And we both got upset, but I got irate. And I felt like the
class understood at that moment that this stuff happens on a regular
basis. ~ Cleo (Interview)
At the end of the course, shortly after we finished the critical performative pedagogy
lesson, I received this journal reflection from Cleo:
In any case, I wanted to elaborate more on the last class we had with the
“ molding/sculpting” exercise... I wanted to let you know how much of an
impact the exercise had on me. I really was able to understand the effects
it was supposed to have. When we determined the emotions that we were
going to deal with, I automatically knew that I wanted to have the
"frustrated” emotion because I felt that it was the easiest emotion to
structure and form. What I did not realize was the fact that I felt this
emotion on a regular basis, especially here at UMASS. What was funny
though was the fact that Stephanie had the “comfort” emotion and when
we both took back lour] emotions, I got really frustrated. I just imagined
her comfortable in every aspect of life because she is White, but for me
that is a different story. I had no idea how frustrated I was with a lot of
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things that were going on in my life and here at school... Due to the color
of my skin, I am unable to feel that sense of comfort Stephanie is able to
feel.

I just imagined her and the rest of the white students I encounter

with on a regular basis who are comfortable because everything comes
easy to them, and it is not the same for me. I was really glad that we were
able to experience that activity because it really made me not only express
my feelings but also face these feelings. 1 also liked the fact that we took it
to an even larger scale when we broke up into the groups and added
words and created an entire scenario for the emotions we had to display.
-Cleo (journal)
This sculpting activity and performance provided Cleo with a venue to explore
emotions she had not consciously engaged with in terms of her racialized identity.
Through her own involvement in the activity and her connection to marginalization
through enfleshment, Cleo was able to embody the feelings of privilege that most
White students experience in terms of feeling comfortable as “normal,” at the same
time she was able to tap into her deeply embedded feelings of frustration being a Black
woman on a predominantly White campus. In addition, through the ice cream parlor
performance on racism, Cleo felt that White students, even for a moment, understood
discrimination and developed an awareness or consciousness about discrimination and
the distortion of racialized identity of their Black classmates that they may not have
understood before.
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Connected to her experience with critical performative pedagogy, during our
interview Cleo voiced one of her concerns coming into the class, similar to her concerns
entering most classes at a predominantly White institution. She said,
/ knew Laila and I would be one of the only two Black minority students in

the class. I was concerned with ignorance. That is one of the things that I
am always concerned with when taking an education course because there
are not a lot of minorities already, and there are not a lot in the education
field. So we'd be in class with just the two of us and everyone else. And the
biggest concern would be how ignorant are they going to be, not whether
or not they are going to be ignorant. How offended am I going to feel?
How am I going to feel when 1 walk out of the classroom ? Most students
don’t have to worry about those things. ~ Cleo (journal)
Cleo reflected back to a class she had taken where a discussion of feelings
and perceptions about race came up among students and the instructor. She shared
that:
I was explaining to the class that when 1 walk around the campus I'm
automatically thinking what your thoughts are about me and if you have
any negative perceptions of me. When I am driving a car down the street
and 1 get pulled over, I am worrying about what the police are thinking. Is
he only pulling me over because I am Black? You don ’t have to worry
about those things. You don t even know or understand my feelings.
No one would talk to me in that class. . .
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If I have to be uncomfortable in class (giggling), / sure as heck am going
to make you uncomfortable too. ...
I am not going to go home and cry (in a serious tone). ~ Cleo (interview)
Later Cleo came back to this concern and rechanneled this frustration into hopefulness in
terms of her future as a teacher. She said,
... Having multicultural education throughout the school year as opposed
to one week, one month, or today we are going to read this book. . . It
might be a challenge, but I think sticking with it is what we have to do.
[Multicultural education J is important, so we can send students to
college... to be open, so they don 7 have to be close-minded. So we won 7
have to have these classes where we have to break stuff down or send
someone home crying. Where everyone would just be understanding. It
starts young. You have to give them that mindset, young! ~ Cleo
(interview)
In connection with critical performative pedagogy and the embodied experience
of privilege and racism that led her to sustain the overall principles or goals of
multicultural education as pervasive, basic education for all students for social justice,
and critical pedagogy, Cleo also focused on the issues of revisiting U.S. history. She was
particularly moved by our course readings and activities around Christopher Columbus.
She wrote:
I think this is what upsets me the most. To know that this man went to
Hispaniola lHaiti and the Dominican Republic], and killed all the
[Indigenous/ people there, took their money and brought [Africans] into
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slavery (later to become the first black independent nation). [When]
people realize what he did, how can they still feel that he deserves a day
for himself He, Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and George
Washington are the only men who have days used to commemorate their
births, so why are we commemorating someone who created such
problems?- Cleo (journal)
After reading about the myths of Thanksgiving and the real history of Plimoth Plantation
and the Puritans, she wrote
It really makes you sit and think “wow, what else could they have lied to
me about in school? ” But then I think of how African American leaders
are not even represented to the fullest like Martin Luther King Jr. In
school we are only taught about the fact that he had a dream and that
dream was for people to live in this world discrimination free. The
problem is that there is so much about MLK that we do not know, or better
[yet], things that we were not taught. It just makes me so upset. - Cleo
(journal)
After Cleo experienced the importance of understanding how history has been distorted
or ignored through embodied activities, she grappled with how to present this
knowledge or rethinking of history. These concerns create challenges as she prepares to
go into the classroom, Cleo said,
/ have just been thinking about it, I am going to be in the public school
where they're going to give me a set curriculum that they are going to want
me to follow. For me Christopher Columbus is a very big issue, and I am
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just trying to decipher what I am supposed to do about that. This is what I
believe, but what am I going to say to my students. . .Am I going to
jeopardize my job ? Is someone going to say,
“You didn 7 put up your pictures of the boat on the bulletin, is there a
problem ? ”
“ Um, yah, 1 don 7 believe in that whole Christopher Columbus thing. ”
It's hard. ~ Cleo (interview)
Although Cleo voiced her concerns about actually doing multicultural education,
in terms of the structures of schools that may prevent critical pedagogy, she remains
actively hopeful. This is evident in her future goals. Cleo wants to eventually become a
principal and later superintendent where she will have the power to make the changes
needed in public schools today.
Eventually I want to be a principal. ... That's what I want to do. The goal is
to be a part of the administration. I want to impact my kids, but I need to go
and change other minds up there. . . The ones that are dictating to us what
we need to do. ~ Cleo (interview)
Through Cleo’s critical personal narratives we get a snapshot of her experiences
and thoughts as they pertain to the Introduction to Multicultural Education course, as
well as the issues these kinds of courses raise. For Cleo, decolonizing pedagogy, like
critical performative pedagogy or the ways educators create critical thinking practices
among students around issues of history, had specific importance to her. Through these
activities she was able to delve deeper into her own experiences belonging to
marginalized communities, and then take those embodied practices and apply them in
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other contexts such as Native issues through rethinking Thanksgiving and finding ways to
understand privilege and heal her own frustrations as someone who does not have the
luxury of being comfortable in her academic surroundings. And through these
experiences she found peace, a sense of social justice, by providing mainstream students
or those who benefit from neocolonialism a glimpse into her experiences. And despite the
obstacles that plague her, she continues to fight for a better future for children, like
herself, challenging the system that she struggles with today.

Chapter Summary
In this Chapter the thoughtful candid voices of Laila and Cleo, student-researchers
involved in one section of the Introduction to Multicultural Education course, were
honored and recentered. These critical personal narratives were based on a course
assignment created to assist students in placing themselves in history through their
families’ (family defined by each student) educational experiences and through
interviews and analysis. Their critical personal narratives provided us with a snapshot, or
a multivocal subjective view of their personhood, a frame of reference as we explored
their requests for the future of multicultural teacher education from a decolonizing lens.
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CHAPTER 6
CHALLENGING NOTIONS OF THE NEOCOLONIAL:
DECOLONIZING ANALYSIS OF
CRITICAL PERSONAL NARRATIVES

The intellectual activity of defining decolonizing theory and applying this theory;
sparked my interest at the possibilities of co-creating a decolonizing study/ dissertation.
But after gathering these critical personal narratives, I began to struggle with applying
an analysis that didn tfall into the “traditional" rather than “organic ” realm of
intelledualism or research (Gramsci, 1971). What I mean is that 1 didn 7 want to talk-the
talk of decolonizing theory’ without walking-the-walk, but finding models of decolonizing
analysis to emulate was difficult particularly in multicultural contexts.
Originally, I planned on primarily incorporating Carspecken’s (1996) stages of
critical ethnography, but I began questioning whether 1 was trying too hard to follow a
"legitimate" form of critical ethnographic and qualitative research that includes
positionality, collaboration, and authorship (Foley & Valenzuela, 2005). On one hand 1
had been writing, reading, collaborating, on the other I had been re-writing, re-reading
while developing relationships, learning, reimagining, and dreaming about the future of
multicultural teacher education through the lenses of my co-researchers and
decolonizing theory. Because 1 have been transformed by this experience and my coresearchers' voices, the idea of following set stages of analysis seemed artificial or
forced. It resonated more with traditional or Western notions of data collection and
analysis, rather than a decolonizing or transformative organic processes.
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This intellectual struggle was compounded by trying to situate this study within a
linear discourse models rather than something more conducive to a spiral discourse
model developed by Maori decolonizing theorists (Bishop, 2005). In the spiral discourse
model, ethical, respectful, and collaborative relationships are developed naturally by
valuing the participant-researchers' voices. Also, research and analysis are never
complete. There is always room to reimagine, adapt, change positions, develop,
negotiate, and come to some form of meaning making that can be reconstructed through
time and context.
Without discounting Carspecken ’s stages which I found informative and useful, I
could not simply applying them without applying decolonial research methods of data
collection and analysis. In essence without a decolonizing analytic model, I would
discredit the development or understanding of what it means to decolonize research.
Honoring the possibilities that arose from this work not just as an intellectual excursion
became part of the overall goals. Because social change, key to decolonization, begins
with reimagining the world... and in this study it is also reimagining the world of
analysis. In fact, some research has shown that traditional uses of coding and analysis
are not that useful when putting new ideas into practice (Bishop, 2005). What does make
a difference are the lenses through which the reader filters new information, that is,
through their own experiences, knowledge, feelings, and intuitions (Ballard, 1994). And
what better way to elicit potentially transformative dialog than through critical personal
narratives, a collaborative storying? (Bishop, 2005)
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Having enveloped my research in an Indigenous and neocolonial decolonizing
theoretical framework created its own challenges as I applied my new knowledge in
cross-cultural contexts, rather than within my own Indigenous communities. Because I
identify as an Indigenous/exogenous researcher, my hybrid identity may have more
relevance toward my passion for multicultural teacher education and the possibilities of
creating hybrid spaces for the Indigenous, the neocolonized, and those who benefit from
neocolonialism. This hybridity compels me to act as a decolonizing organiccollaborative-intellectual that respects the perspectives of preservice scholars, their
multiple identities and our collaborative mission together so that our perspectives can be
heard, seen and thought about by students, teachers, and academics from all
communities.
In terms of continuing the decolonizing analysis of the Intergenerational Family
Education History projects and interviews of Colleen and Maya, I would like to engage,
challenge, and problematize the labels these two student-researchers would generally be
associated with, that is, simply as those who benefit from neocolonialism. Similar to the
placement of Laila and Cleo’s narratives within this study as intentionally positioned in
an effort to recenter their voices and experiences much like their experiences in the
course, I do not causally identify Maya and Colleen as neocolonizers. Deeper reflection
on both Laila and Cleo's narratives problematized notions of race and racialized identities
that we encountered in Chapter Five. Although these young scholars struggle with the
limitations that others use to racialize them, they have much more complex identities
which reflect a decolonizing analysis. From this decolonizing position, I would like to
continue to engage with the complexities and multiple identities that Colleen and Maya
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bring to this research. They are both committed to social justice education and teaching
and both have valid reasons and entry points that connect them to the decolonizing
process.

Colleen’s Critical Personal Narrative
I am currently living in Nashville, Tennessee while I pursue a M.Ed. in Secondary
Education with a concentration in English Education through Vanderbilt University. As I
near the completion of my program, I am beginning student-teaching under tw’o master
teachers. One is an 8th grade Language Arts teacher in a Nashville suburb and the other
an 11th grade pre-AP English teacher in Metro Nashville.

In my family, education is an important part of life. It is through education that
members of my family have been able to improve the quality of life for their children, for
generations. The majority of my family is working to middle class, devout Irish
Catholics. It was through hard work, the persistence to overcome fiscal obstacles and
unsupportive families, and the privileges of being white Christians that my parents have
obtained high levels of education. As a result of their education they are able to
comfortably support my brother, sister and me. Education has been the pathway through
which my family has been able to succeed in America, and more specifically Western
Massachusetts.
Unfortunately, my family has limited information regarding the experiences of
our ancestors. When interviewing my parents I learned that although our ethnicity is
known (Irish), there is virtually no information about when my ancestors first came to

America. What I do know is that my ancestors settled in America long before the Irish
Potato Famine of the late 1840s. They came from Western Ireland, which made traveling
across the Atlantic an accessible option. Since immigrating to America my family has
received the privileges ol being members ol dominant social constructs and has been
consistently well educated.
(When writing this I was just beginning to understand and accept white privilege
as a concept and i eality in my life; this was not an easy task. Once I felt I understood
white privilege, I was quick to assume that privilege had always scaffolded the success of
my ancestors. However, I failed to recognize the complexities of power and oppression
specifically related to the analysis of my ancestors' experiences. Since moving to the
South I have come to appreciate the biases and prejudices held by some against
Catholics. Having been raised in an environment rich with Catholic tradition, ideals, and
culture, 1 never imagined that people would be prejudiced toward Catholic individuals as
opposed to the institution of the church. Through a few, minute experiences of feeling
judged based on my upbringing 1 believe I may have overestimated the amount of
privilege awarded to my ancestors, while minimizing the struggles they endured. I've
come to understand, via experience and education, that privileges as well as oppression
are largely multilayered.)
While interviewing my dad, I learned about the level of education that my
grandparents and parents received, as well as where each person attended school. My
dad’s father, who died nearly 40 years ago, grew up in eastern Massachusetts and
attended public school for the entirety of his education. He later attended a trade school
and became a sales engineer. As a sales engineer my dad’s father was able to support his
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lower-middle class family, which included his wife and five children. My dad's mother,
who I have also never met, grew up outside of Boston, too. She received a high school
diploma before settling down and starting a family. After my dad’s father’s death my
dad’s mother needed to find work in order to feed her large family. She moved her
family to Western Massachusetts in 1967, shortly after her husband’s death, where she
worked as a housekeeper for a church and made barely enough money to support herself
and my dad, the youngest child by ten years and the only child living at home.
Conversely, the experiences and educational opportunities available on the
maternal side of the family are drastically different. My nana, the only grandparent my
siblings and I have ever known, lived in an urban Western Massachusetts community her
entire life. She attended public school through the eighth grade and recalled the city and
its schools being much different than the poverty she sees there today. During her
schooling the school’s students and faculty was entirely white Christian people. For high
school she attended a free Catholic school whose population was entirely white. After
graduation my nana left for New York City and earned an associates degree, which
trained her to become a Lab Technician. The opportunities for higher education were
limited for my nana, because she was woman. But she never lost her desire to learn and is
one of the most intelligent people to know.
(It wasn 't surprising to learn that my grandparents lived in highly homogeneous
environments. Learning this explains a great deal about Irish traditions practiced in my
family, the importance and influence of the Catholic Church, and the well-held
stereotypes (namely related to race and sexual orientation) that some of my extended
family believe as truths.)
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Despite growing up in considerably different environments, financially speaking,
mv parents pursued higher education. Similarly they both moved forward without the
support of the parents, who were overwhelmed with personal conflicts. My mom spent
her entire life in Massachusetts. She attended only Catholic schools, which were tuition
free at the time. In an experience mirroring her mother’s, each of my mom's schools was
entirely white and Catholic. My dad attended numerous elementary schools in the Boston
area and Springfield; most of which were public. However, for high school he chose to
attend the city s Catholic school, where he met and began dating my mom.
While talking with my dad I asked him what his schooling experience was like.
He described his schools, with the exception of one junior high, as being all white,
working class, Christian families. His classes were all large and the work consisted of
mostly word problems: “[in school] we just did word problems.” My parents only had
white teachers who were all Catholic.
Upon graduating from high school my parents pursued higher education. My
mom chose to attend a state college and earn degrees in Education and Reading. She
received some financial support and little encouragement from her family because they
saw little value in spending money for her to become a teacher. Despite these setbacks
she earned both a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree. My mom went on to become a highly
respected and skilled teacher. My dad attended a small, private college near his home and
did not have to pay; government aid and scholarships paid his way. He and his mom were
extremely poor and he received most of his financial assistance from the federal
government. He was also given private and merit scholarships, which made it possible for
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him to attend college. He earned his bachelors of business degree. After working for
several years at a local accounting firm he saved enough money and took out loans to
finance earning his MBA.
While talking with my dad I was curious if he thought being a white male
impacted his access and opportunity to receive a college education. I respectfully
questioned him and he responded by saying, “most of the money [scholarships] came
from the federal government and I don’t remember being asked about my race on those
forms. The other scholarships ... they were all need based. I also started school with a
football scholarship and the team was diverse. I don’t think [race] had an impact.” I was
unable to access any more information regarding my parents’ educational experience.
They are both kind, loving people who have a stoic outlook on life and as a result are
typically uncomfortable reflecting on the past; getting information from them can be
challenging. In the end it is not a surprise for me to learn that my parents were educated
in homogenous environments and aside from my dad’s financial disadvantages both
received the privileges of being white and Christian in America.
(Knowing that my parents are generally open-minded and honest, it was initially
hard to understand how my dad didn ’t see the potential for privilege to have aided his
success. From my own struggle toward understanding privilege, I can appreciate how
difficult it can be to accept privilege and recognize its role in supporting one's hard
work. Having attended and worked at schools in privileged communities, I have
witnessed the reluctance and resistance of many people in regard to discussing and
acknowledging privilege. As a student- teacher l am working in one of these communities
and observing teachers who are dedicated to creating multicultural curriculums despite a
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Uuk of diversity in the community. I have also observed those who view multicultural
lessons as obligations and lacking relevance for their students; a reality that is
frustrating.)
Having been able to succeed as a result of higher education, my parents have
always stressed the importance of succeeding academically. As a child, my family moved
several times and I attended a handful of schools. During a conversation with my dad I
learned that my parents carefully researched school systems in the areas where we moved
to and that the quality of the public schools was the deciding factor for moving to each
town. The schools that I attended were deliberately chosen by my parents who believed
that these schools would give me the greatest access to a quality education. The freedom
my parents had to pick and choose where to live and what schools to send us to are
obvious examples of the opportunities that privilege allows.
(While writing this I didn't understand the significance of having the power to
choose where your children go to school; youthful naivety. However, since working in
another Southern community, one that is overwhelmed by poverty, lack of opportunities,
and disempowered by pervasive racism, I have witnessed the heartache of good parents
who want but can ’t achieve the best for their children. Thanks to the opportunities and
assistance my father received, he was able to raise his family in an environment of
privilege. 1 now attend a university with peers for whom my privilege appears miniscule.
As a result, little classroom discussion is focused on privilege and embedded prejudices
that thrive in those communities. In Kristen’s class we discussed privilege and
recognizing our own prejudices through rich and candid discussions. I was certainly
discouraged to realize that such discussions met strong resistance, especially in the
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realm of education centered academia. However, this shouldn 7 surprise me because the
more time l spend in schools (as student and student-teacher) the more I have to believe
them to be environments that reinforce social injustice as opposed to resist it.)
Throughout my life I have had the advantage of unknowingly receiving many
social privileges. I have always been in school environments where groups that I identify
with have been in the majority, regardless of living in four western Massachusetts towns
and a suburb of Chicago. All of my schools appeared to recognize holidays, beliefs, and
values that my family honors. My classmates in grades K-12 were nearly all white. The
largest degree of diversity came from the population’s varying religious backgrounds;
some people were Jewish, some Muslim, some Mormon, many Protestant, and mostly
Catholic. The faculty in my schools were all white, mostly Christian, and predominately
women. My schools were virtually void of multicultural education. I attended schools
that closely resemble the unsatisfactory schools that glorified WASP history and are
described in James Loewen’s Lies My Teacher Told Me4. In fairness, my high school
attempted to incorporate assemblies centered on tolerance and diversity. One that I
remember recognized the struggles of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender students.
However, this assembly encountered lots of resistance from students, parents, and
faculty. The reaction by the community sent an obvious message that GLBT students
and community members were not welcome. Regardless of the actions and words of
those in my schools, tolerance was stressed. In the communities I’ve been a part of,
people who represented groups in the minority were rarely recognized and white, and
Christian American was subtly perceived as culturally superior.
Loewen, J. (1994). Lies My Teacher Told Me: Everything Your History Text Book Got
Wrong. New York: Touchstone.
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In terms of social class my schools all had unique make ups. My first school
consisted of many working class families as well as middle class. My other elementary
school was brand new and built in a middle class neighborhood, but students living in
subsidized housing were in the school zone as well. Looking back on the class of my
elementary classmates I remember a handful of children who came from low-income
families. I think I remember those students, almost all by name, because they were
always my partners in classroom gift exchanges; it was not until years later that I noticed
this pattern. It makes me happy that at such a young age my teachers could sense that
material things and class were not important to me. As a kid, I remember urging my mom
to spend a little more on Julie, a girl who often wore the same clothes days in a row and
smelled of cigarette smoke, for our Yankee Swap and not being bothered when I received
a golden angel ornament with a broken wing; I insisted that it go on our Christmas tree
that year. This specific memory was probably one of my first encounters with class
differences and I am certainly proud of the little girl I was then. After moving, each of
my other schools consisted of students coming from mainly upper-middle class families.
In regard to the make-up of educational communities, my experience is vastly similar to
that of my parents and my ancestors.
My first memories of tracking are from the sixth grade. I was new student at a
large middle school. I started school there in early November and was placed on the
lower track because my records had not yet arrived from my previous schools. The idea
was that I would begin in the lower level classes and be moved to the appropriate level
after my respective teachers had sufficient time to observe me. The school’s “plan” only
allowed me to advance if I showed signs of success in my classes. Upon reflection, this
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makes no sense to me because the curriculum in Illinois did not match up with that of my
schools in Massachusetts; I was bound to fall short. I initially remained in the lower track
because of my lack of knowledge and not because of my abilities. However, after
spending some months in the low classes I began to believe that I was dumb and gave up.
My attitude is what kept me on the low track. I remained in low-level classes until my
sophomore year of high school. Proudly, I went on to graduate with a 4.0 GPA, a
member of the National Honors Society, and having successfully completed three
Advanced Placement classes. It makes me proud to look back and say “I showed them,”
but at the same time I think of all those students who are unlike me and were not given
opportunities to succeed.
(.Reflecting on this from my new lens, that of an educator, I am reminded of my
experiences and realizing that even small moments of affirming a student's identity can
be highly influential in maintaining student motivation and promoting academic success.
Children need to feel a sense of belonging and all children should feel like important and
valued members of their schools; unfortunately this is not the reality of many students. It
should be something that entire schools work toward collaboratively. Unfortunately,
despite learning about the value of respecting identity and incorporating an array of
cultures into learning for all students, it has been more difficult to learn how to
structurally enact this practice beyond the compartmentalized classroom.)
Throughout the course of my education I have received many privileges due to no
actions of my own. Being white, Christian, American born, and of the middle-class I have
been given multiple changes and opportunities to achieve success in life. Peggy
McIntosh’s “Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” brought to light all the areas where my
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identities have given me an advantage and areas where I’ve encountered oppression.
However, I have found that being a woman has at different times presented me with
challenges that directly affected my ability to succeed academically. I had few academic
problems before reaching the fifth grade. However, in fifth grade my teacher treated
female students as if they were not as intelligent as their male peers, especially in math.
Specifically, I remember the class being filled with word problems. I had great difficulty
with word problems; I am a slow reader and had trouble keeping up with the class. I
never received any support from my teacher and my parents were forced to help me stay
on track at home. Also, boys in our class were encouraged to participate and allowed to
act out, while girls were expected to remain quiet or be deemed as disruptive. It was in
fifth grade that I first became aware of inequities that exist regarding gender in our
society.
Furthermore, experiences I had while in middle school continued to convince me
of the injustice toward women. Occurring simultaneously with my adjusting to sixth
grade in Illinois and being suddenly placed on a low academic track I was [physically]
abused by a coach in school. Compounded with the stresses of moving and feelings of
confusion my behavior and academic performance declined, but no attention was brought
to the issue [of my change in behavior] because teachers knew little about me and my
family assumed I was “being a teen”. This [teacher] was able to convince me that as a
woman I was inferior to men, unintelligent, and powerless; with [personal] work I am
unlearning these deeply engrained assumptions. I do believe that if I were male this [kind
of] abuse would not have occurred because he was a girls’ soccer coach. My acting out
would most likely have been more noticeable in my family if I was a boy. Boys are
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encouraged to release their feelings and girls are not. As a result of these events I no
longer felt safe in schools and no longer trusted any male teachers, coaches, or
counselors. I was and am slow to become involved in classes that are taught by men; I sit
near the door, talk little, rarely ask questions, and never stay after class for help. In high
school my male teachers often reported that I had attitude problems and in my school
students with attitude problems were teased mercilessly by teachers, especially male
teachers. To this day I still get uncomfortable in classes taught by men and only stay after
or go to office hours if absolutely necessary. Being a woman has presented me with many
hidden obstacles to overcome in order to achieve the level of success that I strive for.
(Reading the previous paragraph makes me smile. At the time I wasn 7 quite sure
why I included it, but having done so has given the opportunity to see my own growth. 1
have gained a sense of confidence and a stronger sense of identity thanks to professors
and mentors taking the time to get to know me, encourage me, and believe in me. 1 no
longer search out a “safe seat ” in a classroom and I do not reserve my opinions in
classes taught by men; in fact many respond awkwardly to this outspoken female. 1 now
feel empowered as a student, which is a remarkable feeling. Having had my power taken
from me by a trusted adult in school directly resulted in my acting out and becoming a
target for negative attention from teachers. I know how school can be a negative
experience for some students, even those who on many levels are privileged. I also know
that school can be the place where all students can learn about and understand their
value and potential. As a result of people taking the time to get to know me I was able to
feel safe and valued in the classroom and succeed academically and personally. As a
future English teacher, 1 see nothing but value in taking the opportunity to know my
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students and create learning environments that help them to realize their own value and
develop theii own voice. I can t help but think of the many teachers who do not take the
time to get to know me and as a result I struggled to find my way as a student.
Fortunately, late in high school and in college, teachers, professors, and mentors took
steps to make me feel, safe, respected, and valued for the person I am. They taught and
helped me to take academic risks, develop a voice and opinions, and ultimately learn; Fm
grateful for those people; they used their power to help me to succeed.
In my experience as a pre-service teacher, I see my peers potentially
underestimating the amount of power teachers have not only in the classroom, but in
shaping students' self-concepts and futures. In recent classes, I have rarely been asked to
examine power structures in the classroom. In middle school, had someone been
convincing me of the power I have 1 may have been more equipped to face the challenges
in my life. In these classes issues related to power were often rushed through if brought
up at all. In my experience and opinion, avoiding the reality of power is not only a great
disserxhce to future students, but dangerous as well.)
Throughout my schooling and life I have had many privileges, as have members
of my family. In talking with them I realized that they had little knowledge of how of
how race, religion, class, and gender positively impact their lives. In fairness, I have only
recently become aware of such privileges in my own life. These privileges do not take
away from the hard work of my ancestors or parents, but they do make me aware of the
oppression and challenges that others had to overcome to achieve similar success. My
experiences of being hurt give me a certain insight into what others’ experiences of being
victimized may be like. And it is those experiences that allow me, as a privileged woman
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to know that injustice exists and that America is not as flawless as many privileged
people may want to believe. I am thankful that I have had the opportunity to succeed
academically and attend college. I view my education as a tool for me to overcome
obstacles and prove to myself and others that despite what they may believe I am capable
and will succeed.

Decolonizing from the Inside/Out: Colleen's Soliloquy
Eager to see Colleen for the last time in Massachusetts, I dashed through a
torrential downpour to meet her at a local restaurant and pub. Sopping wet, I wiped the
rain from my eyes and saw Colleen waiting at a small table toward the back. I couldn’t
help but feel excited for her as she was on the eve of her journey to graduate school. And
a journey it was, indeed, as she would be driving from her home in Western
Massachusetts to Nashville, Tennessee. She was taking a brave step into the unknown
after she decided on a program of study that would value her critical thinking and provide
her with a unique educational experience that would, yet again, push her to view the
world from multiple perspectives. Although I couldn’t have been happier for her, I would
definitely miss our conversations over coffee. Colleen and I attempted to frequent as
many local cafes as we could in our effort to stay connected after she had finished our
class a year earlier.
There was an air of excitement about Colleen as we started to talk about my
research, her trip and finally the interview. In a sense, our conversation leading up to her
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critical personal decolonizing/ moments seemed like a cathartic releasing as she was
moving into a new academic life that would lead her to her goal of becoming a teacher
lor social justice. After a short, thoughtful pause, she said.
The whole course made me look at things that I had never been
encouraged to look at before. ~ Colleen (interview)
This was also reflected in Colleens Multicultural Plan of Action, when she wrote
I was challenged by trying to view issues from a perspective that was
different from my family and community' view of the world.
This statement included the development of her own narratives. Having a safe
space where she was asked to think about her own perceptions or experiences in
connection with the readings, or exploring her own sociopolitical and historical
development as seen in her Intergenerational Family Education History project, provided
an opportunity for her to grow.
The educational narratives were really good. I think that's what made
me want to be an English teacher. [The] reflections and journals that we
did were really important because not too many people ask you things.
People go around in their day-to-day stuff, but they don't really ask
people what they are thinking. 1 think that 1 really enjoyed having a
space for that. I enjoyed having a place to tell “my story. ” It made me
feel more connected to the class. ~ Colleen (interview and journal)
Colleen, a critical thinker, had met her own resistances when trying to
communicate with people close to her about issues she struggled to understand.
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I find issues regarding race and social identity to be extremely
frustrating, mostly because they are issues that cause enormous problems
and do not have clear-cut solutions. Because these topics frustrate and
thus interest me, I constantly find myself asking questions or pointing out
observations that I've had to friends and my family. It’s often a mood
killer. My family is never en thused by the idea of talking about race and
social inequalities; they seem to get uncomfortable with the topics. My
friends, many of whom describe themselves as “open minded" and
“liberal, " also prefer to ignore questions and avoid dialog. I often run
into dead ends trying to form an understanding of how our world works
outside of White America. Nevertheless, I keep trying. ~ Colleen (journal)
Colleen kept trying to engage with and understand issues of inequity by placing
herself in challenging positions where she had to shed some of her own privileges. In
fact, the first day I met Colleen she outwardly expressed her apprehension in taking our
course. This was based on a previous university experience that took a negative approach
to engaging those with privilege about issues of injustice in education. She reflected that:
The class that I took before sucked!... It was very text [orientated]. It
wasn ’t facilitated well. So if you didn ’t agree with the mainstream opinion
or questioned it... I don’t know... I left the class pissed off a lot. It bashed
and blamed the privileged. That doesn ’t really do anything. It just wasn ’t
beneficial at all. So yah, I was very skeptical coming into THIS class. But,
it was different, it was facilitated in a much gentler way. ~ Colleen
(interview)
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In a sense, her previous experience left Colleen wounded. When asked if that had been
her only multicultural education class she said,
/ would definitely feel very differently. 1 took that class very early when I
came to the /university'/. So I was in a very defensive mode. 1 think it would
have been a longer process in terms of coming around. I am much less
defensive... It would have been a longer battle. - Colleen (interview)
She also complicates the issue by stating at the end of the course that,
/ am a perfect example of how a person cannot be forced into looking at
multicultural issues through a critical lens; my horrible experience in [the other
course] supports this. A person has to be ready and open to critically reflect on
their place and experience in the world, as well as the experiences of others. ~
Colleen (plan of action)
So while her prior experience in an education course on diversity left her feeling
leery of multicultural education and angry, she didn’t stop there. One of the reasons she
tried again was because she truly wanted to “get it.”
/ am not really good about keeping my mouth shut. (In that other class 1
didn 7 make many friends. ) I have become more tactful, but I was worried
about being judged and ganged up on [in our course]. ...Everything was
very new to me so I was just like a little kid trying to figure stuff out. I
think I was just nervous that the environment wouldn 7 be conducive to
that. I was concerned about “getting it ” because I really wanted to “get
it ”. Now, l think / got it (giggles) ....I remember saying things in class that
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I wouldn 7 say today, because I have grown. I have revamped what 1 think.
~ Colleen (interview)
One of the ways that Colleen started to revamp her thinking was through her
development of critical thinking skills by learning how to see the world through multiple
perspectives. Based on our activity of putting Columbus on Trial, having readings on
revisiting U.S. history, and exploring educational inequities from a variety of
viewpoints, she said,
I have never, ever, EVER been encouraged to look at things from
[multiple] perspective[s] and it is so much more conducive to who I am. ~
Colleen (interview)
Another key to Colleen’s emerging multicultural identity was through the
challenging of binary thinking about contemporary issues, particularly around the
issue of immigration. We had explored immigration through critical performative
pedagogy, and several students attended a rally in support of families deeply
affected by the policies and practices that oppress immigrants who live, work, go
to school and contribute in local and national communities. In class, we also
grappled with this topic. Having read about bilingual education issues and English
Language Learners struggling in U.S. schools, the students engaged in critical
personal discussions about their own immigrant families, which were not always
visible to their classmates.
[During] the walkouts [for] illegal immigrants, [a classmate] was talking
about her mother who kept her Greek citizenship so her children could
have it. It made me more aware that it wasn 7 a black and white issue.
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Most things aren 't, but [these are} things /// don 7 really know about.
Actually, it really made me less judgmental. ~ Colleen (interview)
Colleen connected the experiences of marginalized students that she was
learning about with her own struggles in U.S. schools. This provided an avenue to
make personal connections by viewing situations, that she was previously
unfamiliar with though multiple perspectives.
/ didn t really like school, especially English classes. 1 saw something /
wanted to change. 1 want [schooling] to be different. And I think I can do
that. Even ij it is just within my own classroom. ~ Colleen(interview)

I hope that I always keep an open mind and encourage students to view
their world from many perspectives. ~ Colleen (Plan of Action)

I think you need to get to know your students. I think that's the biggest
thing. If you know [students}, you know what their strengths and weakness
are. When I thought or felt like the teacher cared 1 tried so much harder. 1
think you get more out of [students]. Colleen (interview)
Colleen has been through many transformations seen through her journals, interview,
Intergenerational Family History Project and her own critical personal dialog. Key to her
was having supportive teachers, a safe space to learn and explore self and then others.
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Maya’s Critical Personal Narrative
I am the oldest of three girls born to an overachieving Irish-American and loud¬
mouthed Greek. My background is filled with stories of a life I could never understand,
and my future was determined for me. Where I am now—a third year college student,
burnt out years ago but still struggling to keep her attention focused on school—is the
result of how I was raised and how my parents were raised. Where I am headed is the
result of growing up with a future I didn’t necessarily want laid out before me with the
expectations that I would willingly receive it.
My mother was born a year after her mother arrived on Ellis Island at age 38 as an
arranged “mail-order-bride” - I should mention that I use quotations because my mother
believes this term to be inaccurate, and the term may be somewhat offensive to the spirit
of my Yiayia (grandmother). In Greece, my Yiayia received no more than a third grade
education, but this did not prevent her from running a business and managing her own
finances for years after her husband, my Papoui, died. It was not necessary for someone
like my grandmother to be educated past third grade, for there was war all throughout her
childhood and early adulthood, and furthermore, she had been trained as a seamstress,
which was a skill that she could use anywhere she went. We do not know much else
about my Yiayia’s past beyond her work as a traveling seamstress and her position of
raising her orphaned siblings beginning at age eleven. My Papoui came to America when
he was only ten and was schooled until the eighth or ninth grade at P.S. 46 in the Bronx.
Despite his lack of advanced education, he was able to open and run a flower shop in the
Bronx for over twenty years until he died in 1979.
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As children, my mother her sisters, Althea and Cassandra, attended public schools
in their neighborhood. Their family was the only Greek family in an Irish and Jewish
neighborhood. Raised with Greek as her first language, my mother entered kindergarten
knowing little English, which made her the butt of many of her classmates’ jokes.
During her first weeks in kindergarten, some of her classmates taught her dirty words,
and not knowing any better, she promptly repeated these words in front of the teacher.
Because the teacher did not understand what my mother was going through as an
English-language learner (that term was certainly not used back then), my mother was
punished for her rudeness and became embarrassed by her language. At an early age she
decided that she only use Greek to communicate with her mother, who knew almost no
English, but she would hide this as best she could from her classmates and everyone
around her. Because her sisters were a few years younger than her, they did not
encounter these types of problems in school.
For high school, my mother attended Wilis High School (pseudonym), an all¬
female public high school in the Bronx—a couple of years later her middle sister,
Cassandra would join her. Although Althea was six years younger than my mother, she
soon joined her sisters in high school, after skipping the sixth grade and then skipping the
eighth grade. My mother was studious and cared about school, she struggled in high
school with subjects like physics and math, while Cassandra excelled and Althea was
undoubtedly the most academic of the three.
Although my mother and her sisters were raised in the same household and
attended the same public schools for their primary and secondary educations, from my
understanding of their experiences, the one variable in their childhood that might account
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for the differences in the outcome of their schooling was the fact that my mother entered
school with Greek as her first language, whereas her sister grew up speaking mostly
English. Sonia Nieto references Ray McDermott to explain such a situation: “[Ray
McDermott] suggested that in environments where culturally subordinated students are
taught by culturally dominant teachers, communication breakdowns happen simply by
virtue of each group behaving in ways their subculture sees as ‘normal.’ The result of the
cultural conflict that ensue may be school failure” (Affirming Diversity, 144-5).
While I would not consider my mother an academic failure, she certainly
struggled in ways that her sisters did not. Her sisters were also the only Greek students in
a classroom full of Jewish students, however their language did not manifest their
differences and position them as cultural outsiders. They did speak Greek, yet they were
more comfortable with English, as it was their first language. Moreover, it was not
something they felt they had to hide because it was in a way already hidden. For my
mother, this was not the case. Of course, there are other reasons that led my mother to
take time off and work: her sisters had the luxury of having college paid for by their
parents, whereas she felt compelled to work her way through school. Indeed, this has
something to do with my mother’s position as the oldest daughter and her feeling of
obligation to her family (even though her parents have now passed away, she is still the
one who makes sacrifices for her family so that her sisters can be more comfortable).
Ultimately, however, I think that she was motivated by a desire to settle down and get
married, and this became a larger priority than her schooling. When she was growing up,
a college education was not needed in order to succeed in life - she was able to find
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employment as a secretary at a prestigious law firm, she found a husband, but all she
really wanted (or at least this is the impression she makes while describing her decisions)
was to settle down and have a family.
Like my mother, my father grew up in the Bronx, as the middle child in a family
of twelve. His father, Thomas, came to Ellis Island from Ireland during his early
twenties. Although in Ireland he had trained in high school to become a teacher, upon his
arrival in the States, he found work as a carpenter. My father's mother, Muriel, was born
in Boston to a poor Irish family who came to the United States at the turn of the twentieth
century. Nana received a high school education, and attended college for a year; however
because she was married at seventeen and had her first child at eighteen, she and my
grandfather could not afford for her to continue this schooling.
Because my grandfather was a carpenter and my grandmother was always
pregnant, they had little money to raise a family. They lived in the South Bronx because
it was what they could afford, but despite their poverty, it was still important that their
children - all eleven of them (one died at birth) - attend parochial school. St. Luke's
Elementary School consisted of mostly Irish, Italian and Puerto Rican students when my
father attended the school in the 1950s and 1960s. It was not an expensive private school,
but it was often difficult for my grandparents to find money for tuition. As their older
children aged and started working, part of their wages were used to pay for their younger
siblings’ tuition. The rest was used to contribute to the parents’ rent. However, many of
my father’s older siblings attended Catholic high schools and colleges, which also
required tuition. By the time my father entered the ninth grade, he was working in order
to pay his own tuition, while also trying to save some money for whatever lay ahead of
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him in life. I asked him why he worked so hard to pay tuition when he could have gone
to public school for free, and he laughed, “This wasn’t an option. It was practically
tradition that everyone went to Catholic school. My father would have beat me.” And he
was being quite literal.
In the last two months of his senior year in high school, my father’s classmates
started talking about college, but this was not something to which he had ever given
much thought. Most of his older siblings had gone to college - one had even attended
Notre Dame - but because they had all moved out of the family home before and around
eighteen, my father had no understanding of the necessary steps toward achieving higher
education. He also had other things on his mind - the Vietnam War was one of them, and
the fear of being shipped off to war seemed far more pressing and likely than a college
degree at that time. During the summer after his senior year in high school, my father
enrolled in Bronx Community College, partly because he wanted to go to school, but
mostly because this would help him to avoid getting drafted. After two years at BCC, he
transferred to Pace University where he was first enrolled as a full-time student, but later
took only night classed so that he could work. After five or six years as both a full- and
part-time college student, he graduated. However, he was already so busy with work and
planning for the future that he can hardly recall this period in his life. One thing he does
remember is that he didn't even bother to attend his own graduation: “I probably had to
work or something else going on. Maybe I didn’t even know what day it was. I don’t
know. I didn’t care. I got the degree, so I guess it was probably important.”
Because my father studied computer science as an undergraduate during the ‘70s,
he was able to find a job that paid well and interested him while he was still a student.
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His job even paid for him to attend graduate school; however, the demands of the job
required him to work hours when he would have otherwise have been in class. He had to
choose between his school and his work, and he chose work because it made the most
sense at the time.
Ultimately this is what contributed to the educational opportunities that my sisters
and I received and continue to receive in our lives. Although I attended public school
through the first grade, during that year my father read a book titled. How to Father a
Successful Daughter. This book changed his perspective about parenting, and ultimately
led to me and my sisters attending an all-female, private school in Connecticut.
When my sisters and I visited the school, we had to miss a day of camp, which
annoyed me. It was a hot and humid, mid-August day in New England, and instead of
swimming, I was being given a tour of an enormous school where there were no boys and
the girls had to wear ugly, green, plaid jumpers and hideous, yellow knee-socks. For a
girl whose fashion was inspired by her love of a colorful, plastic fruit necklace and the
dress that matched it, and whose best friends were boys, this seemed like a nightmare.
The visiting day ended with a test: my sisters got to play with blocks in one room, while I
had to answer reading comprehension and math questions in another (the SATs for firstgraders, I now realize). I went home not fully aware of what was happening, but I had a
sense that my life was about to change. Two weeks later, I was buying knee socks and
collared shirts with my mother, and it was then that I realized that I would never see my
friends again. I didn’t even get to say good-bye. To a first-grader, such a move can be
confusing and distressing.
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Because I had been so reluctant to visit the school, the administrators sensed that I
was socially unprepared for the second grade, so I entered Greenhill Academy
(pseudonym) in the first grade. Also, because I had practically failed the math section of
the test I had taken, I was put in the lowest math group—the school recommended that
my parents take me to be tested for learning disabilities. They also warned my parents
that I would probably never succeed in anything math related (which was something that
concerned my father, as I had been previously been quite successful in this subject). My
parents didn’t take me for testing, and by second grade I was in honors math and honors
reading and writing // still can 7 believe that they actually started grouping students so
openly]. This continued to be the case for the next eight years of my life until I changed
schools again.
Because my sisters and I were so close in age, the school also held my middle
sister, Amanda back—she was a year behind me. Amanda was also upset about changing
schools so suddenly, and had a hard time adjusting socially to a classroom full of girls —
which meant that she sat with me at lunch every day for the first three months of school
(people didn’t stop teasing me about that until the fourth grade). Katie, my youngest
sister, was four when she started the school, and had the easiest time adjusting. While I
never made friends at this private school, eventually both of my sisters became very
popular.
I struggled socially throughout my eight years at the Academy. I had a hard time
being friends with girls, I developed physically before everyone else (which was the butt
ot many jokes through my late childhood and early adolescence) and later in middle
school everyone thought I was a lesbian because I couldn't understand why gay people
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were “bad.

My memory of elementary and middle schools is pretty blurred, mostly

because the only thing I did was study and cry and hang out with my cats and my sisters.
But I was fortunate to be able to receive a “good education." The advocates of single¬
sex education are probably right about the benefits of these environments on Gris’
performance in math and science: I gained a strong foundation in both of these subjects,
which gave me the confidence I needed when I moved to a more rigorous high school.
I decided to change schools because I felt that there was something wrong in the
values I was being taught at Greenhills Academy - something about the place seemed too
controlling and conservative. The emphasis on money was the biggest problem that I
could visibly identify - in retrospect I realized that wealth, whiteness, and winning is a
more accurate summation of the values I was taught by that school. So I changed schools
in order to get away from something that I didn’t fully understand, but I knew was wrong.
Because of family problems at the time (my aunt had committed suicide two days
before the start of the eighth grade, which made school even more difficult when the few
friends I did have stopped talking to me because I was so sad), I wanted to get as far
away from Greenhill as I possibly could. My father had a friend from the South Bronx
who worked at a boarding school in Connecticut, so I figured I might apply for the fall
and have some options for high school. Anything was better than school in Greenhill, I
thought, and I liked the idea of living in a dormitory because of its communal quality. I
applied to Chamberlin (pseudonym) assuming I would not be accepted due to the “C-“ I
had received in Algebra the previous fall. After applying, I learned that the school was
actually very challenging - apparently this boarding school was also pretty prestigious,
not just a school for delinquents or angsty teens as I had somehow expected. Soon after
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applying, my advisor even warned me that I probably would not get in, so I shouldn’t be
embarrassed or surprised. She added that even if I did, I would probably be back at
Greenhill Academy or in the local high school after my first year away [lam still not
sure how an educator could have thought this was good, teacherly advice]. When I
finally received the letter that I had been accepted, I couldn’t believe it. Even before I
applied, I was determined to leave Greenhill Academy, but the idea of change scared me.
I felt that I was too shy to go away to school. However, because of my advisor’s
comments (as well as the comments of my peers who often reminded me what a “dumb,”
“stupid,” “baby” I was) I felt as though I had to go to prove them all wrong. So I did.
After I got to Chamberlin, I realized that I wasn’t actually escaping much of the
“Greenhill mentality” about money and winning, but I was able to meet people who
allowed me to openly express my own opinions about the world. My first week of
school, I attended the Gay-Straight Alliance meeting because I had never heard of such a
forum, and I wanted to be an ally. Even though I was able to go to this school because my
parents could afford to send me there, life for many of the people I met there was not
about money - and not everybody was the son or daughter of a Wall Street hotshot.
Students were not identified or judged by how much or little their parents made or how
many houses their families owned; they were able to be students, teenagers, people...
which was the kind of environment that I had always wanted, but had never experienced
in Greenhill.
Chamberlin was not perfect - when it came to conflict, they would rather pretend
it didn’t exist than confront it - but it was a place for me to grow, and it provided a new
perspective lor me which I would not have received if I had stayed at any school in
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Greenhill. My sisters did stay at Greenhill Academy, yet their views of the world are still
very limited to what is comfortable, familiar, whatever they learned in Greenhill [Since
this was written, I have amended my opinions about my sisters regarding their
open/close-mindedness. Attending college in New York City, where one worked as a
wait/ess and the othet as a tutor and nanny, both have been exposed to different kinds of
people and lifestyles than they had previously known in Greenhill. As their concepts of
the world and society have changed, so too have their self-concepts. One sister has
moved home to become a teacher for special needs students, while the other is planning a
yea/-long t/ip to India where she will teach at an orphanage. Both are now responsible,
culturally aware, and socially responsible women, whom 1 am proud to call my sisters./
My sisters had no problems deciding where they would go to college—Katie
chose NYU because it is close to home and because it had a good reputation, Amanda
chose Goucher College in Maryland because it gave her a large scholarship. She later
transferred to NYU because she wanted to gain a teaching degree in urban education and
wanted exposure to a different environment. I chose Hampshire because I like the idea of
the five colleges [UMASS, Smith, Amherst, and Mount Holyoke]. Initially I didn’t want
to go to college right away, but my mother sat me down and told me how much she
regrets not graduating - she says that it is the only regret that she has in life, and that if I
take time away from school, she fears I will never return. I should not have listened to her
advice. I was burnt out after high school and adolescence in general, and I had no desire
to be in school. But I understood where she was coming from, and I knew that it was
important to her that I go to college immediately after high school. So I did, and she was
probably right to push me.
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I think that one’s family does influence their educational upbringing. Looking at
my own family, I can see trends that suggest that parents are influential in motivating
children's decisions about school. My Aunt Althea’s daughters have both received
Master’s degrees - probably because their mother has shown them that despite financial
difficulty, one’s education is always a priority. (Althea and her husband divorced while
she was working on her second masters, leaving her with almost no income, and many
bills to pay). Even though my grandparents received no advanced education, I think that
part of the reason that they came to this country was so that their children would benefit
in ways that they could not. Perhaps not attending college was the sacrifice that they
made for their children - the money that they saved would go towards something else
that they family needed. I have not yet mentioned my cousins from my father's side of
the family because there are thirty of them, and I have already written too much. All but
three of my older cousins have graduated from college, and so far it seems that all of my
younger cousins will too. [In the time that has elapsed since this was written, two of my
uncle's sons have dropped out of college. I'm not sure if there is indeed a correlation to
the fact that their father did not finish college either.]

All of my female cousins have

attended college (two of my younger cousins will soon graduate from top universities).
Those who have already graduated are well-established in their careers as educators,
investment bankers, and doctors; many are also mothers. My male cousins, however,
struggled through college (those who were able to finish) and have subsequently
struggled in their careers. [My own interest in how gender shapes identity and academic
self-concepts shapes my analysis of these differences, however I will save that for another
paper.]
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As tar as my own educational journey, I have been pushed and motivated by my
parents thiough their encouragement and their 'mistakes.’

I have always valued

education - but more accurately learning - because they have demonstrated a passion for
learning on their own time. I grew up in a house overflowing with books, journals, and
newspapers. My father would listen to tapes about birds during long car-rides. He would
quiz me about useless information, and he continues to do this to ensure that I am always
seeking information about the world in which I live. But beyond learning, I have been
motivated by my family to become an educator. When I would go with my father to visit
his elementary school in the South Bronx, I felt just how deeply he was connected to his
own schooling. It didn't matter that the neighborhood was no longer familiar, this school
had been his second home throughout his childhood and this would never change [and
still has not]. Although becoming a teacher is not glamorous or even easy today, I am
drawn to the field because I realize that connecting with kids and showing them my
passion for learning will instill them with a sense of yearning for more...

*Of course, we have the advantage of being white - this is perhaps what helped my father
and all of his siblings to “move up” in society. Although the Irish were oppressed at the
beginning of the century, ultimately, because their whiteness was more prominent than
their Irish-ness, this helped them to overcome their oppression within a racially polarized
society. While I do not commend this type of injustice, I do acknowledge that it is a
reality. His socioeconomic class hindered him, but ultimately his race helped him break
through class barriers, which is how I have been afforded the privilege of attending
prestigious private school. I place this as a footnote not because of a lack of importance.
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but because I don’t know how to include this in my paper without disrupting the flow of
the paper. How one’s race has influenced their educational background could be a ten or
fifteen page paper in itself, but because I have already exceeded the page limitations, I
think I should probably just stop right there.

Decolonizing from the Outside/ In: Maya’s Method Performance
I have known Maya for what seems like a very long time. I have admired her
dedication to multicultural education throughout her self-designed undergraduate studies
at a Liberal Arts college and her current search for a graduate program founded and
immersed in multicultural education for social justice. In her quest for an engaging
program she has found many that did not meet her criteria. She started looking on the
East Coast, unable to find the right school, she now teaches in a private Jewish Heritage
school in Los Angeles, California.
When asked to reflect back on her section of the Introduction to Multicultural
Education course, a three-week intensive session in the summer of 2002, she remembered
it quite well. In fact, the decolonizing/ critical moments that enveloped the entire course
were fresh in her mind. She said, “the whole experience was very moving for me”
Specifically, learning about her diverse classmates, particularly Charles (pseudonym), an
African-American football player, was a transformative experience. She said,
One of the things that was pretty moving for me wasn 7 [when] I felt like I
was at the center... [It was] when Charles [shared] a lot of his stories and
experiences. [ T]hey were moving and he was really honest. None of us
really knew each other, hut he still felt like he could speak freely about his
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experiences. The class affected him and brought things out of him...
[Before] he seemed to have, not a hard face, but he was a football player
and he kinda had this air as if nothing really affected him. But [issues
{such as] housing had affected him, shaped him and also contributed to
the manner in which he carried himself. . . We talked about different gang
experiences or experiences he had growing up in Camden that was very
different from my experiences growing up in Greenwich, Connecticut. He
was just so open about everything. I was really happy he was in the class,
because I felt it was enlightening. He was just a different person than

/

might have expected him to be, whether it was because he was from
Camden or whether it was because he was a football player. Whatever the
case may be I tended to be hard on athletes, because [I] was always
picked on by athletes. [Charles] was just a warm person in general. The
class was about sharing our experiences... The fact that I still remember
his stories...and his ability to share was really moving.

~

Maya

(Interview)
For Maya, “having a safe space was really empowering and important.” So not only was
she examining her own preconceived notions of others but she was learning from them.
Her transformation began with learning from the experiences of individuals oppressed
within her neighboring community through their own experience of finding a safe space
to reveal themselves. Through their experiences, she began to uncover her own silenced
voice in the process.
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I read my evaluations from college and every single evaluation is like
[Maya's] papers are really good, but she doesn ’t talk at all in class. As an
under grad I never talked in class. I was so quiet. And none of my
professors got to know me. I don 7 know what it was, but something about
college just stifled my voice. And this [the multicultural education course]
was literally the only class in college where I had a voice and l wasn 7
afraid to use it. ~ Maya (Interview)
Maya identified certain activities in the course that led to her new sense of
authorship. One lesson she focused on in particular was a warm-up activity, A Strong
Wind Blows (also known as the Common Ground activity), or an embodied practice with
the purpose of examining our commonalities, differences, and also the voices in our
course that were absent. In this activity, the group stands in a circle facing one another,
the caller asks questions of the members in the circle. If the question aligns with one of
the members' multiple identities, they step forward, and after a short time they step back
into the original circle. After a few questions, the members of the circle can ask their own
questions. She said,
/ liked the openness of that activity. Usually / tend to hide whatever
background I come from, I don 7 really feel comfortable talking about how
/ grew up or where I grew up. I don 7 ever say where I am from. But not
feeling like I was going to be judged was really good. And in my responses
I was more honest than with friends of mine from college who probably
knew nothing about where I grew up or how / grew up. I would avoid
talking about it. For me it was nice to be able just lay it all out on the
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table, lit] was important for me to reveal this. In doing so I was able to
more freely acknowledge my background of privilege and see how that
shapes me and see how this is my background, but it is NOT going to
determine what I do in the future. ~ Maya (Interview)
Maya felt like the theater or physical activities that we explored in the class were
much more significant than typical class discussions on readings. It was as if her
body was holding these memories, stories, and silenced voices. She said,
Is it body memory? [BJecause my body was going through the motions of
stepping into a circle [in a Strong Wind Blows]. I have taken that
experience with me in a more personal way than maybe if it had just been
a discussion. I am just realizing that that kind of activity puts everyone on
the same ground. I can’t verbalize it. But for some reason it’s like going
through the motions of the kinds of tools and techniques that you were
trying to teach us to use. .. It’s not coming from my brain. It is really
imbedded in my body. It is really strange for me. It’s unusual because
generally you sit in class and read an article, you discuss things, it’s very
stagnant and up in your head. But I really got an appreciation for how
important it is to have kids moving, incorporating movement into the
learning process. ~ Maya (interview)
In the class Maya took, we used these theater techniques to build up to the forum theater.
This is where students, like Charles, were able to create scenarios of oppressive
situations and work with his group members to find strategies to improve the situation.
According to Maya,
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Another thing / did take was the conflict resolution, and the use of role
playing and enacting different events and different situations and trying to
figure out how you would get through a problem. I [used] this in [an
urban school] actually. ~ Maya (interview)
For Maya this experience was life changing. She said, “/ am a completely
different person now. I am like, NO, you are not going to get in my way."
But the experience that Maya had, and perhaps Charles, was not the case for everyone in
our small class. This actually caused Maya distress and frustration:
It was just weird for me to be sitting in the same classroom with everybody
...all of us sharing a similar experience... we’re in the exact same space,
taking the exact same class and but then what we get out of it is so
different. ~ Maya (Interview)
This disconnect between her experiences and the perceived experiences of other students
came to a head when a young woman in class, who took the course as a requirement,
used the term “colored” people, rather than people of color. What upset Maya was the
continued dysconscious (King, 1991) use of the word “colored”, even after an explicit
discussion about terminology and the discursive history behind the word. Eventually this
student monitored her language usage. Nevertheless this angered and dismayed Maya,
particularly because she knew Charles, as an African American student, had the most to
lose in that debate over terminology. After this experience she wrote,
/ am frustrated. I read the assignments, I participate in class, l listen to
what other people have to say; and though sometimes I am filled with
inspiration, at night while lying in my bed, I cry. ~ Maya (journal)
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Maya's transformation through multicultural education created an internal stru»<de.
Now that she had an awareness of the multiple layers of inequity, she wanted to
participate in an active community for change. Realizing, even within our small
classroom, how difficult and challenging this life’s work can be she has still kept her
multicultural/social justice fire burning. This is revealed in her journal about the
challenges of change. She wrote.
But Wednesday's conversation made me particularly sad - sad enough
that I feel I need to write about it. In my mind, multicultural education is
like a trinket in a tiny box inside another box buried somewhere in the
depths of my grandmother's closet. Somewhere amongst all the clothes
and letters arid plastic bags and junk, this trinket exists; but first you have
to carefully dig through everything else in order to find it. Once it is
found, you can wear it and show it off and everyone will admire it, but
right now there are still so many boxes and bags that make it so difficult to
reach. These boxes and bags and letter and costumes are all of the beliefs
and constructs of U.S. society that have been shaped over the past few
centuries, and because they are so large and obtrusive, and some of them
smelly and dirty, they present a huge obstacle for whoever seeks change. I
am not afraid of obstacles and the work it will take to make children more
accepting and understanding about other people and other people’s
histories, but after yesterday’s conversation, 1 realized that things are the
way they are for a reason: because change is scary, and it’s not easy, and
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some people don 7 want to acknowledge problems of the past whether it be
personal or collective. - Maya (journal)
Through her own inquiry and exploration in the course she came to understand that
becoming a multicultural person is a dynamic process. She said,
“It is like a process of evolving, I guess... realizing that you are never going
to be so mature, so right and know everything ... you are ever-changing.
-Maya (interview)
In conclusion, Maya reflected on her experiences through the course and brought it
together in terms of her future as teacher, she said,
Well, I guess since the course completely reshaped my philosophy
(giggles), it is going to have a lot of impact on my teaching. When I had
entered the course 1 had only known my experiences having gone to an all
girls school and focusing on women's education. That was where I was. I
took the course and realized that even though / didn 7 have the experience
of being anybody else, [it] didn 7 mean that I [couldn 't] empathize, relate
and try to understand what a student is going through. I am never going to
be able to view the world through someone else’s eyes, but if we
acknowledge that we are the same and different. ...Take me and my
sisters, we were raised in the same house, same genes, everything, but the
way I view the world is never going to be the same as how my sister views
the world. It is just an awareness that everyone is different and how you
handle that as a teacher. You can differentiate instruction. From a
learning stance it is meeting learning needs, but it's also meeting student's
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emotional needs, understanding students' backgrounds, what is the term?
...how to do sociocultural literacy. That s what l got out of the course. It
was really enlightening to me. I was stuck in women's education because
that is all I knew. That was the only way I knew how to approach
education. I took your class and I was able to blossom. I was able to see
beyond the familiar. Trying to understand different perspectives that were
different. All in three weeks! (giggle)... Maybe one class isn't going
change a person, but I think I was really ready for it, and looking for it. I
chose to take the class because I knew it was the body of literature 1 was
looking for. ~ Maya (interview)

Chapter Summary
In this chapter several themes emerged based on the critical personal narratives of
the research-participants. Through decolonizing analysis, a combination of critical
ethnography, new ethnography and decolonizing methodologies (as presented in Chapter
Four) the research participants Colleen and Maya voiced reflections on the critical
decolonizing moments in their respective sections of the Introduction to Multicultural
Education Course. In Chapter Seven, an exploration of the lessons the four preservice
teachers have for the future of multicultural teacher educations based on their critical
personal narratives will be addressed followed by the implications for decolonizing
multicultural teacher education.
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CHAPTER 7
A FULL ROTATION:
DECOLONIZING LESSONS AND THE
FUTURE OF MULTICULTURAL TEACHER EDUCATION

This study began, in terms of a spiral discourse model, with “ Where the Circle
Begins (Chapter One), ” and now it completes a full rotation back to the beginning.
Where have we gone on this decolonizing journey? What decolonizing “dialogic dances”
(Harman, 2006) have we engaged in? Where do we go from here? These are the
questions I will reflect on in this chapter and they will eventually spiral the research into
a new rotation toward decolonizing multicultural teacher education.
I began making sense of decolonizing multicultural teacher education by
challenging traditional forms of discourse, building on critical personal narratives to
disrupt the rhetoric of multicultural teacher education and set the stage for this
Indigenous/exogenous and cross-cultural decolonizing journey. The questions that
framed the study are as follows:
1.

What is decolonizing theory and how is it connected to multicultural teacher
education?

2.

What are the experiences of students participating in a course on multicultural
education that attempts to decolonize the neocolonial experiences of preservice
teachers? Is there truly a decentering of the dominant paradigm and if there is,
how is it done and what does it look like?
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3.

What can decolonizing theory offer to the future of multicultural teacher
education?
In response to the first question, I engaged in a comprehensive definition of

decolonizing theory described in both Chapters Two and Three. Chapter Two set the
foundation for the study from an Indigenous perspective by complicating identity,
critically engaging with the complexities of Indigenous ways of knowing and the
academy, and exploring decolonization from an Indigenous and anti-neocolonial
perspective. In Chapter Three a working definition of decolonizing theory was negotiated
through Indigenous epistemologies and critical theories, including U.S. Third World
Feminism, Critical Race Theory, and Postcolonialism.
Chapter Four straddled the first and the second research questions connecting the
methodology of decolonizing theory with the possibilities of decolonizing multicultural
teacher education by introducing the setting, participants, and the sociopolitical and
historical contexts that frame this study. But it was in Chapters Five and Six that a
decolonizing methodology of the critical personal narratives from a cross-cultural context
was internalized when Laila, Cleo, Colleen and Maya shared their voices and reflexive
dialogs and set the stage for a decolonizing analysis of their critical personal narratives
and interviews.
Now in Chapter Seven I reflect on the questions of what decolonizing theory can
offer the future of multicultural teacher education through the insights of Laila, Cleo,
Colleen, and Maya's critical personal narratives and my experiences as organic
intellectual and lead researcher. In this chapter I explore the lessons to be learned from
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the research participants and the sociopolitical context of decolonizing multicultural
teacher education from personal, collective and institutional perspectives.

The Sociopolitical Context of Decolonizing Multicultural Teacher Education
Much of the research and construction of this study was founded in the work of
Dr. Sonia Nieto, from the case-study narrative approach (2004) to the creation of themes
based on participatory research (2003), from the definition of multicultural education
(2008 with Patty Bode) to the foundation and structures of the multicultural education
course. Once again building on the sociopolitical context of multicultural education in
Chapter Four (Nieto & Bode, 2008), it is now possible to re-imagine a transformative
movement toward a sociopolitical context of decolonizing multicultural teacher
education.
Recently I was asked if my definition of decolonizing multicultural teacher
education was emphasizing “decolonizing” as an adjective or a verb. I contemplated this
question in much the same way as I internally debated whether to hyphenate (i.e.
decolonizing-multicultural) decolonizing multicultural teacher education, in the same
way as theorists (described in Chapter Three) engage with the hyphen in postcolonial. I
chose not to hyphenate to represent the fluidity of definitions between decolonizing
theory and multicultural education. These are not competing, but complementary
philosophies.
Which leads back to decolonizing as an adjective or verb. As a descriptor,
decolonizing complements multicultural education therefore including decolonizing
theory and anti-neocolonialism into Nieto’s (with Bode) fluid or dynamic definition of
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multicultural education. Decolonizing as an action (or verb) implies that multicultural
teachei education needs restructuring to emphasize decolonizing issues and theory.
Reflecting back on the earlier chapters of this study, you will recall the
importance of challenging binary thinking. Decolonizing theory itself is not easily
defined and must always be reconstructed by those who use it. For instance, I framed this
dissertation from an Indigenous or postlndian perspective, but my Indigenous/exogenous
identity complicates the definition further. In addition, this definition of decolonizing
©
theory is grounded in teacher education. And although it is framed from an Indigenous or
First Nations theoretical perspective, it is applied in cross-cultural educational contexts,
thus challenging the notion of binary defining of decolonizing theory from one particular
discipline. Perhaps someone using my model will interpret, adapt, change or
reconceptualize decolonizing theory to best reflect the community/ies the researcher is
from, and/or studying, and the perspective (i.e. Anthropology, Native Literature,
American Cultural Studies, etc...) by which they are framing their research.
Therefore, to answer the question, decolonizing multicultural teacher education is
both an addition to Nieto's definition (see Chapter Four) of multicultural education with
an explicit focus on anti-neocolonialism, and this definition considers the ways in which
multicultural education has been appropriated reflecting the rhetoric rather than the
possibilities embodied in Nieto's (with Patty Bode) definition in a teacher education
context. From this perspective within the fluid notion of multicultural teacher education,
the sociopolitical context can be examined through the personal, collective and
institutional positions that influence the policies and practices that affect equitable access
to education for students and teachers. For example, in terms of teacher education, an
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institutional examination of national standards, including those developed by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), judge schools of education on
how well they meet criteria set forth by NCATE standards, including how curriculum is
implemented using ‘best practices’ to produce highly qualified teachers. When examined
through a sociopolitical context from a collective lens defining ‘best practices’ creates
debates over educating preservice teachers from theoretical, methodological or
constructivist philosophies (or any combination of these or other foundations) influenced
by issues of power and privilege. From a personal perspective, researchers can then
grapple with the ways in which teachers use ‘best practices’ with their students, and
ultimately how the students internalize these ‘best practices’ within their own classrooms.
The sociopolitical context explores the multiple layers of individual, societal and
institutional perspectives on defining what constitutes as a good student, a good teacher, a
good teacher education program and a good teacher education college. From a
multicultural educational standpoint, the social, economic, political, ideological, and
historical frameworks of U.S. society, the demographics of the United States, and the
overall goals of multicultural education construct a broader view of our multicultural
society and create the sociopolitical context of multicultural (teacher) education (Nieto &
Bode, 2008).
In terms of the sociopolitical context of decolonizing multicultural teacher
education, an exploration of what “decolonizing” implies within this multicultural teacher
education framework is essential. Reflecting back on the definition of decolonizing
theory used in this study I began to imagine the interconnections between sociopolitical
construct for multicultural teacher education and decolonizing theory. In Chapter Three I
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defined decolonizing theory as decentering the dominant mainstream agenda and
removing Indigenous and neocolonial peoples from the margins. At the same time, it is a
holistic venture engaging Indigenous people, the neocolonized and those who benefit
horn neocolonization (either willingly or in the process of sharing or challenginCT this
privilege). Therefore, it is anti-neocolonial focusing on critical mindfulness of the effects
of colonialism of the past and the affects of neocolonialism today. In terms of research
methodology, it is grounded in critical personal narratives informed by storytelling,
counterstorytelling, or performative texts engaged with survivance, liberation, through
dialogic, self-reflexive and collaborative narratives. It is dynamic and defies essentialist
and binary definitions. Decolonizing theory embraces revolutionary or critical pedagogy
(described later in this chapter) that is potentially transformative for all. Therefore, what
follows is a reflection on the sociopolitical context of decolonizing multicultural teacher
education from the multiple perspectives explored in this study, what I have found, and
the implications of these lessons for multicultural teacher education.

The Sociopolitical Context of Decolonizing Multicultural Teacher Education:
Personal Perspectives
Exploring the personal within the sociopolitical contexts of decolonizing
multicultural teacher education is a natural beginning, or as Bishop (2005) suggests, a
long welcoming. As organic intellectual and student researchers, through our critical
personal narratives, interviews, and narrative performance texts we have developed
academic and interpersonal relationships with each other and potentially the readers.
Throughout the research, critical personal narratives, including my own and those of the
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student-researchers, provided deep insights into our multiple subjectivities. We each had
uninterrupted space to share our positions, concerns, joys and conflicts in terms of
decolonizing moments within multicultural teacher education and beyond. These
autobiographical perspectives, or critical personal narratives, were immersed in what Dr.
Jason Irizarry (2006) describes as “me-search.” Within my decolonizing journey, this
liminal space provided a venue to reconceptualize my intergenerational education and
familial history of internalized oppression from my own lived and inherited experiences
as a member of marginalized groups, particularly my Indigenous heritage. Being at the
center (as researcher rather than researched) and traveling this path with preservice
teachers signified that we were no longer operating out of “otherness” or deficit theories.
We were engaged in a healing space reflecting our critical personal empowerments.
From the critical personal narratives and interview I identified at least three
important aspects of the multicultural education course and the development of
multicultural personhood as transformative from a personal perspective, including having
a safe space, exploring multiple identities, and self-reflection/self-reflexivity.

Creating Safe Spaces
Each student researcher reflected on the importance of having a safe space to
explore identities. Cleo spoke and wrote about her frustration with ignorance. The
ignorance she knew existed in her educational settings. Being identified by others as a
Black woman, she knew that simply walking into a classroom or driving on campus
would be cause for her racialization, and, hence, put her at risk of emotional or social
challenges. In previous classes and experiences, when Cleo broached the subject of
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racism, she would be ostracized or meet with resistance from classmates and/or
instructor. When given a chance to explore her own identity (particularly in the Critical
Performative Pedagogy (CPP) lesson through sculpting) she had an opportunity to safely
engage with the frustration she had been feeling, confront the personal and interpersonal
effects of racism (with her CPP partner) within her life and the university, and grapple
with ways to interrupt or sustain her resistance to racial victimry.
For Colleen, a safe space meant feeling that she was not going to be judged or
ostracized based on her language use and her emerging knowledge as a novice to
multicultural education. Having been a target in a previous class, she felt safe being able
to make mistakes and learn through discussion, journaling and particularly through the
Intergenerational Family History Project. This is where she could explore new concepts
without the fear of offending anyone while learning to view the world through multiple
perspectives.
Maya, on the other hand, inspired by the sharing of personal stories of her
classmates, and their candor about their own oppressions, was prompted to release her
fears of silencing herself in the classroom. For Maya, embodied practices such as A
Strong Wind Blows helped to break her fears of interaction. Safety for Maya was
something she unlocked through movement.

Exploring Multiple Identities
Similar to Cleo, Laila’s safety in the classroom provided an opportunity for her to
share her multiple identities rather than being merely racialized as a Black woman.
Instead, in a class devoted to ethnic and religious diversity, she was able to disclose to her
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classmates that she was one of Jehovah’s Witnesses, and in a class facilitation on
language diversity, was able to describe herself as a bilingual Haitian Creole speaker. In
both instances, Cleo and Laila, had been marginalized within U.S. public schools, in
terms of colonialism and neocolonialism as a Haitian immigrant or as a descendant of
Haitian immigrants. But both had an opportunity to retrench from the margins and to
have their identities recentered, rather than being left in the margins.
Colleen and Maya could also easily fall into the dominant group identity as
neocolonizers, as White students. But, their identities are much more complicated than
merely being racialized as well. This, of course, does not take away from their light skin
privilege, but a decolonizing view, which aspires to be anti-racist as well as anti-classist
(or anti-capitalist), anti-homophobic, and anti-sexist (among others), therefore
interrogates issues of class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, language diversity, and sexism,
etc... Colleen and Maya both shared instances where they felt marginalized, whether it
was Colleen's traumatic experience in Middle School or her working-class background or
Maya’s silenced voice in schools or her Mother’s immigrant experience. Their critical
personal narratives provide a snapshot of their identity development and its impact on
their future as teachers. Expressing these multiple identities allowed each studentresearcher a space to have their multiple identities affirmed as well as investigated, which
is directly linked to self-reflection and self-reflexivity.

Self-Reflection and Self-Reflexivitv
For each ol the research participants, the self-reflexive process of writing critical
personal narratives provided an opportunity to deepen their awareness of their own
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thoughts or biases on particular multicultural issues or personal experiences from the
vantage point of the neocolonial past and present. Initially, their journals or
Intergenerational Family Education History Projects (IFEHP) would be considered self¬
reflections based past experiences, but their interactive reexamination from their present
positions as either graduate students or teacher provided new insights and reflections for
ongoing dialog. Each student-researcher deconstructed their own experiences from
neocolonizer or neocolonized positions examining their own internalization of/or
participation in or against oppressive structures (Asher, 2005).
For Laila, it was a space to tell her family story about the challenges of leaving
Haiti during political unrest and the difficulties she faced as an ELL upon her arrival to
the United States. Through the IEEH, reflection journals, and dialogic class discussion
she was able to explore her multiple identities simultaneously. Rather being limited to her
Black identity in a course on diversity, Laila was able to engage with the complexities
inherent in viewing social memberships through multiple perspectives and a critical lens.
In terms or her own epistemological struggles she also grappled with complicated issues
addressing some of her own biases or internalization of oppressive structures.
For Cleo, this self-reflexive space allowed her to grapple with what she did not
learn in school pertaining to the multiple truths of historical events. Outraged by what she
did not know, Cleo began to wrestle with the holes in her own education, although she
had much admiration for the high school she attended within her beloved community.
Cleo’s critical personal narratives emphasized an unending desire to change the situations
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that kept students from academic achievement and personal empowerment, especially
bilingual children from her community and other children oppressed by race, class, and
linguicism.
For Colleen, it was one of the first times anyone had ever asked her to reflect on
how she felt or what she thought. Within this self-reflexive space she began tackling her
own biases and traumas. In essence, she was able to revamp her thinking about the events
or concepts that had shaped her consciousness. Having an opportunity to then look back
on her IFEHP from the perspective of a graduate student she could continue the internal
dialog of her critical multicultural development through her student teaching in a
Southern inner city school where she is the racial minority.
An aspect of Maya’s self-reflexive experience was the breaking of her academic
silence. School had been a place were Maya felt voiceless. Through dialogic discourse
and embodied praxis she began expressing herself in writing and within class discussions.

Lessons Learned About the Personal in Sociopolitical Contexts of Decolonizing
Multicultural Teacher Education
What can we learn from their experiences? In terms of the implications these
lessons have for rethinking the future of multicultural teacher education, the participants
were unanimous in saying that they reveled in the space to share their lives. And in
return, through the sharing of themselves, others learned from them in the process.
Therefore, a powerful implication for multicultural teacher education is to use critical
personal narratives as a learning/teaching tool. The use of critical personal narratives can
result in classrooms that honor and value all learners. On the one hand, critical personal
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narratives provide an opportunity to learn about the lives of preservice teachers and honor
the knowledge they bring to the course. On the other hand, by understanding the
preservice teacher's own personal educational history the stages of multicultural
consciousness they bring to teacher education can be further developed or grappled with.
By providing a space for those who are new to multicultural philosophies to make
mistakes, and for those who have been marginalized to have safe spaces to bring their
multiple identities creates a learning environment conducive to social change.
This reinforces the notion of multicultural personhood (Nieto & Bode, 2008), that
is, the examination of personal lenses and biases, viewing the world through multiple
perspectives, and always seeing self as intellectual and learner. In this way, educators can
grapple with their own identities, and begin to question their biases or discriminatory
practices. Once teachers or preservice teachers begin to understand and examine the
complexity of the lenses through which they view the world, transformation is possible.
A key aspect to this transformation is being able to see the world through multiple
realities. When teachers or preservice teachers view students, curriculum, events and
school policies and practices through multiple perspectives, the issues of oppression,
neocolonialism among others can begin to be addressed. Finally, by engaging in these
transformative and liberatory practices, the knowledge gained and the ability to open up
to new perspectives on history, learning styles (among others), opens an opportunity to
create new avenues for social justice.
From my own perspective as lead researcher and participant, the personal aspect
of the sociopolitical context of decolonizing multicultural teacher education has many
lessons geared toward multicultural teacher education. Engaging with the personal
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through critical personal narratives addresses some of the concerns of the disconnect
between the demographic divide faced by the future multicultural teacher education, as
the student population becomes more ethnically, racially, and linguistically diverse while
the majority of teachers coming from middle-class majority populations continue to fill
teacher education programs (Nieto & Bode, 2008, Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005; Cochran-Smith, 2003). Critical personal narratives engage all
preservice teachers in reflexive examination with the reality of their own lives while
critically engaging with the sociopolitical and historical reality of students’ lives. Another
benefit of engaging preservice teachers in critical personal narratives helps the
neocolonized explore their own identities, which was an important step on my own
decolonizing journey. By exploring neocolonialization and marginalization within
personal perspectives, multicultural education programs must rethink multicultural
education as more encompassing rather than merely ethnic and racial education. It
engages with marginalization from decolonizing Indigenous and neocolonized
perspectives. It also doesn’t presume that all Indigenous/neocolonized people are equally
discriminated against or that all White/European Americans/ or those who may be
identified as neocolonizers or those that benefit from neocolonialism, are equally
complicit.
Another important lesson for multicultural teacher education from critical
personal narratives is to challenge the limitations of a backward-forward analysis
(Cochran-Smith, Davies & Fries, 2004). For each of the student-researchers the 1FFHP
represents much more than programmatic learning or the teaching experience that makes
a dilference in preservice multicultural teacher identity. What was deeply powerful were
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their personal and historical narratives. Therefore teacher education programs that make
academic space to engage preservice teachers in critical personal narratives support a
curricular movement to engage with decolonizing theory and then what a “good”
multicultural educator looks like. We are in an era where teacher education programs are
being questioned about the value of their programs in preparing teachers by research
suggesting that many new teachers revert to the way they learned, rather than how they
learned to teach in their teacher education programs (Hollins, 2008). According to
Darling-Hammond & Bransford (2005) what diverse learners need are teachers who
learn about students and their communities and learn about themselves. Another benefit

of bringing the personal into the backward-forward analysis is the importance of locally
contextualizing the curriculum within the teacher education program, which is another
key to success in a decolonizing multicultural teacher education program.

The Collective: Toward a Decolonizing Transformative Praxis

From the collective position of looking at the sociopolitical context of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education there are several perspectives. One, the
collective refers to the community of researchers rather than the individuals’ experiences.
In terms of research, there is a movement from “me-search” to “we-search.” From this
point of view, I engage with the student-researchers’ interpersonal connections that may
not have been visible prior to our decolonizing research. Second, the collective also refers
to the communities each of us as student-researchers and organic intellectual belong to
which in this case can be cultural, linguistic, educational, or decolonizing. It is from these
communities that we can draw strength, as seen in the student-researcher reflections, but
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they are also spaces for social justice and empowerment. Another collective position
alluded to in Chapter Three are the ways in which decolonizing theory can be enacted in
teacher education. For this particular study that means decolonizing pedagogy.
Therefore, I begin this section with a brief definition of decolonizing pedagogy,
which is central to the overall definition of decolonizing theory within a teacher
education context. Because the collective position is situated within collaboration,
community, and ultimately the pedagogy that became clearly linked to the critical
decolonizing moments described by Laila, Cleo, Colleen, and Maya, some aspects of the
course that resonated with decolonizing pedagogy and their own critical consciousness
will be explored. In terms of the collective notions on the sociopolitical context of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education the themes that emerged from their critical
personal performance texts involved students having and sharing power in the classroom,
engaging in meaningful assessment, embodied practices, critical engagement through
discussion topics, and having academic mentorship and support.

Defining Decolonizing Pedagogy
Situated in a decolonizing theoretical framework, decolonizing pedagogy
responds to the history of colonization, the neocolonial presence within the United States
and global contexts, resistance, agency and methods of decolonization through
educational praxis. There are two philosophies of decolonizing pedagogy that have been
influential in this study: Carlos Tejeda, Manuel Espinoza, and Kris Gutierrez’s (2002)
work on the development of a cross-cultural decolonizing pedagogy, and second, Sandy
Grande’s (2005) red pedagogy, which specifically addresses Indigenous issues. From a
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pedagogical standpoint, both decolonizing educational movements owe their foundations
to Paulo Freire. Tejeda et al and Grande speak to, or explicitly about, praxis,
transformation, liberation, problem-posing and critical consciousness (conscientization),
all signatures of Freire’s critical pedagogy. It is this hope of transformation through
critical consciousness, problem posing and praxis that continues to inspire decolonizing
scholars such as Carlos Tejeda and Sandy Grande and emerging scholars like Cleo, Laila,
Colleen, Maya, and myself.
Similar to decolonizing theory, colonialism and the neocolonialist forms of
domination and exploitation serve as a foundation with which each aspect of
decolonizing pedagogy is viewed. Decolonizing pedagogy, according to Tejeda (2006)
acknowledges the hegemonic nature of curriculum design, instructional practices,
assessments, and the sociopolitical structures of schools as reproducing and maintaining
neocolonial domination and exploitation. Therefore, decolonizing pedagogy in action,
methods, research and theoretical frameworks serve as “ the analytical tools to excavate
history and examine the present,” repositioning Eurocentric mainstream views of history
and highlighting the voices of targeted groups (Tejeda et al, 2002, p. 33).
While history and the social sciences naturally provide spaces for this analysis,
“all curriculum subject matter (e.g. the social sciences, the humanities, and the natural
sciences) can be used to examine neocolonial conditions or can be engaged in a manner
that addresses the neocolonial production, utilization and/or effects of its related bodies
of knowledge” (Tejeda, in press). Investigations of neocolonial history and the reshaping
of curriculum to better reflect the neocolonial nature of U.S. schools and society does not
preclude rigorous curriculum standards. Using the margins as places of hope and
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empowerment remains essential, as do the tenets of quality schooling. Therefore “failure
to prepare students in the mastery of this curriculum only sets them up for academic
failure and its related social consequences” (Tejeda et al, 2002, p. 34).From this
perspective, decolonizing pedagogical context, instructors /educators/ teachers/students
must examine American society through macro-level and micro-level theorizations,
explicitly considering the larger picture of history and the sociopolitical contexts of
neocolonial experiences of peoples in the United States, as well as the local experiences
and realities of the students’ immediate lives.
While Tejeda, Espinoza, and Gutierrez (2003) provide a pedagogy larger in scope
to include all marginalized groups within the U.S. internal neocolonial context, Grande
(2004) searches for a red pedagogy, or an emancipatory revolutionary pedagogy that
privileges Indigenous intellectualism. Grande’s concern is for the “American Indian
youth caught at the crossroads of tradition and contemporary globalization” (2004, p. 5).
Like Tejeda, Grande grapples with the internal neocolonial conditions of the United
States or “the brute reality that twenty-first century America fosters internal colonies”
(Grande, 2004, p. 5). American Indian students “exhibit the highest dropout rates, the
lowest academic performance rates, and the lowest college admission and retention rates
in the nation” (American Council on Education, 2002; Grande, 2004, p.5). Similar to the
experiences of African American children (Ladson-Billings, 1998), American Indian
students are tracked in high numbers in remedial courses, and subject to low teacher
expectations and racism. American Indian educational scholars have found that schools
that honor Indigenous language and culture have higher success rates with Indigenous
students (McCardle & Demmert, 2006).
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As a critical theorist, she envisions a form of democracy that sheds its “Western
capitalist desires and works lor both critical and indigenous forms of education'’ (2004,
p. 7). Through collaborative commitment to the principles of sovereignty, emancipation
and equity, Giande sees a red pedagogy as an Indigenous revolutionary movement where
Indigenous peoples become agents for change within their communities, and that in a
larger context the collaborative commitment re-imagines a “democratic space free of
imperialist, colonialist, and capitalist exploitation” and dedicated to “all human beings
and the rest ol nature’ (2004, p.8). Although it is a collaborative movement, it is ever
changing and always informed by critical Indigenous scholars working in the field of
transformative education, rooted in Indigenous knowledge and epistemologies and “the
changing realities ot indigenous peoples” (2004, p. 166). Much like other scholars with a
foundation in Freire’s work, Grande’s basis of red pedagogy is hope. According to
Grande, the dreams of sovereignty and self-directed and self-determined communities are
possibilities through red pedagogy because the ultimate goal is decolonization.
In this study, decolonizing theory was defined and implemented. An educational
outcome of this praxis is the embodiment of decolonizing pedagogy, which synthesizes
both Tejeda’s cross-cultural view of the Indigenous or neocolonized with Grande’s more
specific goals of red pedagogy that address the specific needs of American Indian
students. Because the research honors both these positions by honoring Indigenous ways
of knowing (which is provided by the theoretical framework of this research), the critical
investigation of history, and the locally imbedded perspectives and experiences of the
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lives and the communities students come from, a decolonizing pedagogy is an essential
component to the sociopolitical and democratic movement toward emancipation and
empowerment.

Having and Sharing Power In the Classroom
In critical pedagogy and decolonizing pedagogy, education is a vehicle for
liberation where students have voice and power, exploring democratic principles and
engaging in conscientization. In this study the focus around students having freedom in
the classroom was through student-led instruction. At the beginning of each class,
students explored the syllabus and course map that described the objectives and
overviews of the course, and chose a topic that inspired an interest in them. Some of the
topics they could choose from were language diversity, ethnic and religious diversity,
U.S. history revisited, race, class, gender, sexual orientation, cultural pluralism, the
structures and organization of schools, and multicultural education in action. Laila, Cleo
and Colleen spoke directly to this aspect of the course.
Laila’s case for developing courses with student collaboration was strongly
connected to her ability to share her multiple identities. Having the opportunity to be an
expert when she led the language diversity and bilingual education class with Cleo
provided a space for her to have power and share her expertise. I can certainly vouch, as a
monolingual teacher, that I could not have possibly taught that class with the same
personal experience and embodied understanding as either Laila or Cleo.
Another aspect of taking the lead in class facilitation was being able to present
issues that were personally important to address through critical investigation of the text.
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For instance, in the interview Cleo brought up the compelling issues of busing bilingual
Haitian children out of her hometown and the grief this caused her. This was a locally
contextualized issue that Cleo had a space
within a multicultural classroom to engage
1
o o
with. Policies and practices were not changed that day, but the seeds for her continued
educational development were grounded in the desire to become a person of power
within her profession to be an agent for change for these specific issues.
Colleen also reveled in a space to share power. In addition to her collaboration in
the after-class group, she commented on the importance of being able to learn from her
classmates perspectives on the issues addressed in class, particularly on immigration. It
was through these moments that she was able to shift some of her long-held beliefs based
on her classmates’ experiences. For her, the student voices provided a personal face to the
class topics and course readings. Hearing her classmates stories were much more
meaningful than a professors lecture.

Embodied Practices
Another aspect of critical pedagogy/decolonizing pedagogy as a transformative
praxis was the embodied practices. Maya and Cleo spoke directly to their experiences
with critical performative pedagogy (CPP) (Harman & French, 2004). Cleo found that her
performance of racism startled and shifted the thinking of her classmates and friends. Not
only was she strategizing how to handle these racist situations, but her White classmates
were internalizing the pain and, in Cleo’s opinion, learned from her experience.
From Maya’s standpoint, Cleo’s hypothesis holds true. The embodied experience,
which broke down personal barriers and walls, opened up the space to hear all stories. So
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not only did Maya find her voice but she also found that she was grateful to have the
voices of her classmates to listen to attentively and learn from. It is important to note here
that Colleen was actually quite critical of critical performative pedagogy, picking up on
the challenges Ruth and I face when facilitating this work. In an after-class session, when
most students were excited about the bodywork, she proposed that it had potential for
promoting stereotypes and if done without critical reflection, could do more harm than
good.

Critical Engagement Through Discussion Topics
Throughout the decolonizing analysis, each participant reflected on their own
critical engagement through discussion topics. Laila mentioned both the class session in
ethnicity and religious diversity and the class readings looking beyond traditional
American “heroes.” As previously discussed, a transforming moment for Laila was
sharing her religious identity. Although she divulged it during a heated discussion, she
was able to gather allies and found that she had a safe space where this marginalized
identity did not become a space for persecution but affirmation. In terms of neocolonial
history, Laila had also mentioned the importance of exploring the many forgotten,
neglected, or marginalized voices of influential men and women over time that made
history. The absence of voices of those that belonged to marginalized communities or
those speaking out about unjust policies and practices were absent, particularly in school
texts.
Both Cleo and Colleen found the course readings and discussion about Indigenous
issues, namely Christopher Columbus and the consequences of his voyage in 1492, to be
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significant enough to qualify as decolonizing moments for both of them. Outraged by
what they did not know, these young women have vowed to keep critical pedagogy alive
and well in their classroom practices.

Engaging in Meaningful Assessment
In terms of meaningful assessments, Laila, Colleen and Maya each reflected on
the process of writing about their own thoughts or developing philosophies in educational
narratives. The two assessments that stood out for them were the weekly reflection
journals and the Intergenerational Family Education History Project. Laila likened the
Intergenerational Family History project to a spiritual autobiography she once wrote for
an English class. Colleen saw these spaces as unique to her own experience since she
hadn’t had an instructor or teacher ask her to share in this way before, to reflect on her
own thoughts and beliefs. Maya also found the reflection journals as honest and not
artificial. This was a place to open up for personal empowerment.
In relation to decolonizing pedagogy, as Tejeda et al (2002) reflected on earlier,
these assessments were based in academic rigor. The facilitations, IFEHP, reflection
journals, and course readings held students responsible for synthesis of the course
objectives, reminding these preservice teachers of the importance of making connections
between themselves, the readings, and their experiences. Ultimately envisioning the field
of decolonizing multicultural teacher education as an intellectual space with teachers as
academics, challenging the current rhetoric of making curriculum “teacher proof,” that is.
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the trend of making scripted programs in subject areas that teachers are to read and enact
rather that conceptualize, develop and tailor curriculum to the specific needs of the
students.

Having Academic Mentorship and Support
Embodied within each of the previous findings from a collective perspective was
the gratitude many of us shared in having knowledgeable and supportive mentors. This
was a particularly strong message within my own critical personal narrative, but
reverberated in Laila, Colleen, and Maya’s critical personal narratives. Laila recalled
having a Haitian speaking second grade teacher who did not give up on her and
encouraged her to believe in her own intelligence. Similarly, I experienced the
mentorship of an Indigenous community college professor who carefully scaffolded my
academic experiences while honoring my cultural ways of being. This manifested itself in
his relationship building with my family and the personal interests he made in my
academic success.
But apprenticeship within the field of education or culture does not need to come
from mentors from the same cultural communities as their students. Research has
illuminated the power that relationship building has in the academic achievement of
students, particularly those from marginalized communities (Nieto & Bode, 2008). In
Maya, Colleen, and my own experiences, mentors who took the opportunity to know,
listen, and communicate with students had a significant impact in their understanding and
knowledge ol the subject matter. One of the outcomes of these kinds of relationships is
the comfort in knowing that we are not alone on this decolonizing journey.
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Lessons Learned From the Collective Perspective on the Sociopolitical Context of
Decolonizing Multicultural Teacher Education
In terms of the collective level of teacher educators and teacher education
programs, our experiences as student-researchers and instructor have several implications
for the future of multicultural teacher education through a decolonizing lens. Building on
the personal level of self-reflection and the foundation of multicultural personhood, as
well as creating classrooms safe for critical/decolonizing pedagogy, teacher educators
and teacher education programs can benefit by moving from individual responsibility to
collective responsibility in a variety of ways including a sense of problem posing and
decolonizing pedagogy. For instance, Critical Performative Pedagogy is a problemposing embodied practice where the preservice teachers engage with localized problems
through some form of performance, event or text that connected the personal to collective
through journaling, sculpting, and scenario development finding strategies to change real
life situations found within our communities and classrooms. By engaging with the issues
that children and preservice teachers experience in their real lives, developing a
collaborative social justice pedagogy or educating for democracy then becomes a real
possibility.
In addition to creative decolonizing methodologies, by naming, reflecting and
investigating colonial or neocolonial U.S. history, students and preservice teachers from
marginalized groups can begin to see their communities’ resistances and how they
continue to create their own histories for empowerment. By rethinking the generally
accepted dominant-mainstream versions of history, opportunities for students who benefit
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as members positioned as part of the dominant mainstream, like Colleen, begin to
understand the experiences of historically marginalized communities (including her own
Irish ancestors and the working class). This opportunity is two-fold because it 1) creates
an experience to understand that Whiteness is a social construct and 2) it creates
opportunities for community dialog and structural change by differentiating between
White privilege as an inheritance, not a choice, and choosing to create a new
consciousness, which works to share and/or unpack this White privilege. This
understanding of marginalized histories and the challenging of the roles that power and
privilege play in the maintenance of the status quo reverberates with Cleo’s hopefulness
for critical decolonizing pedagogy and change that may make it possible some day for
children and preservice teachers, like herself, to create hopeful communities for crosscultural empowerment that refuses to send the marginalized home crying.
Again, our voices as student-researchers and instructor speak to the demographic
imperative from a collective lens. Because the majority of teachers come from the
dominant mainstream culture, our multicultural teacher education programs must respond
to the disconnection they may face when working with students who will soon outnumber
the White middle-class teachers. We have learned from research including this study that
cross-cultural communications for academic success are possible, but only when
mainstream teachers, as well as teachers from marginalized backgrounds, and preservice
teachers are willing to truly grapple with race, class, gender and social inequities
(Darling-Hammond, 2006; Nieto, 1999) and I would include neocolonialism. One way of
interrogating these issues is through our teacher education programs in terms of the
language we use and emphasis of issues of diversity throughout the teacher education
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curriculum. If teachers must grapple with race, class, gender, neocolonialism, and social
inequities than so must our teacher education programs. How do we critically engage
with No Child Left Behind, schooling within a democracy, equity versus equality, social
justice, cultural pluralism, and terms such as “best practices” and the “achievement gap”?
How are teacher educators prepared and supported to address the real life issues that are
children and teachers are facing our schools? We hope to tackle this from the institutional
perspective.

The Institutional; Hopes and Fears for the Future of Decolonizing
Multicultural Teacher Education

While Laila, Cleo, Colleen, and Maya did not speak directly to the
institutional issues surrounding the future of decolonizing multicultural teacher
education, many of the concerns they describe in their narratives, as well as some
of their parting fears as they head into their own classrooms, do speak to these
issues. Within the analysis of this research I found that each of the
researcher/participants is a product of U.S. schooling and feels that schools need
to change. As a research participant, having been a preservice teacher, classroom
teacher, and now teacher educator, I concur with their hopes and fears.
Throughout Laila and Cleo’s critical personal narratives, issues of identity,
particularly their racialized identities, were aspects that brought them personal pride, but
also challenges when attending predominantly White institutions. Imagine the cumulative
stress that each of these preservice teachers experienced knowing that in every college
course they took they would be confronted with ignorance, whether blatantly racist or
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unintentionally through the myriad of subtle racist acts that instructors and teachers are
guilty of, including having lowered expectations for academic success. Laila spoke of a
high school counselor who only encouraged students of color, who did well in high
school, to strive for community college (not the university). While community colleges
may provide wonderful opportunities for academic success for marginalized students
(and I fit that category as a proud recipient of an Associate’s degree), not being
encouraged to attend a large university or liberal arts college implies that somehow race
or neocolonial membership inherently places groups of people at a disadvantage, instead
of the social and political inequities. Located as a collective critique, but also deeply
embedded in an institutional responsibility, is the need for neocolonial institutions to
create more opportunities for students like Laila and Cleo to have equitable access to a
fair and just education. They should have representation within the student body of
colleagues who come from similar communities, with instructors who understand and
engage with issues they have experienced and prepare them to effectively teach children
within their communities. Therefore, colleges of education need to become part of the
critical conversations that challenges neocolonial dominant mainstream perceptions of
people of color, or the neocolonized, and make changes within their institutions to meet
the growing needs of children in U.S. schools.
Specific to Cleo and Laila’s narratives, two issues seem to speak directly to
schools of education as well as universities, when preparing teachers for diversity. First,
the teaching force needs to be diversified in terms of social membership, which was
introduced in Chapter One. Ninety-percent of the teachers are predominantly White,
while only six percent African American and the other five percent reflect teachers from
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othei marginalized communities while the student population is becoming more racially
diverse (Nieto & Bode, 2008). Universities and colleges need to find ways to attract
students who come from marginalized communities, support them in their academic
journey, provide rigorous and high quality education and encourage them to become
leaders, such as teachers and administrators, if we are going to see real change in U.S.
schools. A great deal of work needs to be done to attract and support neocolonial or
marginalized students to universities. Therefore, schools of education need to actively
recruit undergraduates of color. Creating supportive environments within the school for
marginalized students, whether they have multicultural cohorts with strong faculty to
support both their socioemotional and sociopolitical development.
Second, another challenge mentioned by the students in this study was their
concern with high stakes testing. In terms of requirements, the ability to get into schools
of education weighs heavily on praxis tests. Standardized tests, for some time, have been
challenged as culturally biased and irrelevant in the overall success of students
particularly as participants in a democratic society (Sleeter, 2005). By challenging these
tests that act as academic gatekeepers, or at the minimum providing support for
neocolonized students interested in teaching to prepare for these test, changes may occur
in our teaching force to reflect the growing population of neocolonized students in our
schools.
In terms of decolonizing schools of education, efforts need to be made to re¬
conceptualize teacher education programs to explicitly re-center marginalized
communities through the development and implementation of creative, collaborative
teacher education programs where students have power. Within this system the
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curriculum reflects and honors the students’ ways of knowing and locally contextualizes
the learning experiences. These schools of education, from a decolonizing multicultural
perspective, would rely heavily on deconstructing the current neocolonial and
sociopolitical contexts of schooling with the purpose of preparing children to critically
think and participate as active citizens within a democracy that is founded in hope and
possibility. This form of American education challenges the rhetoric of multicultural
teacher education and the goals of schooling as primarily forces that act to create workers
for a global economy (Spring, 2005).
As mentioned earlier these schools would not cater only to marginalized
communities. Key to our definition of decolonizing theory is the necessary inclusion of
those who benefit from neocolonialism, who make up the majority of the U.S. population
at this time. As allies, who come to this profession with multiple subjectivities, they also
benefit from grappling with their own positions within society and their active resistance
to or unexamined collusion with the mainstream. Developing schools of education that
support all teacher candidates by creating equitable decolonizing curriculum and
programs may have a greater ripple effect into our public schools addressing the struggles
many U.S. school children like Laila, Cleo, and Maya have experienced.
Therefore, providing equitable opportunities for marginalized young people to
potentially decolonize and participate in the academy creates opportunities for students
who benefit from neocolonialism to engage in transformative learning experiences as
well. Both Colleen and Maya’s prior experiences exploring diversity in education left
them both feeling angry and guilty. Neither identified these experiences as
transformative. What was most significant was that both Colleen and Maya stated that
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they needed to be ready for the decolonizing conversations that were transformative.
They could not be forced to become critical thinkers. What they did gain from our class
together was an opportunity to build on their prior experience and grow. Therefore,
scaffolding the experiences of preservice teachers by incorporating decolonizing theories
and multicultural educational goals in all teacher education curriculum and college
mission statements and goals provides real opportunities to explore and deconstruct their
privilege, learn more about themselves and others, and explore the world through
multiple perspectives.
Although Laila, Cleo, Colleen, and Maya are all committed to social justice, the
struggle for social justice as a disposition is a current national concern. Since 1993,
NCATE approved many national multicultural curriculum guidelines for teacher
education programs (Gollnick, 1995). Today, these guidelines are under attack.
Currently, there is a debate over the removal of the terms Social Justice and Sexual
Orientation, both of which are briefly mentioned in the NCATE standards under
“dispositions”. This contested site over language reflects the concerns for the future of
multicultural teacher education, particularly the importance of putting theory into practice
through social justice. Like Cochran-Smith (2003) we, student-researchers and instructor,
believe that “social justice itself is a valid outcome and an essential purpose of
multicultural teacher preparation that runs much deeper than traditional measures of
achievement but, in final analysis, undergirds the future of our society.
The institutional issues directly related to the sociopolitical context of
decolonizing multicultural teacher education are directly related to the way research is
perceived. Movements have been made in recent years to value the kinds of decolonizing
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research constructed in this study, including the analysis of critical personal narratives
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). But federally sanctioned and financially supported research in
education is still discussed in terms of what is “scientific.” This term needs
decolonization because it rests within the dominant paradigm. By limiting the research
there are limitations on the value of recreating teacher education programs that honor
Indigenous or decolonizing ways of being.
In addition to the challenges in conducting and validating decolonizing research,
the ways in which a decolonizing theory is applied to multicultural teacher education
needs to be examined carefully within larger discussions of what multicultural teacher
education should look like. Cochran-Smith (2003) suggests that we need a “new”
multicultural teacher education that it is a complete overhaul of what has been happening
up to this point. I can understand the frustration that led to this statement, but for me this
method actually reinforces many appropriated versions of multicultural education and is
potentially detrimental to the field. From a decolonizing perspective, intergenerational
history is valued and scaffolded. From my critical personal narrative, I can speak to my
experiences with mentorship within a graduate program that carefully created a
democratic and dynamic multicultural teacher education program that led to my own
multicultural development. I have witnessed the danger in this kind of overhaul, and my
own disappointment and disillusionment was minor in comparison the future
multicultural educators who will not benefit, as I did, from the collective wisdom it took
to develop the program. Sadly, it only took one year to dismantle the program and
disintegrate the intergenerational multicultural history it took thirty years to create.
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Within the complicated realm of multicultural teacher education, there is much to
learn about the future of decolonizing multicultural teacher education from the studentresearchers within the larger discourse of the neocolonial or neocolonized as they move
closer to their teaching careers. Within this discourse they have concerns about the future
that have left them fearful. The following discussion speaks to the personal, collective
and institutional implications for their careers in education.

A Problematic Epilogue: Teaching in Dangerous Times
At the conclusion of this study, a repertoire of participant-research voices come
together to address concerns they have about teaching through a decolonizing lens. I
chose to share the participants’ narratives to stress the importance of supporting these
future teachers committed to multicultural education, because their fears, regardless of
their neocolonial and/or neocolonized positions, were independently the same across the
board. The following are their running narratives:
lMy concern is] feeling isolated or not really knowing who [my] allies
are. Now that I know I have a voice, 1 am not afraid to use it, that's [the]
positive thing. [But] [w]hen I was working in Central North this summer,
I would ask,
“ So how do you subvert prescriptive curriculum? How do you go against
Open Court?”
“No we don't talk about that. ”
I [said], “Well, I'm just really interested because to me the script seems
pretty dull. ” And I would pretend, “Can you expand on it or add to it?”
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She lsaid], “If you do it, you don 7 talk about it. We shouldn 7 even be
talking about it and I shouldn 7 be talking to you. ”
It is really scary and awful to think that the easier path to teaching is
scripted.’’'’ ~ Maya (interview)

// want to be] a progressive teacher that has kids ask questions instead of
me always asking questions and getting answers. I’m worried that one
day, maybe after 20 years, I will be one of those routine teachers. I don 7
want to fall into a routine where I do the same thing with kids year after
year even though I am getting different students. That is one of my
concerns, that I keep multiculturalism going. ~ Laila (interview)

I don 7 want to offend anybody ... I was thinking what if I have a girl who
goes home and says, “We read a book about my two moms, ” to her mom
and dad. Then they come grilling at me saying, “No, that’s not right!”
And then we have Susie who has two moms and she feels accepted in the
classroom. That is a conflict. ~ Jess (interview)

My biggest concern is not being supported. Anything that makes parents
uncomfortable, administrators avoid. My biggest concern is definitely
administrators and parents, who are people who have opinions worth
being respected as well, but they also perpetuate a lot of negative things.
~ Colleen (interview)
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Whether Lai la, Cleo, Colleen, and Maya are aware of the national disposition debates
over social justice, they are keenly aware of the multicultural rhetoric that exists in their
universities and public schools. Their fears of losing their jobs, feeling powerless with
top-down political agendas, finding communities of like-minded colleagues and
developing supportive networks, are founded in their own experiences with education.
They all alluded to the fact that this is a dangerous time to be teaching. But in spite of
their concerns about parents, administrators, being alone as a multicultural educator,
losing their ability to be critical teachers because of standardized tests and prescribed
teaching, they all are committed to the journey.

The Next Rotation: Furthering the Research
From my perspective, an attribute of decolonizing theory that these future
teachers embody is the notion of survivance (Vizenor, 1998), that is, the combination of
resistance and survival. Survivance is honoring the memory of oppressive neocolonial
history from the past and present and the active resistance to it. In terms of education, I
see the decolonizing goal as using social justice as the tool and decolonization as the
hopeful outcome. Using the Introduction to Multicultural Education course as a site for
decolonization through personal and collective lenses, decolonizing theory was attempted
through the personal histories or critical personal narratives, and the multiple
subjectivities of myself, a Blackfoot/Gros Ventre/ White woman, Laila, Haitian, Cleo,
Haitian American, Colleen, Irish American, and Maya, Greek and Irish American, all
women pursuing careers in education. Together, as instructor and students, power was
shifted away from the institutional neocolonial norm and engaged with the dominant
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mainstream ideologies in self-reflexive dialogue. On a collective level, we co-constructed
a course and constructed the participants’ experiences, decolonizing the classroom by recentering the voices and actions of the marginalized to the center. This process did not
deny those that may easily get categorized as neocolonizers a safe and productive
position in the classroom. Instead this process complicated and explored the multiple
identities within a decolonizing framework. By decolonizing multicultural teacher
education, through critical personal narratives, the process of decolonization began
through an examination of the larger picture of neocolonialism in the institutions of
higher learning, the classroom and in our neocolonial experiences.
In terms of practice, I am left with several thoughts for the continuation of this
kind of decolonizing research. In looking at classroom practice, I would like to include
the call of Gloria Ladson-Billings (2006) (among other theorists) who charge teacher
education programs to develop deeper understandings of culture where preservice
teachers and their institutions are concerned. Along these lines, I plan to further my
research on defining the connections between decolonizing theory and multicultural
education, finding ways to disrupt “business as usual” (Nieto, 2000; Cochran-Smith,
Davis & Fries, 2004), then applying these connections to the larger macro issues
currently plaguing the future of multicultural teacher education, including suggestions for
research agendas that ask for backwards-forward analysis. In terms of the backwardforward investigation a grappling with the students’ personal narratives provided
examples of their backward to forward movement as multicultural educators.
In terms ol future research, I would like to continue our collaboration and our
support of one another as the student-researchers move into careers in teaching and I, in
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teacher education. In addition, I hope to further the discourse on the sociopolitical
constructs of decolonizing multicultural teacher education through the backward-forward
examination of more students who have taken courses in multicultural education, as well
as a critical examination of how the courses were constructed and how to potentially
construct future courses on multicultural education for teacher candidates with
decolonization as a goal. As a reference backward to forward, in the future I would also
like to include critical personal narratives of teachers who benefit from neocolonialism or
are from neocolonized communities who have been committed to multicultural education
and then follow them back to the teacher education programs that were key to there
development. In addition, I would like to take this further by investigating the
interconnections between their familial or critical personal experiences in addition to
their teacher education program. Finally, as a beneficiary of the multicultural teachereducator program established by Dr. Sonia Nieto, I pledge to carry on her good works
and keep her legacy of multicultural education always at the forefront of decolonizing
multicultural teacher education.

Conclusion: The Spiral Continues
Back at the library, where we began our interconnections between multicultural
teacher education and decolonizing theory, I shared my critical personal narrative of
suri’ivance from the familial to the educational with connections to literature and the
sociopolitical text, through Fools Crow (Welch, 1986) to Affirming Diversity (Nieto &
Bode, 2008). In reality, many texts, performances, and dialogues have shaped and shifted
the spaces in which I exist, including works of Indigenous poetry (Welburn, 2001) and
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explorations of children's literature (Rudman, 1995); Botelho & Rudman, forthcoming).
And while among all the books at the library another moment, a decolonizing critical
moment, is at the forefront of my mind as we bring this study to a close.
One late Spring afternoon, one of my dearest NAGS (Native American Graduate
Students), accompanied me to the third floor of the library, the silent reading room. It
had just been renovated: it was maroon and gray, quiet, and smelled like new furniture, a
perfect space to define of an academic theory. By this time, I had gathered all my
resources and was prepared to create a literature review on defining decolonizing
theory. I had my books, computer, fresh pencils and, most importantly, coffee. My
favorite cubical by the window was taken, so I positioned myself close enough to Marylou
to make eye contact, but far enough away so that we would not talk or find reasons to be
distracted. 1 was ready. I sat down, plugged in, and looked at the blank screen waiting
for., .waiting for.. .waiting for., .waiting for inspiration in terms of finding a way to write
about decolonizing theory that did not replicate Western models or become a colonial
recreation.
I began observing my environment, surrounded by unfamiliar faces, except
Marylou, no music, no laughter, no stories, just APA guidelines and a ton of research.
How could I tell the “story” of decolonizing theory that didn't fall into the trappings of
Western colonial writing. 1 kept looking at Marylou until I finally caught her eye, in that
moment we both knew we had to talk. Quietly we removed ourselves to the closed
corridor. And we both burst into laughter, as I explained my dilemma our laughter turned
to frustration- on the verge of tears, and then anger. I was feeling that 1 had to discard
my Indigenous lens to write for the academy. Marylou and I vented for quite some time. 1
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t c alized at that moment that my way of being, mx multiple identities were not all
conducive to traditional academic ways of conceptualizing theory. I wanted to talk and
discuss the story, without a beginning, middle or end. Marylou and 1 struggled with how
to put or al discourse on paper. With Marylou s guidance and support from the
perspective of the neocolonized, I was able to process or talk my way through the reality
°f decolonizing theory in practice, and it was in that critical personal moment that led to
the internalizing of decolonizing theory at the visceral level that led to the way this
dissertation was written. In the process of finding my voice within the academy I have
also become more fluent in the language and culture of academia, which has also led to
the conception and validity of the development and implementation of this research.
So that brings me back to the deep, grounded meaning of this decolonizing
research. Being irate, Marylou and I talked about how easy it is for Native and
neocolonial people to “fail" in Western academies because the system wasn 7 set up from
our epistemological frame of reference. And U.S. public schools mirror higher
institutions of learning. It was not surprising to me, in that moment, to understand why so
few Native people succeed in the academy or Native or neocolonial children in public
schools. Even though / was angry, heartbroken and tearful, what motivated me most, in
that library at that moment, was love.
Not the kind of love that coddles and removes you from difficult situations but the
kind of love that actively supports you, stands beside you in the struggle for social justice.
I've learned of this love through mentors such as my great-great grandma Phemister, all
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my grandmothers, my aunt, my mother, Sonia, and my many sisters in the struggle, to
name a few and to lovers of social justice who approached and theorized teaching from
this perspective such as Paulo Freire who wrote:
It is impossible to teach without the courage to love, without the courage
to try a thousand times before giving up. In short, it is impossible to teach
without a forged, invented, and well-thought-out capacity to love (1998, p.
3).
A dear friend of his, Antonio Darder, wrote about Freire’s love stating that,
In Freire’s world, to be passionate and to love in the midst of all our fears,
anxieties, and imperfections truly constituted powerful expressions of our
humanity - the humanity we had to courageously embrace as educators
committed to the practice of freedom (2002, p. 34).
Much like the educators In What Keeps Teachers Goins?, by Sonia Nieto (2003),
I trace my experience of staying committed to my students, community and the field of
education to the ideals of love, freedom, and social justice. Love (and anger) have been
embodied in my lived experiences. It is the love that sustained me, and the anger that
motivated me to become an agent for change. During the writing of this study, I have
witnessed oppression, White privilege, as well as tremendous collaboration, friendship,
and mentorship. This profound process of transformation grounded in love and fueled by
anger are my personal contributions to -although situated within- a decolonizing theory.
As Chela Sandoval writes, “love as social movement is enacted by revolutionary, mobile,
and global coalitions of citizen-activists who are allied through the apparatus of
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emancipation

(2000, p. 184). It has been through these challenging and moving

experiences that I have enfleshed a decolonizing theory. And I thank all who have made
that possible because I am a better human being for doing this research.
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APPENDIX A
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Instructors:
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Masha K. Rudman
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Spring 2007
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Course Title:
Credits:
Class Meetings:
Instructors and
Classrooms:

Message:

Introduction to Multicultural Education
3
Tuesdays, 1:00-3:30
Kristen B. French
Masha K. Rudman

Furcolo 21A
Furcolo 228

Messages may also be left in our mailboxes located
in the hallway next to Room 107 or via email at
kbfrench @ educ.umass.edu
rudman @ educ.umass.edu

INTRODUCTION TO MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
OVERVIEW
This course has been designed to provide a basic introduction to the historical,
sociological and philosophical foundations of multicultural education. The following are
the general instructional goals of this course:
6.

To examine from different theoretical perspectives the nature of intergroup
relations in U.S. society in order to shed light on the causes and complex
dynamics of racism, classism, sexism, neocolonialism and other forms of
discrimination and intergroup conflict.
7. To promote the study of the historical and contemporary experiences and
contributions of people of color, women and other underrepresented groups.
8. To analyze the influence on learning of such social identities as race, class,
ethnicity, language, and gender, and to understand how discrimination based on
these factors translates into school structures, policies, and practices that
perpetuate inequality.
9. To develop a sound philosophical rationale for multicultural education and
critically examine the role of multicultural education in school reform and social
change.
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10. To reconcile the contradiction of teacher and student and become critical co¬
investigators through dialogue (i.e., naming, reflecting, and acting upon reality)
(Paulo Freire, 1970)2.

REQUIRED TEXTS
Nieto, Sonia (2004). Affirming Diversity: The Sociopolitical Context of Multicultural
Education (4th Edition). Boston: Pearson.

Bigelow, B. & Peterson, B. (1998). Rethinking Columbus: The Next 500 Years.
Milwaukee, WI: Rethinking Schools, Ltd.
Bigelow, B., Harvey, B., Karp, S., & Miller, L. (Eds.). (2001). Rethinking Our
Classrooms: Teaching for Equity and Justice, Volume 2. Milwaukee, WI:
Rethinking Schools, Ltd.
Please notify me if you have any condition (e.g., physical, learning or sensory
disability), which will make it difficult for you to carry out the work as I have outlined
in this syllabus. We can make appropriate arrangements during the first few days of
the course.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

•

Attendance & Participation: 16%

•

Reading Discussion Facilitation: 15%

•

Family Education History Project: 15%

•

Response Papers: 20%

•

Critical Performative Pedagogy 4%

•

Case Study Project/ Annotated Bibliography/ Poster Presentations: 30%

A. Attendance & Participation
As a member of this class, you are responsible for the learning that takes place. You are
expected to be prepared tor each class and ready to participate in class discussions and
activities. You are expected to attend all classes and complete all assigned readings and
course tasks. Your presence is important. If you miss more than one class meeting, your
Final grade will reflect your absences, at my discretion. For every class you miss, you
must write a two-page paper in response to the assigned readings. A one-page paper on a
cultural event (e.g., art or music show, film, festival, political demonstration, lecture,
children’s book analysis, etc.) that you attended this semester will also be required. In

Freire, Paulo (1970). Pedagogy of the Oppressed. New York: Seabury Press.
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this paper, describe an experience that took you out of your own cultural frame, as well as
any new understandings you ascertained about the culture represented.
B. Reading Discussion Facilitation
You will be responsible in partnership* with one or two other classmates to lead
discussion for 20 minutes on one of the class themes. When preparing your discussion
consider the following questions: What does the theme of the class mean? How do the
readings respond to the theme? What can we do as a group to facilitate thoughtful
discussions about the theme? Which key concepts do we want to convey or highlight in
this discussion? or What do we want the class to learn from the discussion? If you sign up
for facilitation on a day with a panel or special guest, you will be responsible for
connecting the readings to introducing the guests, facilitating student questioning, and
wrapping-up the discussion. Please email me your facilitation plan two days (Sunday
before 8pm) before your presentation. I encourage you to experiment with different ways
(e.g., posing questions, simulations, mini-lecture, etc.) of facilitating discussion. We will
compile a list of possibilities in class.
*The learning partnerships created through your facilitation (sign up) will be used
throughout the semester. You may confer with your learning partners on assignments,
they can assist with class information if you are absent or provide general support during
the semester.
C. Family Education History Project
Using class readings as a historical backdrop, you will construct a history of your
family's experiences with formal education in the United States. Your six-eight page
project will be due on March 27th. See the guidelines for this exercise.

D. Reflection journals
Each student will be responsible for ten single-spaced, one-pane response papers during
the semester. In these papers, you will respond to and make connections between your
academic and personal life experiences and the course readings. You can also include
reflections on other class activities. Some Reflection Journals will have specific
guidelines, these will be displayed on the weekly course assignment on the course
calendar or shared in class. Make sure to check each week.
In addition, include at least one paragraph in the reflection journal in response to the
case studies (when applicable). Use the questions provided after the case studies to guide
your thinking. With each case study identify ways in which they can connect to your own
case study (your final project).

Remember that the reflection journals are a space for you to connect with the readings,
apply it to your life and share that information with me. Reflection journals are due as
indicated on the calendar, except on March 27th (Family Education History Project due)
and the day of the poster session.
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E. After-Class Group (Optional)
This group is a voluntary committee of students who will stay after class with me to
review the class session we just had and discuss what worked, what did not, what to
change, and what to do in the upcoming class. I am inviting students to collaborate with
me by examining, evaluating, and recreating their own learning. I see this group’s
ongoing responsibility is to review and revise the syllabus and learning process of this
course. If you decide to take part in this group, your contribution will equal four
response papers. You will have to complete only five response papers. However, this
group should be prepared to discuss all readings. Reading facilitators are welcome to join
us on the day they lead discussion. Of course, feedback from all class members is
welcome at all times.
F. Critical Performative Pedagogy
Each member of the class will participate in a performance activity, which will take place
on May 8, 2007. Further details about the performance will be discussed in class.

G. Case Study/Annotated Bibliography/Poster Presentation
Your major project for this class will be an individual case study on a particular student
in the community whose culture is different from your own. Based on the information
from your case study you will uncover questions (research questions) that you will
address through your annotated bibliography (see example). By the last day of class you
will turn in your project and present your research in the form of a poster presentation. In
addition, you will give feedback to your classmates about their projects. We will talk
more about this in class.
Your critical ethnographic case study will include the following;
1.
A case study of a student from a culture other than your own.
2.
This project will include interviews, research about the culture
and background of the student you will be interviewing, and reflections about the
relevance of your findings to critical multicultural education, as well as linking
your study to the readings discussed in class.
3.
You will receive more information about ethnographic research and interviewing
techniques in class, as well as specific guidelines for this project. (For examples
ot case studies, refer to those in Affirming Diversity: The Sociopolitical Context of
Multicultural Education by Sonia Nieto.)
Your annotated bibliography:
The purpose of this assignment is to support you in identifying and learning about a
specific area ot interest in multicultural education that generated out of your case study.
For this assignment, you will need to:
1. Select a topic and formulate a question you want to investigate.
2. Choose 5 references (books or journal articles ) that relate to that topic.
3. Prepare an annotated bibliography that includes a complete reference for each
source, an abstract of each source that summarizes the main points or arguments.
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and its relevance to your particular research question. Only one reference can be
from the internet.
r
^

Referenced sources should follow APA guidelines.
More specific guidelines and examples of how to do an annotated
bibliography will be provided later.
4. In addition, to the annotated bibliography you should include:
r information about your rationale for choosing your topic,
^ a discussion of how the reading in this area connects to multicultural
education and your professional goals.
5. Prepare a poster presentation on your research topic

Schedule of Reading Discussion Facilitators
What follows is discussion schedule for the semester. You can work with a partner or in
a group of three. Your group is responsible for leading the class facilitation for your
chosen week. Be creative and try to use a different format than that of the previous
groups. (Use the Course Map below to help you decide on a week that is interesting to
you.)
Group 1:
Theme:
Students:

Class 2: February 6th

Group 2:
Theme:
Students:

Class 3: February 13th
What Should Schools Teach?

Group 3:
Theme:
Students:

Class 4 : February 20th
U.S. History Revisited

Group 4:
Theme:
Students:

Class 5: February 27th
Multicultural Education/ Critical Pedagogy: How Should We Teach?

Group 5:
Theme:
Students:

Class 6: March 6th
Race

Group 6:
Theme:
Students:

Class 7: March 13lh
Class

Group 7:
Theme:

Class 8: March 27th
Ethnicity and Religion

What Should We Call People? How Do We Identify Ourselves?
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Students:
Group 8:
Theme:
Students:

Class 9: April 3rd
Gender

Group 9:
Theme:
Students:

Class 10: April 10th
Sexual Orientation

Group 10:

Class 11: April 24th

Theme:
Students:

Language Diversity/ Bilingual Education

Group 11:
Theme:
Student:

Class 12: May 1st
Affirming Diversity: Implications for Teachers, Schools, and Families
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Introduction to Multicultural Education
Course Calendar
TOPIC

#1

Setting the Context

January 30

#2
February 6

What Should We Call People?
How Do We Identify
Ourselves?

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
Introduction & Syllabus Overview.
*Student definitions of Multicultural
Education
Overview of Nieto’s definition.
Begin Planning and Writing Your
Family Education Histon’•
E-reserves: Tatum, Beverly, The
Complexity of Identity: “Who Am I? ”

(Ereserve Password: educ377)
Affirming Diversity (AD)
Chap. 1& 2
Rethinking Our Classrooms 2 (ROC2):
pages 6-10
Rethinking Columbus (RC): page 112
Reflection Journal Due: Write an “/
Am From ” poem. Reflect on the article
hv Linda Christensen and your own
experience writins the poem.
AD: Chap. 4 & 7

#3
February 13

What Should Schools Teach?
ROC2: p.1-4; 204-206; 214-224

Report on Your Case Study Person.
Reflection Journal Due
U.S. History Revisited

ROC2: p. 34 - 56
RC: 17-27; 47- 68; 79-84; 125-127;
167-169

#4
February 20

Video: A Place at the Table

http ://w ww.ovate.org/

#5
February 27

Multicultural Education and
Critical Pedagogy: How
Should We Teach?
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Reflection Journal Due
AD: Chap. 9
ROC2: p. 63-71; 73-75;
RC: 35-41; 86-94; 95-111;
Columbus on Trial
Great resources to browse through:
http://www.t0lerance.0r2/index.isD
http://www.rethinkin2schools.or2/
Reflection Journal Due

#6
March 6

Social Memberships:

Ereserve: Tatum, Beverly, Defining
Racism: “Can We Talk?”
McIntosh, Peggy, White Privilege
AD: Chap 3
ROC2: 15, 126-133; 181-185
RC: 105-106; 131-133
Video
Race The Power of an Illusion:
http://www.Dbs.or2/race/000 General/
000 00-Home.htm
Reflection Journal Due: Reflect on the
definitions of racism, include a list of
privileges you generate after reading
McIntosh.
EReserve: Loewen, James, The Land
of Opportunity
ROC2: 82-83; 89-100
Video
People Like Us:
http://www.pbs.0r2/pe0plelikeus/index
.html
Class Matters:
http://www.classmatters.or2/2005 07/
class stvles.php
Reflection Journal Due

Race

Class
#7
March 13

#8
March 27

Ethnicity and Religion

Ereserves: Kaye-Kantrowitz, Jews
in the US: The Rising Cost of
Whiteness

AD Chapter 5
www.rethinkin2schools.or2 articles:

#9
April 3

Attacks on Muslims and ArabAmericans, Facts about Arabs, What
is Islam ?
Family Education
History Project Due
No Reflection Journal Due
EReserve: Lorber, Judith, Night to
His Day:Social Construction of
Gender

Gender

ROC2: 107-11; 138-139; 188-193
Video: It’s Elementary
Reflection Journal Due
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#10
April 10

#11
April 24

EReserves: Blumfield, Warren, How
Homophobia Hurts Everyone
ROC2: 167-174, 194-198
Stonewall Panel
2003 NSCS
Key Findings: www.glsen.org
Reflection Journal Due

Sexual Orientation

Language Diversity/ Bilingual
Education

#12
May 1

Affirming Diversity:
Implications for Teachers,
Schools, and Families

#13
May 8

Multicultural Education in
Action

#14
May 15

Class Conference
Taking Stock of Our Learning
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Ereserve: Munoz, Ryan, First
Crossing
AD: Chap 6
ROC2: 22-26
http.V/www. rethinkin eschools. orn/cnibin/hse/Homeva neSearchEn nine, csi ?u
rl—httv://www. rethinkin gschools. orn/a
rchive/20 03/cros203.shtml; neturl—d
+highlightmatches+notofirstmatch:ter
ms—imminration;enc—imminration;utf
S-on:novarts#firstmatch
Panel
Reflection Journal Due
AD: Chap. 8 & 10
ROC2: 160-162
Guest Speaker
Reflection Journal Due.
Affirming Diversity (AD)
Chap 11
ROC2: 140-147
Critical Performative Pedagogy
Case Study/ Annotated Bibliography
Due
Poster Presentations
Course Evaluations.
Class Celebration

EDUCATION 377: Introduction to Multicultural Education

COURSE MAP
WHAT SHOULD WE CALL PEOPLE? HOW DO WE IDENTIFY OURSELVES?
This part of the course sets the context for our semester long investigation. It provides
language to help us name the issues highlighted, as well as how we see ourselves within
the issues.

WHAT SHOULD SCHOOLS TEACH?
We will explore the controversies surrounding what children should learn and not learn in
schools. What should children know and not know? Why? Why not?

U. S. HISTORY REVISITED
We will revisit what we know and do not know about the history of the United States.
Who benefits from what we know and don’t know about the past?

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION AND CRITICAL PEDAGOGY: HOW
SHOULD WE TEACH?
This part of the course addresses how schools should teach. These readings set the
pedagogical tone and construction of our class.

Now that we have considered history, curriculum, and pedagogy, we will begin our
efforts to become more sociopolitically conscious...

SOCIAL MEMBERSHIPS: RACE, CLASS, GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTATION,
& ETHNITY AND RELIGION
We will delve into who we are and our histories. We will explore how the social
identities of race, class, ethnicity and religion, gender, and sexual orientation influence
formal learning experiences and translate into discriminatory school structures, policies,
and practices.

LANGUAGE DIVERSITY
In this section, we will consider how language is cultural and context dependent. We
examine the Bilingual Education Debate.

AFFIRMING DIVERSITY: IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS, SCHOOLS, AND
FAMILIES /MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION IN ACTION
We will examine what multicultural education looks like in the classroom.

TAKING STOCK OF OUR LEARNING
We will reflect on the learning experience we co-constructed together, as well as take
responsibility to initiate other learning experiences, taking along a critical multicultural
perspective.
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APPENDIX B
DECOLONIZING RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What are your plans for the future?

2. What were some of your concerns and surprises about the course on multicultural
education?

3. Were there any decolonizing moments/ critical personal moments in the course
that really moved you?

4. Was there any lessons/activities/readings/assignments/critical moments that you
moved you that you will take with you into grad school and/or teaching?

5. In terms of your future, teaching, what will you take with you from the course?

6. What are some of your worries or concerns about teaching through a multicultural
decolonizing lens?

7. What are some of the things you are looking forward too?
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APPENDIX C
INTERGENERATIONAL FAMILY EDUCATION HISTORY PROJECT

History is a kind of storytelling towards the present, that is, a written representation at
once itself an interpretation and itself open to interpretation. History may be told from
many perspectives and through many voices, thus multiple histories exist within a
society. As Loewen demonstrates in Lies My Teacher Told Me. some histories may “lie
through omission” while others blatantly misrepresent facts. Histories are an ongoing
series of social constructions, each representing the past at the particular present moment
for particular present purposes. Histories reinforce ideologies, or particular ways of
seeing and understanding the world, which may benefit some and silence or harm others.
In “Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack,” Peggy McIntosh reveals the ways in which we
are privileged individually and collectively and encourages us to examine how this relates
to oppression, inequality and personal responsibility. Beverly Tatum in “The Complexity
of Identity”, pushes us to understand the complexity of our own identities. In Affirming
Diversity (Chaps. 2,3, 4, 5 &9), Sonia Nieto challenges us to examine the current
sociopolitical and historical contexts of multicultural education and how culture and
identity impact the structural and organizational issues in schools and how we can
construct school reforms that benefit all students. Please consider these understandings of
history and education as you complete this project.
As you read James Loewen and the articles in Rethinking Our Classrooms/ Rethinking
Columbus, keep the following questions in mind:
•

Which positions, voices, and interests are at play? Which are silent and absent?

•

What are the implications of Loewen’s re-construction of the past for our present
circumstances?

•

What does this text reveal about the relationship between history and power?

•

Where does your own family history fit into the history Loewen (and other writers
of historical events) represents?

As you read the Peggy McIntosh article and Beverly Tatums’s, “Complexity of
Identity,”, keep the following questions in mind:
•

In what ways have you and your family members been privileged individually and
collectively?

•

In what ways have you and family members been oppressed (or denied privilege)
individually and collectively? (race/ethnicity, class, gender, religion, sexual
orientation, native language fluency, etc.)

•

Consider what effects privilege and oppression (or denial of privilege) have
across generations in the areas of school, employment and housing?

As you read Sonia Nieto’s, Affirming Diversity, Beverly Tatum’s, “Defining Racism,”
and Rethinking Our Classrooms/ Rethinking Columbus, keep the following questions in
mind:
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•
•

How does terminology impact your own personal and familial experiences?
In what ways did racism, discrimination and the expectations of student
achievement impact your own school experiences? How did school policies and
practices impact you, your relatives, or students in your school or surrounding
schools?

•

In what ways was your schooling experience impacted by tracking, retention,
standardized testing, curriculum, physical structures and disciplinary polices?
How was your culture and identity affirmed or ignored through schooling? What
were the experiences of your family members?
How does your experience in school reflect Sonia Nieto’s definition of
multicultural education?

•
•

Writing your Family Education History Project:
• Remember that Family is loosely defined. Not everyone grows up in what society
considers the “conventional family” (mother, father and siblings). Many people
have been raised by grandparents, adoptive parents, extended families,
institutions, etc. If you are confused about how to approach this assignment,
please feel free to contact with me.
• In addition, many people have experienced trauma within their families, which
also shapes who they are and how they identify themselves. You may choose to
write or not write about these experiences.
• When writing your paper consider how the readings of history, privilege and
power may have impacted your “family” experiences. Remember that this
assignment is designed to assist you in understanding how history and education
has impacted you and your family, personally, but you do not need to share
anything that you are uncomfortable writing about. Always take care of yourself.
Preparing Your Family’s Education History:
Interview someone in your family (e.g., grandparent, parent, aunt or uncle). If your
family is Indigenous to the United States, which parts of the States did/do they live in? If
your family voluntarily or involuntarily immigrated to the United States, when did they
come, where did they come from (if country of origin is known), where did they settle,
and why did they come to the United States? When did your ancestors become U.S.
citizens? What kinds of formal and informal schooling has your family member/s
experienced?
Preparing Your Education History:
Think about your own experiences in school. Write down your recollections. Describe the
community in which your school/s is located. What did the student population look like
in terms of race, class, gender, sexual orientation, ability, religious affiliation, and
ethnicity? What did the faculty and administrators look like? How was your school
structured? Was it tracked? How? In what ways do you think your education promoted
heroification and the cultural superiority of the United States? Whose culture(s) did your
schools value? In what ways did your schools incorporate critical multicultural
education? How did your schooling impact your identity?
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Based on the information you gather, while using class readings as a historical backdrop
(use significant quotes and cite authors), construct your own personal and family
education history. Be creative and use this assignment as an opportunity to truly explore
your personal and familial education history. Your project should be six-eight pages and
will be due on March 27th.
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